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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

1 User-driven Change under Malleable Information Tech-
nology 

Today, organizations continue to spend trillions of dollars on information technology 

(IT), with enterprise software investment’s growth significantly outperforming other 

IT areas (Gartner 2018). A decent share of these investments for enterprise software is 

spent on malleable IT, such as collaboration platforms (Maruping and Magni 2015). 

Malleable technologies have in common that users can modify them on their own and 

that they have a broad usage focus (Kallinikos et al. 2013; Richter and Riemer 2013; 

Schmitz et al. 2016). Investments in such technologies pay off if users adapt them to 

their needs and apply them in effective use for their work (Burton-Jones and Volkoff 

2017; Majchrzak et al. 2000). These adaptations of technology and incorporations into 

work tasks occur in the post-adoption phase of a technology’s implementation and 

often through voluntary individual use extensions (Bagayogo et al. 2014; Jasperson et 

al. 2005). 

Yet, the transition from generic potentials of malleable IT to effective use poses some 

challenges. For organizations, it is difficult to plan the adoption of malleable IT, since 

usefulness (i.e., an important indicator from existing research to predict technology 

acceptance) and, hence, adoption (Davis 1989; Venkatesh et al. 2003), must be antic-

ipated individually and are difficult to determine a priori for malleable IT (Richter and 

Riemer 2013). Additionally, the number of used features is not an appropriate measure 

for adoption under malleable IT, since the purpose for which the features are used is 

more important than whether they are used at all (Richter and Riemer 2013). For ex-

ample, the same feature could be applied by a single user for different tasks and could 

generate a value in all used scenarios. 

An additional layer of complexity exists in scenarios, in which users actively adapt the 

malleable IT (Schmitz et al. 2016). In these scenarios, users create or modify artifacts 

based on malleable IT that not only affects their individual work tasks but potentially 

influence how other users enact their work. These adaptations induce emergent change 

for related routines, which may lead to complex dynamics of consecutive changes over 

time (Goh et al. 2011; Leonardi 2011). All of these challenges depend highly on indi-

vidual users and their behavior. Unlike purpose specific enterprise software, where 
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users can be guided through prescribed usage scenarios (Richter and Riemer 2013), 

the post-adoption phase of malleable IT demands much more often that individual us-

ers leave their comfort zones and become actively involved to leverage potentials. This 

puts a heavy burden on individual users and may lead to strong variations for the suc-

cess of malleable IT implementation projects. 

We know little about how and when users invest efforts to leverage potentials of mal-

leable IT and how these investments may lead to consecutive changes. The users face 

at least two challenges in the process to actualize potentials. First, users need to per-

ceive potentials offered by malleable IT to support their work tasks. Second, if users 

have identified potential use scenarios, they may need to adapt the malleable IT to fit 

those use scenarios. Users can fail in both steps either by not perceiving potentials at 

all or by getting stuck in the adaptation of malleable IT. In addition, if they succeed 

and actualize a potential, the impact of this actualization depends on the conditions, in 

which the changed work task is embedded. The goal of this dissertation is to analyze 

the process of how and when users perceive and actualize potentials under malleable 

IT and how these actualizations may lead to changes in related routines over time. 

2 Overview of the Dissertation 
The dissertation comprises three studies related to user-driven change under malleable 

IT during the post-adoption phase. The first two studies focus on user perception and 

actualization of malleable IT potentials by applying different methodologies and uti-

lizing affordance theory. The third study focuses on user-driven routine change based 

on actualized potentials of malleable IT. The following paragraphs summarize each 

study, present the motivation, and address targeted gaps. 

The first study explored how and when users actualize affordances with collaboration 

platforms. In the context of this study, collaboration platforms are used as an example 

of malleable IT. Collaboration platforms provide generic features that users can adapt 

and incorporate in their work (Majchrzak et al. 2000; Maruping and Magni 2015; 

Zhang et al. 2011). These generic features provide almost endless potentials, if users 

perceive and actualize possibilities to apply them to perform their particular tasks in a 

more efficient manner. Unfortunately, we know little about the individual perception 

and actualization processes under collaboration platforms. In particular, we have lim-

ited knowledge of the possible perception processes in this scenario as well as how the 

generic nature of collaboration platform features influence the actualization through 
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required local configuration (Briggs et al. 2013) and the flexible application of the 

same feature to support different work tasks. This study used the concept of af-

fordances (i.e., potentials for goal-oriented action that a particular technology offers to 

particular users) (Volkoff and Strong 2013), and their actualization to analyze the pro-

cess of how users incorporate generic features of collaboration platforms into their 

work. It also explained under which conditions users engage in affordance actualiza-

tion or get stuck in the actualization process. The study achieved this by capturing user 

actualizations over a period of two years in a case study research. 

In the second study, the goal was to test how determinants based on social cognitive 

theory influence affordance perception of individual users under malleable IT. Exist-

ing research focuses on identifying specific affordances of IT and analyzes the effect 

of their actualization (e.g., Leidner et al. 2018; Strong et al. 2014). For malleable IT, 

this approach is not feasible since it provides an almost endless number of affordances 

depending on single user’s perceptions (Richter and Riemer 2013). Thus, the analysis 

for malleable IT should start before the actualization with the perception of af-

fordances. Unfortunately, affordance perception is almost absent from current research 

(Pozzi et al. 2014), and its relation to affordance actualization also remains unclear 

(Bernhard et al. 2013). Study 1 showed that affordance perception manifests in differ-

ent processes. Based on this insight, Study 2 wants to test what determinants influence 

these processes and how the resulting affordance perceptions relate to affordance ac-

tualizations. The study presents arguments that individual affordance perceptions un-

der malleable IT are primarily influenced by personal and environmental factors. 

Therefore, social cognitive theory (SCT) (Bandura 1986) is integrated with affordance 

theory by deriving influence factors for affordance perceptions from SCT. These in-

fluence factors are expected to trigger different affordance perception mechanisms. 

The study tests the resulting hypothesis using a survey research approach. 

The third study explored why the momentum of routine change associated with malle-

able IT varies between routines. Study 1 and Study 2 focused on single changes 

through affordance actualizations of users enabled by malleable IT, whereas the third 

study frames these changes as changes in routines (i.e., patterns of interdependent 

work that involve multiple actors) (Feldman and Pentland 2003). Prior research 

showed that routines change and evolve enabled by IT (e.g., Berente et al. 2016; Goh 

et al. 2011; Leonardi 2011; Polites and Karahanna 2013). Routines change because of 

endogenous reasons (e.g., the availability of a new technology) (Edmondson et al. 
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2001), and exogenous reasons (e.g., learning from past performances) (Feldman 2000; 

Feldman and Pentland 2003). While a great deal of research focused on the nature of 

change, few studies have analyzed the intensity of change. Users can conduct a series 

of consecutive changes before reaching a new stable version of the routine. Building 

on the theory of momentum of change (Jansen 2004), this study wants to explain the 

variation in this momentum of routine change. Furthermore, it also analyzes the influ-

ence of coordinative embeddedness (Howard-Grenville 2005) and pre-existing arti-

facts on momentum under the condition of malleable IT. This study compares the mo-

mentum of identified routines over more than three years and derives a theory to ex-

plain the intensity of change. 

3 Research Design 
The purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to a theory of user-driven change under 

malleable IT. The research strategy consisted of two consecutive phases that applied 

different methodologies: qualitative and quantitative. The consecutive application of 

these two methodologies allowed for both the exploration and the explanation of dif-

ferences of user-driven change under malleable IT. Both methodologies were applied 

in the same organizational context at Alpha. Alpha was a medium-sized mechanical 

engineering organization that had implemented Microsoft SharePoint (SP) to foster 

collaboration among its subsidiaries. SP supports many different usage scenarios by 

allowing the creation of sites (i.e., distinct areas within SP). Users can adapt these sites 

by configuring and combining generic features of SP. Alpha allowed such adaptations 

and provided the users with a high degree of discretion. These properties make SP a 

malleable IT and provide an appropriate set-up for our research. 

In the first phase of the dissertation, the focus was on the exploration of user-driven 

change processes enabled by malleable IT. Therefore, the strategy was to accompany 

multiple users from different teams after the implementation of such a technology over 

a long period of time to observe emergent changes. Case study research is an appro-

priate method for such an endeavor (Yin 2003). The data collection for the case study 

took place between November 2014, shortly before the go-live of SP, and December 

2017. The primary data source was a total of 59 interviews with 14 users from five 

different teams. The interviews were conducted in nine different rounds scheduled 

every four to five month-intervals during more than three years of observation. Ar-

chival data, including project documentations and direct system access complemented 
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the data collection and were used for triangulation. This data allowed us to observe 

how users perceived and actualized potentials to incorporate SP in their processes and 

how they drove change in these processes over time. The data collected in this phase 

of the dissertation was analyzed by applying two different lenses: affordance theory 

(Study 1) and routine theory (Study 3). 

The second phase of the dissertation built on the initial results of Study 1 in order to 

deepen the understanding of how users perceive potentials of malleable IT. The focus 

in this phase was to test parts of the former case study-based results with a quantitative 

method. A survey research approach was chosen that allowed the collection of multiple 

users’ answers. The survey was conducted among all users of SP at Alpha and took 

place between January and February 2018. 154 responses were collected and analyzed 

using PLS-SEM. The underlying model relied on affordance theory as well as SCT 

(Study 2). 

The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter II presents Studies 1 and 

2, which both deal with affordance perception and actualization under malleable IT by 

applying different methodologies. Afterward, Chapter III describes Study 3, which fo-

cuses on the momentum of routine change under malleable IT. Chapter IV closes the 

dissertation by concluding on the implications for research and practice. Table I-1 

summarizes the most important components of the three studies. 
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 Study 1: How Users 
Perceive and Actu-
alize Affordances: 
An Exploratory 
Case Study of Col-
laboration Plat-
forms 

Study 2: Explaining 
Differences in Af-
fordance Perception 
under Malleable In-
formation Technol-
ogy: A Social Cog-
nitive Theory Per-
spective 

Study 3: Change of 
Organizational Rou-
tines under Mallea-
ble Information 
Technology: Ex-
plaining Variations 
in Momentum 

Theoretical 
Foundation 

Affordance Theory, 
Feature Use 

Affordance Theory, 
Social Cognitive 
Theory 

Routine Theory, 
Momentum of 
Change 

Research 
Question 

How and when do 
users actualize af-
fordances with col-
laboration plat-
forms? 

How do determi-
nants based on so-
cial cognitive theory 
influence affordance 
perception of indi-
vidual users under 
malleable IT? 

Why does the mo-
mentum of routine 
change associated 
with malleable IT 
vary between rou-
tines? 

Method Exploratory Longi-
tudinal Case Study  

Confirmatory Sur-
vey Research 

Longitudinal Case 
Study 

Data Sources Primary: 47 semi-
structured inter-
views with 12 dif-
ferent users in seven 
rounds. 
Complementary: Ar-
chival documents, 
system access 

154 responses from 
survey in an organi-
zational context 

Primary: Interviews 
from Study 1 plus 
12 additional semi-
structured inter-
views with in total 
14 users in nine 
rounds. 
Complementary: Ar-
chival documents, 
system access  

Data 
Analysis 

Coding, pattern 
matching 

Quantitative Data 
Analysis with PLS-
SEM 

Coding, pattern 
matching 

Time Period 
Data Gather-
ing 

November 2014 to 
January 2017 

January to February 
2018 

November 2014 to 
December 2017 

Publication 
Status 

A previous version 
was published in the 
Proceedings of ICIS 
2017 (Lehrig et al. 
2017) 

Working Paper A previous version 
was accepted at 
ICIS 2018 (Lehrig 
and Krancher 2018) 

Co-Authors Krancher, Dibbern Krancher Krancher 
Own 
Contribution 

Major Major Major 

Table I-1 Overview of Studies 
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CHAPTER II AFFORDANCE PERCEPTION 
AND ACTUALIZATION UNDER MALLEABLE IN-
FORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

STUDY 1 HOW USERS PERCEIVE AND ACTUALIZE 
AFFORDANCES: AN EXPLORATORY CASE STUDY OF 
COLLABORATION PLATFORMS 

Tim Lehrig, Oliver Krancher, Jens Dibbern 

Abstract 

The success of collaboration platforms depends on the degree to which users incorpo-

rate generic platform features into their particular collaborative actions, yet little is 

known about the processes through which users perceive and actualize the potentials 

for action, or affordances, offered by collaboration platforms. We report the results of 

an exploratory case study in which we observed collaboration platform users over a 

period of over two years. We find that users perceive affordances through three alter-

native processes: imitating, exploring, and transferring. After perceiving affordances, 

users often need to arrange for configuration to enable the perceived action potential. 

Configuration can be found in three forms: delegated, guided, or autonomous config-

uration. Our emerging theory suggests that these perception and actualization pro-

cesses depend in complex ways on individual level (knowledge, self-efficacy, perceived 

complexity) and higher-level (advice networks, collective knowledge) factors. Our 

study helps open the black box of affordance perception and actualization processes. 

 

Keywords: Affordances, Affordance Actualization, Affordance Perception, Collabo-

ration Platforms, User Behavior 
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1 Introduction 
Many organizations rely on collaboration platforms, such as Microsoft SharePoint 

(SP), to increase the efficiency of collaborative work (Kang et al. 2012; Kolfschoten 

et al. 2012; Maruping and Magni 2015). A key characteristic of collaboration platforms 

is that they provide users with relatively generic features, such as lists, notifications, 

or search (Zhang et al. 2011). Users are then required to find ways to incorporate these 

generic features into their particular collaborative work in order to achieve goals that 

are meaningful to them. For instance, production planners may start using the list fea-

ture and the alert feature of a collaboration platform to keep sales personnel and shop 

floor operators informed about order status changes. In doing so, they find a way to 

use generic features (list and alert) for purposes that are meaningful to production plan-

ners (keeping others informed about order status changes). This example shows that 

the benefits from collaboration platforms critically hinge on the degree to which users 

perceive and actualize the many possibilities in which they can use generic platform 

features to perform their particular collaborative work in a more efficient manner. Un-

fortunately, research on feature use suggests that this potential is often highly under-

utilized because users tend to use a very limited number of features (Jasperson et al. 

2005) and infrequently revise their usage patterns over time (Wang et al. 2008). Even 

if organizations train users in preconceived use scenarios that are applicable to many 

users (Kang and Santhanam 2003), users may still struggle to recognize many of the 

ways in which they can leverage the platform features in their particular, local collab-

orative work. Thus, much of the potential offered by collaboration platforms remains 

untapped. An important question for organizations striving to realize the full potential 

of collaboration platforms is therefore how and when users perceive and actualize the 

potentials for action offered by collaboration platforms. 

The literature on affordances and feature use provide some perspectives on this ques-

tion. The affordance literature aims to explain how users realize affordances, i.e., po-

tentials for goal-oriented action that a particular technology offers to particular users 

(Volkoff and Strong 2013). Affordance theorists often posit that users realize af-

fordances through a two-phase process: affordance perception and affordance actual-

ization (Bernhard et al. 2013). Affordance perception describes the moment when a 

user becomes “aware of the existence of an action possibility” (Bernhard et al. 2013, 

p. 5). Whether a user perceives an affordance depends on the information available to 
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the user (Bernhard et al. 2013). The feature use literature adds that a specific type of 

user behavior, exploring, may result in users becoming aware of a new way of using a 

technology (e.g., Hsieh et al. 2011; Liang et al. 2015; Maruping and Magni 2015). The 

second phase, affordance actualization, denotes the actions taken by individuals to re-

alize the action potential (Strong et al. 2014). The affordance literature suggests that 

whether affordances are actualized depends on actualization efforts, or the degree of 

difficulties associated with actualizing the affordances (Bernhard et al. 2013). 

Although these relatively new pieces of literatures have contributed important 

knowledge, we note three critical gaps. First, we have limited knowledge of the pro-

cesses that lead to affordance perceptions. While it appears plausible that affordances 

are recognized through information that is available to a user, it is unclear which pro-

cesses users obtain such information through. Although the feature use literature adds 

that exploring is one such process (e.g., Hsieh et al. 2011; Liang et al. 2015; Maruping 

and Magni 2015), it remains unclear whether other important processes may, also re-

sult in affordance perceptions. Second, the literature scarcely appreciates the peculiar-

ities of relatively generic but malleable technology such as collaboration platforms 

(Kallinikos et al. 2013). Designers cannot predefine all possible use cases for collabo-

ration platforms (Orlikowski 1996). Thus, platforms require local configuration to sup-

port particular tasks (Briggs et al. 2013) or to contextualize information (Zhang et al. 

2011). Although some literature emphasizes this malleable, configurable nature of 

many contemporary technologies, configuration actions are largely absent from cur-

rent conceptions of actualization processes (Bernhard et al. 2013; Strong et al. 2014). 

Third, in particular the feature use literature focuses on features rather than on the 

actions that the features enable. Yet, in collaboration platforms, which provide rela-

tively generic features, a single feature may be used to support a variety of actions. In 

other words, a single feature may offer many affordances. A longitudinal perspective 

may be particularly helpful for exploring how users come to actualize several af-

fordances from the same feature. However, with few exceptions (Strong et al. 2014), 

such longitudinal perspectives are still rare. By targeting these gaps, we hope to gain 

a better understanding of the affordance actualization process in the context of collab-

oration platforms. With a better understanding of this process, we will also better un-

derstand the obstacles in the process, or why affordance actualization processes can 

get stuck. These understandings are likely to help organizations more fully leverage 

the potential of collaboration platforms. 
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Our study addresses the following question: How and when do users actualize af-

fordances with collaboration platforms? In an exploratory case study, we examined 

the affordance actualization process in an organization that implemented SP as a col-

laboration platform. We conducted 47 interviews with 12 users over a duration of more 

than two years, collecting data at seven points in time. We then unveiled three pro-

cesses of how affordances are perceived (imitating, exploring and transferring). Addi-

tionally, we uncovered that affordance actualizations may involve three types of con-

figuration processes (delegated, guided and autonomous). Although most users were 

engaged in a variety of perception and configuration processes, we also found im-

portant differences between users and within users over time. Our emerging theory 

suggests that these differences can be explained by initial differences and changes in 

the users’ technical knowledge, by perceptions of task complexity, and by users’ self-

efficacy. Furthermore, we identified external factors (advice networks and collective 

knowledge) that influenced the affordance actualization processes. Our key contribu-

tion is an emerging theory of affordance perception and actualization processes. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the literature 

on concepts related to affordance actualization. Afterward, we describe our methods, 

present our findings and the emerging theory, and discuss implications and contribu-

tions. 

2 Related Literature 
We build on affordance theory to examine how users realize action potentials from 

collaboration platforms. Affordances describe the action potentials offered to someone 

or something by an object (Volkoff and Strong 2013). Gibson introduced the term 

affordance (Gibson 1979), which is rooted in psychology. He coined the term based 

on his observations of animals and their interactions with objects in their environment. 

For instance, a path allows pedestrian animals to move from one place to another, 

whereas obstacles prevent such movement (Gibson 1979). Later Norman applied the 

affordance concept to human machine interaction (Norman 1999). However, Nor-

man’s definition deviated from Gibson’s definition in important ways. Most im-

portantly, Norman assumed that affordances are designed into technology and that de-

signers should make them perceivable (e.g., Hutchby 2001; Leonardi 2011). We do 

not follow Norman’s interpretation of affordances in this study. We assume that col-

laboration platforms contain generic features (e.g., lists, alerts) and that the potential 
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for local action (e.g., keeping sales personnel informed about order status changes) 

offered by these features is typically not anticipated by designers of the collaboration 

platform but instead is discovered by particular users in particular contexts. This is in 

line with a relational affordance lens (Hutchby 2001) as it has recently been endorsed 

in many information systems (IS) studies (e.g., Gaskin et al. 2014; Goh et al. 2011; 

Leonardi 2011; Zammuto et al. 2007). Consistent with this perspective, we define an 

affordance as a ”relationship between a technical object and a specified user that iden-

tifies what the user might be able to do with the object, given the user’s capabilities 

and goals” (Markus and Silver 2008, p. 622). 

Several points of this definition are noteworthy. Affordances refer to what users can 

do with given technical objects. These potential actions are related to the user’s spe-

cific goals. Technical objects, or features in our study, are thus not the same as af-

fordances. One feature (e.g., the list feature in SP) may enable the user to engage in a 

variety of actions that are meaningful given the user’s goals. For instance, the list fea-

ture may enable a quality manager to track relevant technical norms but also to monitor 

orders. The definition also emphasizes that the pure existence of an affordance is not 

sufficient for an action to occur. Users need to actualize the affordance (Strong et al. 

2014). 

The affordance actualization process has lately gained interest in IS research (Bernhard 

et al. 2013; Pozzi et al. 2014; Strong et al. 2014) but remains poorly understood. The 

full process consists of four distinct phases: affordance existence, affordance percep-

tion, affordance actualization and effect (Bernhard et al. 2013). We will focus on the 

second and third phases (perception and actualization) in this paper as these phases are 

characterized by active user involvement, whereas the existence phase defines the hy-

pothetical option space given the technology and the user characteristics and the effect 

phase captures the results of the actualization on an organizational level (Strong et al. 

2014). Affordance perception describes the event of a user becoming aware of an ac-

tion possibility (Bernhard et al. 2013). After an affordance perception, a user has at 

least a vague understanding of the potential for a particular action offered by a collab-

oration platform. Affordance perception is enabled through information about the af-

fordance (Bernhard et al. 2013). This information may be inherent to the artifact itself 

through the symbolic expressions of features (Markus and Silver 2008). For instance, 

in SP, a “+” symbol on top of libraries denotes the possibility to upload a document. 

Another source for information about an affordance is external sources (Bernhard et 
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al. 2013). For example, a user may observe how another user activates alerts to receive 

personalized notifications on changes to a document. The observation of this use may 

then lead the user to recognize that she, too, could use the alert feature for a particular 

purpose. In contrast to these positive examples, users can also misperceive affordances 

by picking up misinformation (Gibson 1979). For example, a user perceives that he 

can use SQL statements within SP, because he has heard something about SQL in the 

context of SP. However, users cannot use SQL statements in SP. The user may not 

realize his misperception until an unsuccessful affordance actualization attempt (i.e., 

he tries SQL statements in SP and fails) (Shaw et al. 1982). 

Affordance actualization is defined as “the actions taken by actors as they take ad-

vantage of one or more affordances through their use of the technology to achieve 

immediate concrete outcomes in support of organizational goals” (Strong et al. 2014, 

p. 70). Thus, actualization is the actual use of the technology for an action (Bernhard 

et al. 2013). In this paper, we refer to affordance actualization as the initial use of an 

artifact for a specific goal. Hence, we do not consider the repeated use of an artifact 

for the same purpose as another instance of an affordance actualization. The factors 

influencing the perception and actualization of affordances are currently only adum-

brated in literature. For example, Strong et al. identify the key factors as “individual 

abilities and preferences”, “EHR’s features” and “work environment characteristics”, 

all of which lead individuals to take different actualization actions (Strong et al. 2014, 

p. 72). These generic factors draw a rough image of the factors but require more re-

search to improve our understanding of affordance actualizations. We also still know 

little about the impact of change in these factors over time. For example, knowledge 

is seen as a factor that increases over time and allows the perception of new affordances 

through the user (Strong et al. 2014). However, it remains unclear how affordance 

perception processes at such an increased knowledge level differ from previous af-

fordance perception processes at lower knowledge levels. 

Furthermore, how users move from perception to actualization remains a black box. 

To the best of our knowledge, the configuration processes required to actualize a per-

ceived affordance are rarely discussed in affordance literature. However, configuration 

is an important activity in collaboration platforms (Kolfschoten et al. 2012) and thus 

is eminent for affordance actualizations. Therefore, we would profit from a better un-

derstanding of configuration within the affordance actualization process. Next, we pre-

sent how we addressed these gaps through an exploratory case study. 
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3 Method 
We conducted a longitudinal case study to explore the processes through which users 

perceive and actualize the affordances offered by collaboration platforms. The case 

study method is appropriate for this objective for three reasons. First, it allows for 

uncovering the process, or mechanisms (Flyvbjerg 2006) through which affordance 

perceptions and actualizations occur in a real organization. Second, the case study 

method is likely to reveal differences in these processes between cases, which is im-

portant for developing explanations for the occurrence of these processes (Eisenhardt 

1989; Yin 2003). Third, the case study method allowed us to follow individuals over 

time, which provided some insights into how initial instances of affordance percep-

tions and actualization processes influence later instances of these processes (Yin 

2003). 

3.1 Case Set-up 
We conducted the case study at Alpha, a medium-sized mechanical engineering com-

pany with locations in Switzerland and Germany. Our study began in November 2014, 

when Alpha was about to implement SP to foster collaboration within and between its 

subsidiaries. Two characteristics of the post-implementation phase of SP at Alpha were 

particularly noteworthy. First, Alpha left very high levels of discretion to its employees 

in terms of configuration and use of their own SP based collaboration environments 

so-called “sites”. That is, employees were free to choose which components of the sites 

(e.g., libraries, lists, permission settings) they wanted to use and for what purpose. 

Second, because of scarce resources, Alpha’s IT department was hardly able to support 

users in the configuration of SP. Thus, users had to rely on the help of knowledgeable 

peers or consultants. High user discretion and low support by the IT department were 

contextual conditions that made it particularly likely to observe how users themselves 

perceive and actualize affordances. Thus, the post-implementation phase of SP pro-

vided a revelatory case study context (Yin 2003), in which processes of affordance 

perception and actualization were particularly likely to occur. 

We chose an embedded-case design (Yin 2003) with two levels of analysis: (1) users 

and (2) the affordance actualizations in which a particular user engaged over time. At 

the first level, we selected five users from different functional units (e.g., quality man-

agement and research & development) from different management levels (e.g., man-

agers and assistants) and different locations in Switzerland and Germany. We selected 
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the interview partners based on maximal variation and initial interest in SP. These 

users typically engaged in several instances of affordance perceptions and actualiza-

tions over time, which were our embedded units of analysis. We chose this case design 

to capture the relationship between users and affordance perceptions and actualiza-

tions. This relationship is important because affordance theory presumes the influence 

of users on the affordance actualization process. 

3.2 Data Collection 
We collected data over a period of more than two years, from November 2014 to Jan-

uary 2017. Our primary data source was 47 semi-structured interviews, supplemented 

by archival data extracted from SP. We conducted the interviews in seven rounds1. 

Interviewing the same users over time allowed us to identify changes in affordance 

actualization processes. The interviewees comprised the individuals that we had se-

lected as research cases and other individuals (e.g., individuals mentioned in the inter-

views, members of the IT department) that were able to provide further contextual 

information. We conducted the first interviews when the system became available for 

use in November 2014. In the first round, we asked the users how they came to use SP 

in their work and about their plans for use. We also asked questions regarding their 

personal experience (e.g., their information technology experience and their tenure). 

We scheduled the subsequent interviews at intervals of three to four months and con-

tinued the interviews until January 2017. In these interviews, we asked users to report 

about important events related to SP, such as trainings, configurations or the creation 

of new sites. We also encouraged them to describe their current use and problems. We 

then asked follow-up questions to elicit information about the affordance perception 

and actualization processes that had led to the use. The interviews took between 30 

and 90 minutes. 

Two further types of data sources served to triangulate the information obtained from 

the interviews with the five users that were our research cases. First, we extracted ar-

chival data from SP. For example, after one interviewee told us that she was using SP 

to version documents in her team, she provided us with the link to the team site and 

we were able to examine the configuration settings she had made in her team site. 

Thus, we were able to verify that the mentioned actualization had taken place. Second, 

                                                 
1 Two users participated in all seven rounds, two users left the organization after the fifth round, and one user missed an interme-

diary interview. 
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we used data from interviews with related team members and compared this infor-

mation to the information obtained from the interviews with our five research cases. 

For example, one interviewee described the process of how his team reports on project 

status with SP. Afterward, we asked one of his team colleagues to describe his view 

on the same process. This allowed the validation of the two descriptions for con-

sistency. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
We followed an inductive data analysis approach with the goal of generating theory 

(Eisenhardt 1989). The process consisted of four steps. First, we created a write-up of 

the interviews. Second, we identified instances of affordance perceptions and actuali-

zations. We coded an affordance perception when a user became aware of the possi-

bility of using SP for a specific purpose for which the user had not used SP before, and 

we also coded an affordance actualization when a user began using SP for a purpose 

for which the user had not used SP before. For instance, one user reported that she had 

activated the checkout feature of SP to enable a distributed team to manage a common 

database of machine orders. Table II-2 and Table II-4 provide further coding examples. 

Third, we developed categories of affordance perception processes and affordance ac-

tualization processes by comparing instances of these processes (Glaser and Strauss 

1967). These categories address the question of how users perceive and actualize af-

fordances. In developing these categories, we discovered that affordance actualization 

processes often consisted of two steps: configuration and initial use. Building on this 

subdivision, we identified distinct categories of configuration processes in our data. In 

our ongoing analysis, we used the category definitions in later interviews for validation 

and refinement. Fourth, we built explanations for when (i.e., under what conditions) 

users engaged in these particular categories of affordance perception and affordance 

actualization processes. We built potential categories by analyzing changes in the af-

fordance actualizations of a particular user over time and by comparing affordance 

actualization processes between users. This was an iterative process of constant com-

parison (Glaser and Strauss 1967), in which we developed potential categories and 

dismissed or retained them while validating them in other instances of affordance ac-

tualizations. To increase the confidence in our analysis, we relied on investigator tri-

angulation (Yin 2003) by regularly discussing preliminary results in our research team 
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and by giving our raw data to independent students for analysis. We discussed varia-

tions in the analysis results and incorporated them in our model if suitable. While our 

analysis on the third and fourth steps unfolded, we also compared our findings with 

the literature on affordance actualizations and feature use, a practice called theoretical 

integration in inductive research (Eisenhardt 1989). 

4 Findings 

Our data revealed important differences - between users and over time - in the pro-

cesses through which users perceived and actualized affordances. We first present cat-

egories of these affordance perception and actualization processes. We then provide 

detailed accounts of two users to illustrate the conditions for and sequences of these 

processes. Finally, we propose an emergent theory to explain the occurrence of these 

distinct processes. 

4.1 Categories of Processes 

4.1.1 Affordance Perception Processes 
We found three categories of affordance perception processes in our data: imitating, 

exploring and transferring. Table II-1 and Table II-2 provide the definitions and ex-

ample quotes of these categories. 

Process Description 

Imitating A user perceives the possibility to use the technology for a new 

purpose by learning about another person’s use. 

Exploring A user perceives the possibility to use the technology for a new 

purpose by interpreting the symbolic expressions of the technol-

ogy. 

Transferring A user perceives the possibility to apply the user’s existing way of 

using the technology to a new purpose. 

Table II-1 Definitions of Affordance Perception Processes 

Imitating. Users often first perceived new ways of using the technology by learning 

about other people’s use of the technology. They learned from others by observation, 

by asking others for help, or through dedicated trainings. Through these actions, they 

became aware of the possibility of using SP for a purpose meaningful to them. We 

refer to this process as imitating because users perceive how they can imitate another 
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person’s use. For example, Stuart gave a short induction to Susan, in which he showed 

her how to use the versioning-comment feature of SP to keep records of changes in a 

document. Susan, whose responsibility was to coordinate production planning with a 

number of colleagues, then became aware of the affordance of using the versioning-

comment feature to coordinate production planning with her colleagues. She said, 

“The versioning comments are important for us to track changes … We just repeated 

what [Stuart] has shown to us and implemented it.” Hence, she perceived the af-

fordance that the versioning-comment feature offered for the purpose of coordinating 

production planning. She perceived this affordance by imitating the use that Stuart had 

demonstrated. 

Exploring. Some users perceived possibilities to use SP for a specific purpose by ex-

ploring SP on their own. They roamed through menus and settings of SP to find fea-

tures that they could potentially use. Users interpreted the symbolic expressions of SP 

(i.e., what the “artifact communicates to its users” (Bernhard et al. 2013, p. 5)) and 

linked the results of this interpretation process to the purposes for which they intended 

to use SP. We refer to this process as exploring because users are searching the tech-

nology for new potential uses. For example, Marvin, who worked as a project manager 

in Alpha’s customer care department, searched for ways to gather and compare status 

information about current projects. In the SP menus, he found the survey app, a feature 

that allows users to run surveys: “I saw that there are apps and that there is a survey 

app. You could start a poll. [Gathering and comparing status information about pro-

jects] is really an issue for which one can use this app.” Thus, he concluded from the 

name of the app (i.e., a symbolic expression) that it would provide survey functional-

ity. He perceived that he could use the survey app “for benchmarks”, (i.e., for gathering 

and comparing information about project status). This is an example of exploring as 

Marvin found the survey app on his own and realized a potential use from the descrip-

tion of the app. 

Transferring. Sometimes users perceived possibilities to use SP for new specific pur-

poses by reapplying their existing (current or previous) ways of using SP for a new 

purpose. These users typically built on their experiences with SP and became aware 

that they could use SP for a new purpose. We refer to this process as transferring be-

cause the users transfer their existing use of the technology to a new context. For in-

stance, George, a quality manager, was responsible for organizing technical norms, 

i.e., for storing the current technical norm documents and making them accessible to 
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users. He intended to provide colleagues with information only on those norms that 

were relevant to them. Being familiar with the extensive filter feature from his prior 

use of SP, he perceived a way to provide colleagues with only relevant norms: “It 

would be great if the filter is set automatically when you log in with your account 

depending on your department.” Hence, he realized that he could use the extensive 

filter feature to provide personalized views on norms. This is an example of transfer-

ring because George was already familiar with the use of the filter feature and trans-

ferred that knowledge to a new purpose. 

Process Background Information Coding Examples 

Imitating 1. Susan and Stacey talked about their use 

of SP. Stacey showed Susan that her team 

uses SP to track open issues. Susan recog-

nized that her team could also use SP to 

track open issues. 

2. Marti learned that Stuart used wiki pages 

in SP to share information about upcoming 

events. Stuart recognized that he could also 

use wiki pages in SP to share information 

about events. 

Susan: “I talked to 

Stacey about her SP 

use. … The idea arose 

to collect open issues of 

our team meetings too.” 

Marti: “[Stuart] built a 

wiki page for an event 

… I think that is really 

cool … that could fit for 

my own project.” 

Exploring 1. Marvin explored SP to become familiar 

with its features. In the app overview, he 

discovered the “survey app”. He suspected 

that the survey app might allow him to con-

duct benchmark surveys across projects. 

 

2. Ulf managed a community of engineers 

that shared and discussed technical news. 

He searched for a way to enable the com-

munity to rate content. He explored the 

menus and found the rating feature. Ulf had 

to decide between the liking and star rating 

option. 

Marvin: “I saw many 

apps [in SP] also for 

surveys. You could start 

a survey. We conduct 

benchmark surveys… 

We could give it a try.” 

Ulf: “I activated [the] 

liking [feature] … I first 

thought about using a 

star rating, but that is 

complicated, so I tried 

liking.” 
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Transfer-

ring 

1. George used SP to make information 

about technical norms available at a central 

place. Later, he identified a problem with 

document templates at Alpha. Employees 

used outdated templates because the tem-

plates were not stored in a central place. 

George perceived that SP would allow stor-

ing templates at a central place, much like 

in his existing use of SP for managing tech-

nical norms. 

2. Marti used SP to store project related 

documents. Later he became responsible for 

production planning. Since he was familiar 

with the document management capabilities 

of SP, he also used them to make production 

planning documents available. 

George: “I told them … 

templates are not differ-

ent from other docu-

ments. … These tem-

plates I want to have in 

SP to steer it.” 

 

 

 
Marti: “We now also 

store our production 

planning documents on 

SP.” 

Table II-2 Example Quotes of Perception Processes 

4.1.2 Affordance Actualization Processes 
Users engaged in a variety of processes to actualize the perceived affordances. Af-

fordance actualization processes often consisted of two steps: configuration and initial 

use. Many affordances required, in a first step, that someone configured SP (e.g., by 

changing parameters in SP) in such a way that the conceived use was possible. While 

many affordances required configuration, this was not true for all of them. Some af-

fordances could be actualized without configuration because the features were ready 

to use. Irrespective of whether configuration was required or not, an affordance was 

only actualized with its initial use. Our data analysis showed that affordance actualiza-

tion processes differed in particular in the way in which the configuration was per-

formed. We observed three categories of configuration processes: delegated, guided, 

and autonomous configuration. Table II-3 shows the definitions of these processes. 

Table II-4 provides example quotes of configuration processes and initial use. 
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Process Description 

Delegated Configuration Another person configures the technology based on 

the user’s requirements. 

Guided Configuration A user configures the technology under step-by-step 

guidance provided by another person. 

Autonomous 

Configuration 

A user configures the technology without step-by-step 

guidance provided by another person. 

Table II-3 Definitions of Affordance Configuration Processes 

Delegated Configuration. Users sometimes delegated the configuration of SP to oth-

ers, often to someone with stronger knowledge of SP. Users typically informed these 

people about the goal they wanted to achieve. We refer to this process as delegated 

configuration because another person performs the configuration work on the user’s 

behalf. For instance, George intended to set up the norms repository but did not know 

how to do so in SP. Thus, he contacted Stuart and described his requirements to him: 

“I made up my mind what I wanted to achieve. Then I went to Stuart and discussed 

my requirements with him. … [Stuart] then created the site based on my inputs.” In 

this example of delegation, George bridged his missing knowledge by having the con-

figuration work done by Stuart. 

Guided Configuration. In some instances, users were guided by others through the 

configuration of SP. The users described the intended use to the other person, who 

typically had greater SP knowledge. The other person then led the user step-by-step 

through the configuration. Typically, both users sat in front of a computer, or shared a 

screen in a video conference, and the guiding person helped the guided user with where 

to click and what to enter. We refer to this process as guided configuration. One ex-

ample is Susan’s use of SP for managing meetings. After she had observed how an-

other colleague tracked issues and open questions of meetings (i.e., perception by im-

itating), she wanted to use the same features to manage her meetings. Since she did 

not know how to configure SP for this purpose, she asked an expert, who showed her 

how to set up a list for her identified purpose. The expert told her what to do and asked 

clarifying questions during the process. Susan executed the configurations by herself. 

This is an example of guided configuration because Susan executed the configuration 

on her own based on the instructions provided by the expert. 
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Autonomous Configuration. Users also configured SP on their own. Although they 

may have obtained help from others or through documents, they executed the config-

uration autonomously (i.e., without step-by-step instructions provided by others). We 

refer to this process as autonomous configuration given that the users executed the 

configuration on their own. For instance, Ulf intended to establish an efficient way in 

which users would be able to share interesting news articles on a portal. He configured 

a library in SP to receive emails and automatically store the attachments in the library: 

“I also tested [organizing the news portal] with libraries and email accounts. This was 

received pretty well.” He executed the configuration on his own based on his 

knowledge of SP. 

Process Background Information Coding Examples 

Delegated 

Configura-

tion 

1. George knew about SP capabilities 

and planned to use them to make infor-

mation about norms available. However, 

he was not familiar with the set-up of SP 

at Alpha. Thus, he described his require-

ments to Stuart and urged him to set up a 

site. Stuart created the site and per-

formed the initial configuration. 

 

2. Pete was Marti’s manager and used 

SP. His project sites needed a special 

template to match his requirements. He 

delegated the configuration of his project 

sites to the IT support team. 

George: “This site has 

existed for much longer. 

Stuart created it for me 

and I just uploaded the 

documents … I cannot 

create sites. I also do not 

want to, because I do not 

know whether I do it 

right.” 

Pete: “I know the people 

who are good at SP and 

get their help. That is 

faster than trying for 

hours on your own.” 

Guided 

Configura-

tion 

1. Marvin intended to incorporate Gantt 

charts in his project management tasks. 

When he had questions regarding how to 

configure SP to this end, he asked Stuart. 

Stuart showed him how to configure SP 

for this purpose. 

2. George executed many configurations 

on his norm repository. For example, he 

Marvin: “If I have a 

problem [configuring 

SP]… I go to Stuart and 

he shows me how to do 

it.” 

 

George: “I later shared 

my screen in a video call 
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had to structure the library. In the begin-

ning, he asked Stuart to guide him 

through the configurations. They shared 

their screen in a video call and Stuart told 

him what to do. 

with [Stuart], and then he 

could guide me, telling 

me what to do. He led me 

through the configura-

tion.” 

Autono-

mous Con-

figuration 

1. Ulf wanted to restrict permissions in 

his reporting tool to prevent false dele-

tions. Therefore, he modified the permis-

sions on his own and removed the per-

mission to delete items for certain users. 

2. Marti was responsible for the produc-

tion planning documents. He configured 

all changes on his own. For example, he 

added additional columns to structure the 

documents. 

Ulf: “I often configure 

the permissions and re-

move the delete permis-

sion for certain users.” 

 

Marti: “I configure mod-

ifications on my own. 

Thus, if there are any 

modifications, I just do 

them.” 

Initial Use 1. Susan configured the check-in/out fea-

ture in SP. She explained the feature to 

her colleagues and now they use it to 

manage documents. 

 

2. Marti configured event sites to store 

information about events in his projects. 

His colleagues used these sites to search 

for information. 

Susan: “I use this with 

my colleagues in China. 

We sometimes have 

problems with this 

[check-in/out].” 
 

Marti: “We imple-

mented an event site … 

that works pretty well. 

The colleagues like it 

too.” 

Table II-4 Example Quotes of Actualization Processes 

4.2 Sequences of Affordance Actualization Processes 
Using the categories introduced above, Table II-5 shows the affordance perception 

(see the upper segment of the table) and configuration processes (see the lower seg-

ment of the table) in which the five users in the focus of our study engaged over time. 

We next provide detailed accounts of two cases, George and Susan, to illustrate typical 

but different patterns of processes over time. 
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4.2.1 George 
George was the head of quality management at Alpha. When George first learned 

about the implementation of SP at Alpha, he was curious: “… from my experience 

from my old organization I thought: ’That is great.’ Seven years ago this already was 

a good product; meanwhile it has surely evolved.” However, because of this evolution 

and the different set-up of SP at Alpha, he “did not understand it anymore”. Therefore, 

he decided to search for help and found support in Stuart, who was the project manager 

of the SP project and who was eager to promote the use of SP at Alpha. George in-

tended to set up a repository for technical norms that would allow him to share infor-

mation about these norms within Alpha. He knew from his experience that he could 

use SP to make documents available (affordance perception by transferring). How-

ever, he needed Stuart to configure the site in SP. He described the situation when 

approaching Stuart for the first time: “When I first contacted Stuart, I made up my 

mind what I wanted to achieve. Then I went to Stuart and discussed my requirements 

with him. … [Stuart] then created the site based on my inputs.” Thus, Stuart configured 

SP based on George’s requirements (delegated configuration). Later in the same ses-

sion, Stuart also showed George how to use metadata (i.e., attributes of documents 

stored on SP) to provide users only with norms relevant to them. George was skeptical, 

“In the beginning I was not sure, why he did not follow my suggestions”, but followed 

Stuart’s advice: “But then I let it happen. … I just followed his advice and accepted 

it.” Thus, George perceived the possibility to structure documents based on the use 

shown by Stuart (affordance perception by imitating), and Stuart configured the initial 

set-up (delegated configuration). 

Afterward, they continued working on this site in a number of sessions. They shared 

their screens in video calls, in which Stuart guided George through the configuration 

(guided configuration). During these sessions, George wanted to learn about SP be-

cause he had “personal interest” in SP and because he wanted to become autonomous: 

“Right now my problem is that I depend on others. … I want to become an excellent 

user for my own needs, and I want to control what I do and become autonomous.” 
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Table II-5 Affordance Actualization Sequences for Users 

During the subsequent time, Stuart was not always available for help, but George still 

did not feel confident enough to configure SP on his own. Therefore, George sought 

help from the IT department. However, his first experiences were devastating: “There 

[at the IT department] I made a request three or four weeks ago. … Chris [the SP 

administrator at Alpha] told me he would come to me for a training, but he did not 

come. … Since then I’ve never heard a word from them.” The IT department had 

scarce resources and could not support the SP requests. Given the limited support from 

others and limited confidence in his own abilities, George struggled to actualize new 

affordances based on SP during that period. 

After this episode, George increased the pressure on Stuart, insisting that Stuart should 

assist him with the configurations required to actualize a number of new affordances 

that George had perceived. Stuart agreed to assist him. George later described this joint 

work with Stuart as a “perfect start”. One of the ways in which Stuart assisted was to 

make summaries of George’s quality management meetings accessible to manage-

ment. He said, “I do not want to send a document to [managers from other departments] 

but a link to SP with an image and one or two sentences. … They should open it on 

their mobile phones and get an impression.” George had perceived the possibility of 
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using SP for this purpose on his own (affordance perception by transferring); however, 

he depended on Stuart to guide him through the configuration process (guided config-

uration): “Stuart showed me how I can do this.” Another of George’s purposes at this 

time was to set up a process management repository (i.e., centrally stored descriptions 

of different business processes and their attributes). This actualization followed a sim-

ilar pattern: Drawing on his experiences with the norms repository, George perceived 

that he could use SP to make process management information available to users (af-

fordance perception by transferring). Stuart showed him how to create the required 

list and columns in SP (guided configuration). 

The frequent guided sessions positively influenced George’s knowledge. George was 

now able to configure some features on his own: “If there is a missing column, I can 

add it. Or the configuration of a column or list, that I can do as well.” However, he still 

did not feel confident enough with other features of SP: “… I cannot create new sites 

or modify the layout. I also do not want to do so because I have no training and do not 

know if I am doing it right.” He demanded more trainings and documentation: “One 

of the biggest issues is that you cannot use [SP] because there have been no trainings 

and we have nobody in the organization who can handle it.” A setback for George was 

when Stuart left Alpha in late 2015. Despite these problems, George continued his 

existing uses and even actualized new affordances with SP. A new purpose was to 

make standard document templates available to users. Based on his knowledge of SP, 

he perceived how SP could be used for this purpose (affordance perception by trans-

ferring): “We need the possibility to add metadata to the documents with all variable 

information, like logo or directors. … If something needs to be changed, we can easily 

filter the metadata to find the needed documents.” He configured the site on his own, 

without help (autonomous configuration). 

In summary, although George initially perceived some affordances by imitating, he 

perceived many affordances by transferring. Drawing on this basic knowledge of SP 

gained during his prior job, he was able to recognize how to transfer these familiar 

ways of using SP to purposes relevant to his current job. Nevertheless, he depended 

on help in order to make the required configuration changes. Being eager to learn how 

to change the technology, he preferred guided configuration processes, in which he 

could learn how to perform the desired configuration. Based on the knowledge gained 

during guided configurations, he was able to complete smaller configurations on his 

own. 
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4.2.2 Susan 
Susan was a member of the production planning team. Susan and her team were 

searching for a tool to support coordination during production planning: “We said we 

would like to have a planning tool. But then everybody told us about SP … So we said 

we will take a look at SP to find out whether it provides what we need.” Susan’s first 

contact with SP was when she requested an induction session from Stuart. At this point, 

she and her colleagues did not know anything about SP: “We are absolute beginners.” 

From the example uses shown in the induction session, Susan recognized that they 

might be able to use SP to coordinate work in their distributed teams (affordance per-

ception by imitating): “We work across borders and need to store documents centrally. 

… In the future, we want to use SP in all projects because the team members are always 

located in different locations.” She decided to use the machine reservation process as 

a pilot. In this process, Susan and her colleagues shared information about machine 

availability and open orders through a central document, which was continuously up-

dated by different users. Previously, the document was sent back and forth via email, 

which sometimes led to inconsistencies between versions. With SP, they were able to 

make the document available in one central location, allowing the team to track the 

changes between different versions of the document. No configuration work was re-

quired for SP to store this document in a central place and manage its versions. To 

actualize the affordance of performing the machine reservation process with a central 

document, Susan needed to educate the other people involved in this process about the 

new way of performing it. To this end, Susan wrote a manual: “I wrote a short manual. 

The focus was only on our document and how to check it in and out.” 

At that time, Susan did not benefit from the opportunity of observing other people’s 

use of SP. In her office, she was the only user of SP besides one secretary, Stacey, who 

worked in another department. Her main contact was Stuart, who was not available all 

the time and who only helped on request. She later summarized the experience this 

way: “I never got any input from the IT department. … Stuart gave us an induction 

and said there would be trainings. However, the trainings never came. And now Stuart 

is also gone.” Thus, for some time, the enhanced machine reservation process was the 

only affordance actualized with SP. 

After some time, Susan was offered a SP consulting session with a SP expert. Until 

that point, she had perceived two affordances but was unsure of how to perform the 

configuration work required to actualize these affordances. During the session with the 
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expert, she performed the configuration changes under the guidance of the expert. The 

first affordance was to manage open issues in her meetings. Susan had perceived this 

affordance from Stacey’s use of SP (affordance perception by imitating): “[Stacey] 

sent me an email with a link to her site [where she tracked open issues of meetings]. I 

then had the idea to also set up a list with tasks, due dates and so on.” However, Susan 

lacked the knowledge of how to configure such a list. In the consulting session, the 

expert guided her on how to configure this list (guided configuration). This subse-

quently enabled Susan and her colleagues to collect open points from a recurring meet-

ing at a central place. The second affordance was related to the machine reservation 

process. Her goal was for everyone to be automatically informed about changes to 

machine reservations. From Stuart’s induction session, she recalled that the alert fea-

ture could be used this way (affordance perception by imitating). Following that per-

ception, she had planned to make use of this feature, but she did not know how to do 

so. The expert guided her through this configuration (guided configuration). After this 

workshop, Susan “felt more confident with SP.” All actualizations in this workshop 

were based on information from others (Stacey and Stuart) and could only be realized 

with the help of the expert. She continued using her central use case (i.e., the document 

in the machine reservation process) but did not actualize further affordances. 

In summary, Susan, who lacked prior experience with SP, only perceived affordances 

by imitating other’s use of SP. One affordance did not require configuration to be ac-

tualized. This affordance could be actualized after Susan educated the people involved 

in the collaborative use on how to use SP. Other affordances required configuration 

changes before their initial use. Susan was able to actualize these affordances only 

after an expert was available to guide her through the configuration. In total, Susan 

perceived and actualized relatively few affordances offered by SP. 

4.3 Necessary Conditions 
The two accounts of George and Susan, and the five cases summarized in Table II-5, 

show important differences in the ways users perceived and actualized affordances. 

We next propose an emergent theory to explain why users engaged in these different 

processes. Figure II-1 shows this emergent theory. The figure shows the necessary 

conditions for particular affordance perception processes and for particular configura-

tion processes. Table II-6 shows more specifically which necessary conditions, as pro-
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posed by us, need to be present for particular processes to occur. The necessary con-

ditions help to explain not only why processes differed between cases but also why 

processes were sometimes stuck. We next illustrate these necessary conditions primar-

ily based on the cases of George and Susan, including examples of affordance actual-

ization processes that were stuck for at least some period of time. 
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Figure II-1 Affordance Actualization Process and Influencing Factors 

4.3.1 Affordance Perception Processes 
Imitating Depends on Advice Networks. George and Susan initially perceived several 

affordances through imitating. An important and necessary condition for imitating was 

that the users were embedded in networks in which they had opportunities to learn 

about other’s use. In line with the existing literature, we refer to these networks as 

advice networks (e.g., Gibbons 2004), which are relationships between users through 

which users seek and exchange information, advice, and possibilities for solving prob-

lems. For example, the relationship with Stuart initially provided an important source 

of advice for both George and Susan as Stuart showed them the possibilities of SP at 

Alpha. For example, George perceived from his interactions with Stuart how he could 

use metadata to organize a document repository. Susan perceived from the interactions 

with Stuart how she could leverage the versioning of documents in SP. In both cases, 

the users repeated what was shown to them, as Susan said: “What he has shown to us, 

we used.” Another example was the relationship between Susan and Stacey. Susan 

perceived from her exchange with Stacey how she could use a list herself to track open 

issues in recurrent meetings. Interestingly, in this case, the relationship was not the 
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relationship between an expert (e.g., Stuart) and an ordinary user but rather between 

two users at the same expertise level. 

Table II-5 shows that imitating was particularly prevalent at the start of the post-im-

plementation phase. Imitating was therefore a frequent strategy at a time when users 

lacked knowledge about possible uses of SP and when they were not confident enough 

to explore SP on their own. Hence, unlike the other two perception processes, imitating 

allowed even users with low knowledge and low confidence to recognize ways in 

which they could use SP for their work. 

Process Necessary Conditions 

Imitating Advice Networks 

Exploring Self-efficacy to Use 

Transferring Knowledge to Use 

Guided Configuration Advice Network 

Delegated Configuration Advice Network & Perceived Complexity 

Autonomous Configuration Self-Efficacy to Configure & Knowledge to 

Configure 

Initial Use Collective Knowledge (Use) 

Table II-6 Affordance Actualization Process Phases and Necessary Conditions  

Exploring Depends on Self-Efficacy. Relatively few users engaged in exploring. 

George and Susan did not engage in this process because they felt insecure: “I am still 

afraid of changing something because I could destroy the site if I play around too 

much.” (George, fifth interview). In contrast, those users that engaged in exploring 

believed that they were able to find new possibilities to use SP. In the literature, the 

belief of being able to execute a task successfully is often referred to as self-efficacy 

(e.g., Bandura 1977). Our data suggests that self-efficacy is a necessary condition for 

exploring. Marvin, a project manager, had high self-efficacy and explored SP: “… 

Learning by doing, trial and error. It either works out or not. This [strategy] works 

pretty well.” He was not afraid of damaging something but was instead fascinated by 

the options SP was providing: “First you observe the tool: ‘Ah this and that is possi-

ble,’ and you find a ton of functionalities.” Although self-efficacy was a necessary 

condition, high self-efficacy did not imply that users were constantly exploring. For 
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instance, Marvin explored in the beginning, but after a while, he stopped exploring and 

focused instead on the uses of SP with which he was familiar at that time. 

Transferring Depends on Knowledge to Use. George perceived many affordances 

through transferring, whereas Susan did not perceive any affordances through trans-

ferring. This difference can be attributed to a key necessary condition for transferring: 

knowledge of the use of SP. George had basic knowledge of the use of SP from his 

prior job, and he extended this knowledge as he continued to actualize new affordances 

with SP. We refer to this as knowledge to use that is the knowledge users gain by using 

SP for different purposes over time. For example, George had built up his norm repos-

itory with Stuart. Therefore, he knew that documents could be stored and organized 

with SP. Later, he had the goal of storing document templates centrally. Based on his 

experience he realized that he could actualize this affordance with SP as well: “I told 

them … templates are not different from other documents. … I want to have these 

templates in SP in order to control them.” Thus, George transferred a previous use case 

(i.e., organizing a norm repository) to a new one (i.e., organizing document templates). 

George engaged in transferring from the beginning, since he knew SP from his previ-

ous organization and knew its potential: “When I remember back [to my previous or-

ganization], the others were impressed with what I could do with SP.” With each fur-

ther actualized affordance, he extended his knowledge making it more likely that he 

could transfer his knowledge to a new use case. Thus, a certain amount of experience 

is needed to gather enough knowledge to use. Susan, in contrast, did not perceive any 

affordances by transferring. Lacking prior experience and using SP only to a limited 

extent, she did not acquire enough knowledge to use. She did not use the system in-

tensively: “We just let things slide and are not intensively involved [in using SP]. … I 

really do not have many ideas of what we could do with SP.” (second interview); “We 

just worked with the list [machine reservation] but have not created anything new” 

(third interview); “We do not use [SP] frequently; that is not going to make it easier.” 

(fourth interview). Therefore, she did not fulfill the necessary condition for transfer-

ring. 

4.3.2 Affordance Actualization Processes 
Guided Configuration Depends on Advice Networks. George and Susan were both 

guided in at least one instance of an affordance actualization. An important necessary 

condition for guidance to occur was that a guide (i.e., a person with sufficient 
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knowledge to guide the user through a specific configuration) was willing to help. In 

our case study, all guides were part of the advice network of the user. Thus, it appears 

that advice networks are a necessary condition for guided configuration. For example, 

Stuart repeatedly guided George: “And [the norm repository] is what I am currently 

working on with Stuart. He gives me exercises and then we meet and realize some-

thing. That is working fine.” After Stuart’s departure, George relied on another rela-

tionship from his advice network, namely, the relationship with an external SP expert. 

The same external SP expert also supported Susan’s guided configurations in the train-

ing sessions. Guided configuration produced increases in knowledge because it al-

lowed users to experience how to configure the technology. 

Delegated Configuration Depends on Perceived Complexity and Advice Network. 

George delegated configuration on one occasion, whereas Susan never delegated con-

figuration. This difference may be explained by two necessary conditions: high per-

ceived complexity (i.e., the user perception that the configuration task is very complex) 

and the presence of an advice network. For example, George delegated the initial cre-

ation of his norm repository site to Stuart: “When I first contacted Stuart, I made up 

my mind what I wanted to achieve. Then I went to Stuart and discussed my require-

ments with him. … [Stuart] then created the site based on my inputs.” George per-

ceived the initial creation as complex because it included the site creation and modifi-

cations in layout: “… I cannot create new sites or modify the layout. I also do not want 

to do so because I have no training and do not know if I am doing it right.” Therefore, 

after the initial discussion, he delegated the configuration to Stuart. This required that 

Stuart be part of his advice network (i.e., that he could delegate the configuration to 

him). Susan did not delegate configurations because she did not perceive any af-

fordances that would require complex configurations and lacked a strong advice net-

work. 

Autonomous Configuration Depends on Knowledge to Adapt and Self-Efficacy. Except 

for Susan, all observed users engaged in autonomous configurations. The necessary 

conditions for autonomous configurations were that the users had sufficient knowledge 

to adapt and had sufficient self-efficacy (i.e., they believed that they were able to exe-

cute the configuration successfully). For example, George configured his template re-

pository on his own only after he had previously configured smaller changes: “I can 

configure a column or a dropdown if needed.” Although George had low self-efficacy 

regarding the use of some features, he had high self-efficacy regarding the use of other 
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features, such as columns. The reason for this was that he had repeatedly engaged in 

guided configurations in which he configured these functions again and again. Thus, 

for these specific configurations, he had high self-efficacy, whereas in general he 

showed relatively low self-efficacy. Furthermore, he also had the knowledge to con-

figure the specific features. 

Initial Use Depends on Collective Knowledge. Our data analysis points to one neces-

sary condition of the last step in the affordance actualization process: initial use. Initial 

use required that other users that had not been involved in the actualization process 

before but that should participate in the collaborative use of SP, understand how to use 

the configured artifact. For example, Susan addressed this condition by creating a man-

ual for her colleagues: “I wrote a short manual. The focus was only on our document 

and how to check it in and out.” The problem was that users that were not involved 

before but that were also involved in the machine reservation process, had no 

knowledge about SP. Users did not know of SP or did not know enough to use the 

created artifacts. In the chosen setting, a collaborative environment, the use scenarios 

required that all users that should participate in the collaborative use scenario had suf-

ficient knowledge. We refer to this as collective knowledge (i.e., knowledge that the 

users needed to collectively possess). 

4.3.3 When Affordance Actualization Processes Were Stuck 
The necessary conditions help to explain why not all affordance perceptions culmi-

nated in affordance actualizations. Specifically, after the initial perception of an af-

fordance, there were two phases in which the actualization of the affordance some-

times remained stuck: (1) between perception and configuration and (2) between con-

figuration and initial use. An example of the first category is Marvin’s attempt to use 

the survey feature. Marvin had never configured a survey with SP, although he per-

ceived the possibility to do project reporting with the survey feature. Surveys in SP 

require configuration. Since Marvin did not have the knowledge to configure surveys, 

autonomous configuration was not possible (no knowledge to adapt). Furthermore, no 

one in his advice networks used surveys in SP; thus, there was no one who could guide 

Marvin through the configuration or to whom Marvin could have delegated the con-

figuration (no person with sufficient knowledge in the advice network). Since the nec-

essary conditions for autonomous, delegated, and guided configuration were not met, 
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Marvin could not arrange for configuration and, hence, could not actualize this af-

fordance. An example for the second phase was an affordance actualization attempt by 

Ulf. Ulf had to collect activity reports from several users. To reduce his efforts, he 

configured a SP list that contained the needed fields. Then he sent an email to the users 

with a link to the list and requested that they enter their activities in the list. Although 

some users successfully added their activities, many failed and replied to Ulf with the 

activities written in emails. Ulf sarcastically noted, “An email with texts and I can 

enter them manually. Perfect.” The result of this affordance actualization attempt was 

that Ulf could not collect activities with his SP list. Thus, the perceived affordance was 

ultimately not actualized because not all users had the required knowledge and the 

necessary condition (of collective knowledge) was not met. 

5 Discussion 
This paper was motivated by the lack of knowledge about the processes through which 

users realize the potentials for action, or affordances, offered by collaboration plat-

forms. To address this gap, we conducted an exploratory case study of affordance ac-

tualization processes on collaboration platforms. We found that affordances are actu-

alized through a three-step process. In the first step, users perceive affordances by im-

itating, exploring, or transferring. In the second step, users often (but not always) need 

to arrange for configuration, which may occur in delegated, guided, or autonomous 

ways. In the third step, the collective of users involved in the collaborative task starts 

using the platform in the conceived way. Our emerging theory suggests that the occur-

rence of particular processes is contingent on user characteristics (self-efficacy, per-

ceived complexity, and knowledge) and on external factors (advice networks and col-

lective knowledge). Vice versa, user characteristics (e.g., knowledge) are also influ-

enced over time by affordance actualization processes, which may enable different 

affordance actualization processes over time. 

5.1 Contributions 
Our research contributes to the literature on technology affordances, feature use, and 

collaboration platforms by (1) proposing a taxonomy of and explanations for af-

fordance perception processes, (2) introducing configuration as an important phase in 

the affordance actualization process, and (3) analyzing the affordance actualization 

processes of generic features in collaboration platforms over time. 
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The existing literature provides limited insights into the variety of processes that lead 

to affordance perception. For instance, Leonardi noted that “perceptions of affordance 

lead people to change their routines” (Leonardi 2011, p. 147), but he did not inquire 

how and when these perceptions arise. Other scholars (e.g., Bernhard et al. 2013; 

Markus and Silver 2008) were more explicit about the role of information in af-

fordance perceptions when they argued that users may perceive affordances from ex-

ternal information or from the symbolic expressions of the technology. Yet, these 

scholars were less explicit about the processes through which users obtain this infor-

mation and about the conditions under which users engage in these processes. Re-

search on feature use (e.g., Maruping and Magni 2015), in turn, has examined one 

particular affordance perception process, exploring, and the conditions, such as team 

empowerment, under which users engage in this exploring. However, in line with the 

focus, this research has not examined affordance perception processes beyond explor-

ing. Our study reveals that not only exploring but also imitating and transferring can 

result in affordance perception. Much like many roads do lead to Rome, several alter-

native processes can result in the perception of an affordance. Importantly, although 

these processes produce the same outcome (i.e., the perception of an affordance), they 

depend on different necessary conditions. Imitating requires advice networks, trans-

ferring requires knowledge to use, and exploring requires self-efficacy. This implies 

that people can perceive new affordances even when the necessary conditions for one 

or even two perception processes are not met. For instance, when users lack the self-

efficacy required for exploring and the knowledge required for transferring, they may 

nonetheless draw on their advice networks to imitate other people’s uses. In sum, our 

study proposes a taxonomy of affordance perception processes and explanations for 

their occurrence in the context of collaboration platform use. We believe that this is an 

important step toward more fully explaining how and when users perceive affordances 

from collaboration platforms. 

Our second contribution is the incorporation of configuration into affordance actual-

ization processes in the context of collaboration platforms. Configuration is largely 

absent from many current conceptualizations of the affordance actualization process 

(Bernhard et al. 2013; Strong et al. 2014). Indeed, configuration may not be an essen-

tial element of affordance actualization processes in the context of IT in that is hard-

to-change, such as relatively rigid software packages that do not allow for much cus-

tomization. In such settings, users may merely start using what the IT already offers. 
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In contrast to such rigid IT, collaboration platforms are highly malleable (Kallinikos 

et al. 2013). They invite users not only to perceive action potentials but also to config-

ure the platform in such a way that the actions become possible. Our findings show 

that it is problematic to omit configuration from the affordance actualization process. 

In the cases that we studied, configuration was often an obstacle that prevented users 

from actualizing affordances. Thus, configuration processes are an important element 

if one aims to explain how and when users realize the full potential from collaboration 

platforms. Our results not only point to the importance of configuration, but also reveal 

three alternative processes through which users can arrange for configuration: dele-

gated, guided, and autonomous configuration. Like our uncovered affordance percep-

tion processes, the three configuration processes yield the same outcome (i.e., the col-

laboration platform is ready for the conceived use) but rely on different necessary con-

ditions. Hence, users may arrange for configuration even if the prerequisites for one or 

two configuration processes are not met. For instance, when users lack the knowledge 

and self-efficacy required for autonomous configuration, they can still draw on their 

advice networks and ask peers to guide them through the configuration process. In 

conclusion, we contribute to a more nuanced perspective on affordance actualization 

processes in the context of collaboration platforms by incorporating different types of 

configuration processes and explanations for their occurrence. 

The third contribution is the longitudinal perspective on affordance perception and 

actualization processes in the context of collaboration platforms. Although the litera-

ture has recently begun to explore sequences of affordance actualization processes 

(Strong et al. 2014), this work has not yet examined whether and how affordance per-

ception and actualization processes change over time. Our findings show that as users 

gain knowledge and self-efficacy through their initial affordance perceptions and ac-

tualizations, over time, this enables new types of affordance perceptions and actuali-

zations. Specifically, whereas users often initially perceived affordances by imitating, 

they increasingly perceived affordances by transferring as their knowledge grew due 

to affordance actualizations. Moreover, they were increasingly able to autonomously 

make the configuration changes required to actualize these perceived affordances. 

These findings may be specific to collaboration platforms, and perhaps other types of 

highly malleable IT, where users can utilize the same features to actualize a variety of 

affordances over time. In such contexts, users can increasingly draw on their 
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knowledge of the generic features with which they become more and more familiar to 

invent and independently implement new uses for these features. 

5.2 Future Research 
The identified affordance actualization processes open up new avenues for research. 

Future research could look in greater detail at imitating and transferring both of which 

are affordance perception processes that have been less frequently examined in the 

literature. Alternatively, a broad study could include all types of affordance perception 

and configuration processes in one integrated study in order to explain the various 

conditions and processes through which users ultimately actualize affordances. An-

other avenue for future research is more case studies that examine affordance actuali-

zations in collaboration platforms. Such case studies might reveal further processes 

not uncovered in this study. Such case studies could also help to validate the identified 

mechanisms and influencing factors. The presented sequences of affordance actualiza-

tion processes also require further research. Although our study points to knowledge 

and self-efficacy as important factors for these dynamics, their interplay needs further 

analysis. Another avenue for future research is the lasting impact of affordance actu-

alizations in collaboration platforms. During our study, some users left the organiza-

tions and left behind artifacts they had configured to actualize affordances. Other users 

continued some of these affordances, but some artifacts only remained as legacy and 

unused. The factors, when affordance actualizations have a lasting impact and are im-

bricated in routines (Leonardi 2011), require further analysis. This would deepen our 

understanding of how affordance actualization could result not only in immediate but 

also sustained outcomes. Furthermore, more studies should focus on the perspective 

of generic features and their use for collaboration platforms. 

5.3 Practical Implications 
For praxis, our findings help to support the post-implementation phase of collaboration 

platforms by providing a detailed view on how users actualize affordances. Organiza-

tions can use this information to enable their users to actualize affordances. From a 

temporal perspective, our findings suggest that users will mostly perceive affordances 

through imitating in the beginning. Thus, organizations should facilitate advice net-

works to meet the necessary conditions for imitating. Therefore, key users should be 

enabled to promote the collaboration platform. These key users should be trained to 

gain knowledge about the platform, be given discretion to support and train others as 
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well as actualize affordances on their own. The selection of key users should incorpo-

rate their self-efficacy. Key users with high self-efficacy are more likely to explore the 

platform and perceive new affordances through this exploration. The forming of ad-

vice networks will not only support affordance perception through imitating but also 

configuring through guided configurations, which also depends on advice networks. 

In later phases, our data suggests that the role of advice networks diminishes, since 

users more often engage in transferring to perceive new affordances instead of imitat-

ing. The users can gain the required knowledge to use in the initial phase through par-

ticipating in actualizing affordances with others. Managers can foster ongoing af-

fordance perception and actualization in later phases by encouraging users to utilize 

and configure the collaboration platform on their own (Jasperson et al. 2005). This 

may strengthen the self-efficacy of users and lead to autonomous configurations. If 

configuration remains a widespread obstacle, because users and their advice networks 

lack the knowledge to configure, organizations can provide active offerings to execute 

configuration (i.e., delegated configurations). These offerings can be provided by “fa-

cilitators” or “chauffeurs” (i.e., experts trained to implement artifacts on the collabo-

ration platform) (Kolfschoten et al. 2012). These experts can also diffuse examples of 

affordance actualizations, which will support transferring and imitating. Furthermore, 

organizations should preclude problems in the initial use phase through missing col-

lective knowledge. Therefore, all users should have a basic understanding of SP 

(Gallivan et al. 2005). Organizations should provide a basic training for this. Never-

theless, users that actualize affordances should also be directed to provide guidelines 

and information for participating users on how they should use the created artifact. All 

of our findings focus on collaboration platforms with low restrictiveness; high restric-

tiveness may require other strategies (DeSanctis et al. 2008). 

5.4 Limitations 
Our study has some limitations. First, we only observed the affordance actualization 

processes in one organization in a specific scenario and analyzed only a small set of 

users. It may be that other affordance actualization processes exist for collaboration 

platforms, but did not occur in our data collection. Future research can explore this. 

Additionally, it is important to acknowledge some specific conditions of our empirical 

setting. Alpha postponed trainings for SP until summer 2016 one and a half years after 

the planned go-live. These trainings had only a marginal impact on our observed users, 
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since they already had acquired the needed knowledge. In scenarios with an official 

training in the beginning, other results may occur; such trainings may influence the 

technological frame (Leonardi 2013) or could limit the users to only use specific pos-

sibilities of SP. In addition, the open policies applied by the IT department invited 

configuration by end users. In other scenarios, more restrictive policies (DeSanctis et 

al. 2008) may suffocate configurations and lead to different dynamics that are more 

comparable to existing affordance actualization literature (Leonardi 2013; Strong et al. 

2014) respectively standardized use (Saga and Zmud 1994). We also did not focus on 

the negative aspects of the open policy, such as inertia or reinventions (Boudreau and 

Robey 2005), for the organization, which may lead to performance loss. 
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STUDY 2 EXPLAINING DIFFERENCES IN AF-
FORDANCE PERCEPTION UNDER MALLEABLE IN-
FORMATION TECHNOLOGY: A SOCIAL COGNITIVE 
THEORY PERSPECTIVE 

Tim Lehrig, Oliver Krancher 

Abstract 

Malleable technologies contain generic functionalities that provide potentials for us-

ers to support their working tasks and processes. These potentials for action, or af-

fordances, pose a challenge for users to perceive and actualize them. Currently, we 

have little evidence of the influence factors that most affect affordance perception on 

an individual level. We developed a model that conceptualizes affordance perception 

and actualization and derives influence factors for affordance perception from social 

cognitive theory. We report the results of a survey within an organization, in which we 

apply this model, and we find that personal capabilities and environmental factors 

stimulate different affordance perception mechanisms. Additionally, we show the 

strong link between affordance perception and actualization under malleable technol-

ogy. Our study contributes to affordance actualization research by explaining differ-

ences between users in affordance perception based on varying personal and environ-

mental influence factors and by emphasizing the important role of affordance percep-

tion for affordance actualization. 

 

Keywords: Affordance Actualization, Affordance Perception, Malleable IT, Social 

Cognitive Theory 
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1 Introduction 
Malleable information technology (IT) has become more and more prevalent in organ-

izations. IT such as collaboration platforms (Lehrig et al. 2017) or mobile computer 

devices (DesAutels 2011) are similar in that they provide relatively generic features. 

Users can apply and modify these features on their own to support their work 

(Kallinikos et al. 2013; Schmitz et al. 2016). Thus, malleable IT provides almost end-

less potentials. Yet, the challenge lies in how to leverage these potentials since many 

ITs are underutilized (Jasperson et al. 2005). User engagement with IT becomes a 

pressing issue in this context since malleable IT at least partly shifts the responsibility 

to actualize potentials from the IT personnel to the users (Richter and Riemer 2013). 

For instance, quality managers (users) want to spread defined business processes 

throughout the organization to improve the process quality. Since custom solutions are 

not affordable and the IT department has scarce resources, they can either cancel the 

plan or utilize malleable IT (e.g., an available collaboration platform) to implement 

the solution on their own with generic features like notifications and document storage. 

The quality managers need to perceive this potential and actualize it. Otherwise, the 

malleable IT will remain underutilized. This puts a heavy burden on the users and, in 

many cases, the quality managers will not perceive this possibility. Current research 

focuses on the actualized potentials of different ITs (Leidner et al. 2018; Pozzi et al. 

2014; Strong et al. 2014) but largely ignores the perception of potentials. For malleable 

IT, perception is especially important and may provide a key to how organizations can 

leverage its unused potentials in the post-adoption phase. Thus, we want to investigate 

in this paper under which conditions users perceive and actualize potentials under mal-

leable IT. 

The existing literature on affordances and, in particular, affordance actualization pro-

vides the foundation for our research. Affordances are potentials for goal-oriented ac-

tion that a particular technology offers to a particular user (Volkoff and Strong 2013). 

These potentials remain hypothetical so long as the users do not actualize them. Users 

perceive affordances and can then actualize them, which leads to an outcome 

(Bernhard et al. 2013). The affordance perception event is the moment when a user 

becomes “aware of the existence of an action possibility” (Bernhard et al. 2013, p. 5). 

This depends on available information about the affordance that the user can utilize 

(Bernhard et al. 2013). Affordance actualization describes the actions taken by a user 
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to realize potentials (Strong et al. 2014). Users need to invest an effort to actualize an 

affordance (Bernhard et al. 2013), which may prevent an actualization. An affordance 

actualization represents a behavioral change for users since they need to incorporate 

the technology into their working tasks. Social cognitive theory (SCT) is based on the 

idea that behavioral changes are influenced by personal and environmental factors 

(Bandura 1986). Thus, we suggest integrating SCT into affordance actualization the-

ory and using it to explain differences between users in their affordance actualization 

behavior. 

Existing research on affordance actualization provides valuable insights in affordance 

actualizations under different IT. However, we identified three gaps that limit our un-

derstanding of affordance actualizations under malleable IT as well as the research of 

affordance actualization for IS in general. First, despite the theoretical acceptance that 

an affordance actualization requires affordance perception (e.g., Anderson and Robey 

2017; Bernhard et al. 2013; Pozzi et al. 2014), current research has focused primarily 

on affordance actualization and its outcomes (e.g., Leidner et al. 2018; Strong et al. 

2014). Additionally, the link between affordance perception and actualization remains 

unclear (Bernhard et al. 2013). For malleable IT, affordance perception is of high im-

portance, since the potentials of generic features need to be perceived by users them-

selves (Richter and Riemer 2013). Therefore, we want to test this link to provide evi-

dence for the strong relationship between affordance perception and actualization un-

der malleable IT. This may help us explain different patterns in affordance actualiza-

tions between users. Second, existing research has provided many studies about af-

fordance actualizations related to IT (e.g., Anderson and Robey 2017; Leidner et al. 

2018; Leonardi 2011; Leonardi 2013; Strong et al. 2014; Thapa and Sein 2017). These 

studies generate invaluable insights into the dynamics of affordance actualizations. 

However, these studies do not discuss how individual users perceive affordances of a 

technology. One exception is the study of Lehrig et al. (2017), which suggests that 

affordance perception manifests in different mechanisms. Affordance research would 

benefit from a conceptualization of affordance perception that incorporates different 

possibilities for perception. This would help to explain differences between users in 

their affordance perception. Third, although much research has analyzed the outcomes 

of affordance actualization (e.g., Leidner et al. 2018), the antecedents of affordance 

perception and actualization remain unclear. Existing research identifies personal abil-

ities and environmental factors in combination with IT as possible influence factors 
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for these constructs (e.g., Goh et al. 2011; Strong et al. 2014). Research would benefit 

from the separated analysis of influence factors for affordance perception and af-

fordance actualization. In this study, we focus on influence factors for affordance per-

ception as a first step. By targeting these gaps, we not only contribute to the theoretical 

discourse about affordance actualization but also provide practical implications. The 

results can provide important guidance for organizations on how to support the post-

adoption phase of malleable IT to ensure an enhanced usage of the technology through 

affordance actualizations. 

This study aims to answer the following research question: How do determinants based 

on social cognitive theory influence affordance perception of individual users under 

malleable IT? We derived three tasks to answer this question and to address the previ-

ously mentioned gaps. First, we acknowledge the variety of affordance perception 

mechanisms (Lehrig et al. 2017). Therefore, we need to conceptualize these different 

mechanisms to analyze influence factors. We build on the work of Lehrig et al. (2017) 

and extend their work by incorporating SCT to account for different information 

sources. Second, we derive influence factors for the different affordance perception 

mechanisms based on our conceptualization. Third, we propose and test a research 

model for affordance perception and actualization based on the created conceptualiza-

tion and the derived influence factors. We tested this model with an online survey 

among users of an organization that had implemented Microsoft SharePoint (SP) (i.e., 

a malleable IT). Our results show the strong relationship between affordance percep-

tion and actualization under malleable IT and provide first evidence of possible influ-

ence factors for affordance perception (i.e., self-efficacy, other users’ use and deliber-

ate initiatives). Our key contribution is a conceptualization of the affordance percep-

tion and actualization that helps to explain the occurrence of different affordance per-

ception mechanisms and the strong link between affordance perception and actualiza-

tion. 

We organized this paper as follows: In the next chapter, we introduce the theoretical 

foundations of affordance and SCT. After that, we present the conceptualization of 

affordance perception and the hypotheses of our research model. This is followed by 

the methodological description of our work, including the research design, the 

measures description, and details about the conducted survey. Finally, we present the 

results of our study and discuss the contributions of our work. 
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2 Theoretical Foundation 
The theoretical foundations of this work are affordance theory and SCT. We apply 

affordance theory to describe how users actualize potentials under malleable IT, which 

involves the cognition of potentials. We apply SCT to structure distinct cognition 

mechanisms and to derive possible influence factors. Therefore, we present the foun-

dations of both theories in this chapter. 

2.1 Affordance Theory 
Affordance theory has gained recent interest in IS research (e.g., Burton-Jones and 

Volkoff 2017; Goh et al. 2011; Leidner et al. 2018; Leonardi 2013; Majchrzak et al. 

2013; Strong et al. 2014). Affordances describe the action potential offered to someone 

or something by an object (Volkoff and Strong 2013). The affordance concept origi-

nates from the field of ecological psychology, where Gibson introduced the concept 

based on his observation of animals and their interactions with their environments 

(Gibson 1979). When Norman applied the affordance concept in his studies about hu-

man machine interaction (Norman 1999), the concept also started to spread in IT-re-

lated research and later in IS research (Markus and Silver 2008). In this study, we use 

the relational affordance lens (Hutchby 2001), which defines affordances as a ”rela-

tionship between a technical object and a specified user that identifies what the user 

might be able to do with the object, given the user’s capabilities and goals” (Markus 

and Silver 2008, p. 622). For example, a user may want to collect meeting tasks (goal), 

and a collaboration platform affords the user the creation of a task list (technical ob-

ject) that the user can apply for this purpose. Therefore, affordances exist in the rela-

tionship between a user and technical objects (i.e., features of the malleable IT in our 

study). Different users can use the same feature (or combination of features) to achieve 

different goals under malleable IT. The pure existence of affordances is insufficient to 

have an impact. Users need to actualize affordances under malleable IT (Strong et al. 

2014). 

The general framework of affordances consists of four building blocks: affordance 

existence, affordance perception, affordance actualization and effect (Bernhard et al. 

2013). The first building block, affordance existence, defines the hypothetical option 

space of affordances given specific users and specific technical objects. For malleable 

IT, this option space is not measurable since the number of possibilities is almost end-

less. Thus, we omit the further discussion of affordance existence in this study. The 
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second building block, affordance perception, describes the event when a user be-

comes aware of an action possibility (Bernhard et al. 2013). The third building block, 

affordance actualization, describes “the actions taken by actors as they take advantage 

of one or more affordances through their use of the technology to achieve immediate 

concrete outcomes in support of organizational goals” (Strong et al. 2014, p. 70). The 

last building block, effect, captures the results of affordance actualization on an organ-

izational level (Leidner et al. 2018; Strong et al. 2014). Since our focus is on the user 

level in this study, we leave out further explanation and discussions of this block. Thus, 

we focus on affordance perception and affordance actualization and provide further 

details of these blocks in the following sections. 

Affordance perception describes the event when a user becomes aware of an action 

potential provided through a technology (Bernhard et al. 2013). After the perception 

event, the user has at least a vague understanding that he or she can use the technology 

to achieve a specific goal. The user needs information to create this understanding 

(Bernhard et al. 2013), and the user can receive this information through two main 

channels: symbolic expressions of the artifact (i.e., messages communicated by an ar-

tifact to a user) (Markus and Silver 2008) or external information (i.e., information 

from other actors) (Bernhard et al. 2013). For example, a user may realize that she can 

configure the malleable IT to support and standardize the coordination of machine or-

ders. She perceives this affordance through the advice of a consultant, who explains 

this possibility to her. There are different options for how this information may reach 

the user (Lehrig et al. 2017). We will detail these options in our conceptualization of 

affordance perception in the next chapter. 

Affordance perception is a precondition for affordance actualization. To actualize an 

affordance, users must invest effort (Bernhard et al. 2013). For example, the user that 

has previously perceived the potential to store team documents in the malleable IT can 

actualize this affordance by storing the documents (use of the technology) and com-

municating this use to his or her team members. Different efforts may be involved in 

the actualization of an affordance. In the given example, the user must store the docu-

ments (use and possible technology adaptation efforts) and communicate the usage 

(coordination efforts). Efforts influence whether an affordance is actualized or not. 

They depend on different factors like the technology, the capabilities of the user and 

work environment characteristics (Strong et al. 2014). 
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Existing research focuses on actualization and induced effects and shows compara-

tively less interest in affordance perception (Pozzi et al. 2014). Most of the recent re-

search tries to identify salient affordances of specific technologies and analyze their 

actualization (e.g., Burton-Jones and Volkoff 2017; Leidner et al. 2018; Strong et al. 

2014). This is a valuable step in understanding affordances of technologies and how 

they are actualized. However, this leads to a small number of specific affordances. For 

malleable IT, it would be problematic to assume a given, fixed set of affordances be-

cause users must perceive many of the affordances on their own. Therefore, we need 

an unrestricted view on affordances and their perception in this study. 

2.2 Social Cognitive Theory 
SCT is based on the idea that individuals change their behavior through an interplay 

of environmental influences and personal factors (Bandura 1986). These three factors 

reciprocally influence each other. SCT originates from social psychology and is de-

rived from social learning theory, which states that behaviors develop through obser-

vation and imitation of others (Bandura 1977). Thus, humans vicariously learn from 

others. SCT postulates that individuals take a more active role in this learning process 

and that the observed consequences of a behavior also have an effect, since they influ-

ence the outcome expectation of the behavior (Bandura 1986). 

Although SCT was developed in the field of social psychology, it has been applied in 

many different areas, such as health (Rosenstock et al. 1988), organizational manage-

ment (Wood and Bandura 1989) and IS research (e.g., Compeau and Higgins 1995a; 

Compeau et al. 1999). In IS research, SCT was applied to explain how individuals 

change their behavior regarding technologies (e.g., how training affects computer 

skills) (Compeau and Higgins 1995a). Even more widespread is the application of self-

efficacy in IS research (e.g., Agarwal and Karahanna 2000; Benlian 2015; Jasperson 

et al. 2005; Schmitz et al. 2016). Self-efficacy is closely related to SCT and focuses 

on the personal factor aspect of the theory (Wood and Bandura 1989). Self-efficacy is 

defined as one’s belief of being able to execute a task successfully (Bandura 1977). 

For example, Benlian (2015) showed that users with higher application-specific self-

efficacy engaged in higher initial feature use. Self-efficacy is always related to a task; 

for example, the same user may have a high self-efficacy to generate analyzes from a 

predefined report but may also have a low self-efficacy to adapt the calculations in the 
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report. Thus, it is important to define the task related to self-efficacy. Although envi-

ronmental factors are not explicated in the current research, a number of studies stress 

the importance of the environment (Compeau et al. 1999). 

The actualization of affordances implies a change in behavior. Users must perceive 

(i.e., learn about) an affordance and then put it into action (i.e., actualize it). Therefore, 

the integration of SCT can help us explain how affordance perception, in particular, 

takes place and varies between users. We suggest that different personal factors and 

variations of the environment lead to different affordance perception events and in turn 

to variance in the number of perceived affordances on the user level. For example, one 

user may observe how other users in his or her environment create new artifacts based 

on malleable IT. Based on SCT, this user is more likely to perceive more affordances 

for the malleable IT than a second user who has no active users of the malleable IT in 

his or her environment. This also includes that affordance perception may unfold dif-

ferently, for example, through external information or symbolic expressions. SCT can 

help us explain why users may perceive affordances only through external information 

whereas others perceive affordances through symbolic expressions and external infor-

mation based on their environment and personal factors. We next present our research 

model, including a conceptualization of affordance perception, which accounts for 

these different mechanisms based on SCT. 

3 Research Model 
Our research model is based on the affordance framework with a focus on affordance 

perception and actualization. We adapt the definition for affordance perception and 

actualization for the research model since we are interested in the amount of perception 

and actualization and not in the events. Thus, for the research model, we define af-

fordance perception as the number of action potentials a user perceives for a malleable 

IT and affordance actualization as the amount of goal-oriented use a user realizes with 

a malleable IT. This chapter is further structured as follows. We first introduce a con-

ceptualization of affordance perception, in which we integrate SCT to explain different 

perception mechanisms. Afterward, we present our hypotheses for the model utilizing 

the created conceptualization. 
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3.1 Conceptualization of Affordance Perception 
Affordance perception is put into effect in different ways (Lehrig et al. 2017). We want 

to capture how single users perceive affordances through different mechanisms. We 

apply SCT to structure different possibilities to perceive affordances in two categories 

based on personal factors and environmental influences: autonomous affordance per-

ception (AAP) and heteronomous affordance perception (HAP). Although SCT im-

plies a reciprocal relationship between these two factors (i.e., personal factors influ-

ence the environment and the environment influences personal factors), this does not 

imply that the different factors are of equal strength in all instances (Wood and 

Bandura 1989). Thus, we define that AAP mechanisms are primarily influenced by 

personal factors whereas HAP mechanisms are primarily influenced by environmental 

factors. These two categories can help us explain the occurrence of different af-

fordance perception mechanisms on the user level. They are also in line with existing 

affordance research, which identifies environmental and personal influence factors as 

being important for affordance actualization (Bernhard et al. 2013; Strong et al. 2014). 

Yet, the two categories are difficult to operationalize in a survey. Therefore, we 

searched for distinctions of affordance perception mechanisms in literature, which are 

easier for users to grasp and can be attributed to these two categories. 

We built on one study that describes affordance perception on a more granular level 

(Lehrig et al. 2017). The authors describe three affordance perception mechanisms for 

a collaboration platform (i.e., a malleable IT) (Lehrig et al. 2017): exploring, transfer-

ring and imitating. Exploring describes the perception of affordances through symbolic 

expressions. Transferring describes the perception through knowledge of the user him-

self applied to a new use case. For imitating, users perceive affordances through other 

people’s use. Yet, the authors have to restrict their findings to a set-up with scarce IT 

department resources and no mandatory use cases among their observed users (Lehrig 

et al. 2017). In addition, such mandatory use (Venkatesh and Davis 2000) or deliberate 

initiatives (Sun 2012) may act as an additional trigger, in which users receive external 

information to use the malleable IT for a certain use case. Such active information can 

reach users not only by the IT department or their supervisors but also through their 

advice network (Sykes et al. 2014). For example, a user can tell another user to apply 

a task list (i.e., a feature in the malleable IT) to track changes in this project. We add 

this fourth affordance perception mechanism to our conceptualization of affordance 

perception, which attributes to active external information (i.e., the advice of another 
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user to perceive an affordance). We term this mechanism “being pushed”, since the 

user is pushed into a specific direction to perceive something new. 

We can attribute each of these affordance perception mechanisms to one category. 

Transferring and exploring depend on the capabilities of the user (i.e., relating existing 

knowledge to a new context or interpreting symbolic expressions). These mechanisms 

belong to the category AAP. Being pushed and imitating depend on environmental 

factors, such as active advice or passive observation of other users. These mechanisms 

belong to the category HAP. Table II-7 summarizes the definitions of the four af-

fordance perception mechanisms and the affordance perception categories. We use this 

structure for affordance perception in the following definition of the research model. 

 
Construct Definition 
Autonomous Affordance Perception: 

A user’s perception of an action possibility based on his or her personal factors. 

Transferring Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by applying the 

user’s existing way of using the technology to this purpose. 

Exploring Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by interpreting 

the symbolic expressions of the technology. 

Heteronomous Affordance Perception: 

A user’s perception of an action possibility depending on environmental influence. 

Imitating Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by learning 

about another person’s use. 

Being Pushed Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by being ad-

vised by another person. 

Table II-7 Affordance Perception and Category Definitions 

3.2 Hypotheses 
We present our hypotheses for our model in this section. First, we present the hypoth-

eses for affordance perception based on our conceptualization of affordance percep-

tion. Then, we present the hypothesis that links affordance perception and actualiza-

tion. Figure II-2 summarizes the research model. 
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Figure II-2 Research Model 

We suggest that personal and environmental factors lead to distinct affordance percep-

tion mechanisms as well as autonomous and heteronomous affordance perception. 

Therefore, we focus on three factors (self-efficacy, other people’s use and deliberate 

initiatives) that derive from SCT and present our hypotheses for these predictors. 

Self-efficacy is an established factor for personal capabilities in SCT (e.g., Agarwal 

and Karahanna 2000; Benlian 2015; Jasperson et al. 2005; Schmitz et al. 2016). We 

focus on self-efficacy to adapt malleable IT (from here on in short, “self-efficacy”). 

Users with high self-efficacy have confidence that they can adapt malleable IT to their 

demands and actualize affordances. SCT suggests that users with high self-efficacy are 

more likely to invest efforts when confronted with a challenge, whereas users with low 

self-efficacy avoid risks and reduce their efforts (Bandura 1993). Thus, we argue that 

users with high self-efficacy are more likely to search for affordances by exploring the 

system or transferring existing uses to new contexts when they are challenged to sup-

port a use case. This makes it more likely that they perceive affordances through au-

tonomous affordance perception. Therefore, 

H1: Self-efficacy to actualize affordances is positively associated 

with autonomous affordance perception. 

SCT suggests that people primarily learn through observation of other people’s behav-

iors (Bandura 1986). In IS literature, the idea of learning from others has been used in 

different studies (e.g., Compeau and Higgins 1995b; Ryu et al. 2005; Sun 2012). Also, 
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in the feature use literature, the influence of other users has been presented. For exam-

ple, Sykes et al. show the influence of advice networks on emergent use of technolo-

gies (Sykes et al. 2014). Users can perceive new ideas on how to use the technology 

for a new use case, when they observe how other users apply the technology. For ex-

ample, a user observes how another user adapts the malleable technology to organize 

guidelines. He can use this observation and organize documents (imitating). Thus, 

other people’s use should have a positive effect on heteronomous affordance percep-

tion. Although other users are part of the environment, their actions, in this case their 

use of the malleable IT in different ways, can affect personal factors of the user 

(Bandura 1986; Bandura 2001). If users become motivated by observing other users 

successfully using malleable IT (Wood and Bandura 1989), they may feel more con-

fident to explore malleable IT for new usage scenarios. This differs from self-efficacy 

since the user does not gain any knowledge about adaptation but simply an overall 

interest in the possibilities of the malleable IT. Thus, we argue that other people’s use 

influences both affordance perception categories. Therefore, 

H2a: Other people’s use is positively associated with autonomous 

affordance perceptions. 

H2b: Other people’s use is positively associated with heterono-

mous affordance perceptions. 

The environmental impact can have a direct influence on affordance perception. Other 

users, such as supervisors, can request that users utilize a new technology or suggest 

that they use it for a specific purpose. In the literature, Sun used the term deliberate 

initiatives (i.e., initiatives taken in response to an external request for attention or an 

explicit order to use a technology) to describe similar situations (Sun 2012). This direct 

external information can lead to affordance perception. For example, a user can sug-

gest to another user that they use a malleable IT to standardize input forms for an 

internal order process. Here, the user does not perceive the affordance on his own but 

others actively influence him with their opinions or ideas (being pushed). Thus, we 

suggest that deliberate initiatives are an antecedent of heteronomous affordance per-

ception. Therefore, 

H3: Deliberate initiatives are positively associated with heterono-

mous affordance perceptions. 
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Prior research suggests that affordance perception is an important step for affordance 

actualization (Bernhard et al. 2013; Leonardi 2013). However, the link between per-

ception and actualization has not been made in IS literature (Bernhard et al. 2013), and 

the necessity of the perception event is even questioned (Pozzi et al. 2014). In the 

context of malleable IT, perception becomes even more important since affordances 

may not be salient, as they are in other applications (Burton-Jones and Volkoff 2017). 

Therefore, users must realize that they can use malleable IT for specific tasks. For 

example, a user from the project management office may realize that he or she could 

use lists and business intelligence functionalities (i.e., features of a malleable IT) to 

support project reporting. If users perceive more affordances, it is more likely that they 

also actualize at least some of these affordances to leverage potentials. Therefore, 

H4: Affordance perception is positively associated with affordance 

actualization under malleable IT. 

4 Research Methodology 
We used a survey to test our hypotheses. In this chapter, we present the development 

and administration of the survey. First, we present the instrument development process 

including the selection and development of measures. Second, we provide details 

about the study setting and the data collection process. 

4.1 Measures 
We list all measures in Appendix II-A. When possible, we relied on established 

measures from the literature to ensure reliability. This applies for all independent var-

iables in our model. Thus, measures for self-efficacy (Kankanhalli et al. 2005), other 

people’s use (Sun 2012) and deliberate initiatives (Sun 2012) were directly applied, 

adapted or extended from existing literature. Since no measures for affordance percep-

tion and actualization existed, we had to develop these measures systematically (see 

“Appendix II-A.1 Scale Development Process”). The development process included a 

synopsis of existing use and affordance literature, a previous longitudinal study to 

identify the affordance perception mechanisms (Lehrig et al. 2017), and a pretest of 

the survey among students and a subsample of users at Alpha. We followed the sug-

gestions from MacKenzie et al. (2011) to ensure the rigorous definition and creation 

of constructs. 
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We modeled affordance perception as a composite-formative construct (Bollen 2011; 

Sarstedt et al. 2016) to capture the different facets of affordance perception based on 

SCT (see Figure II-3). The construct is a third-order construct consisting at the first 

stage of four reflective constructs (i.e., the four affordance perception mechanisms). 

We aggregate the four constructs into two second-order composite-formative con-

structs: autonomous and heteronomous affordance perception. This enables us to test 

for the different antecedents of these two categories. The third-order composite-form-

ative construct (i.e., affordance perception) captures affordance perception as a whole 

and is used as an indicator for affordance actualization. We modeled all other con-

structs as first-order reflective constructs. 

Autonomous
Affordance 
Perception

Heteronomous
Affordance 
Perception

Affordance 
Perception

First Stage Second Stage Third Stage

Transferring
Affordance 
Perception

Exploring
Affordance 
Perception

Imitating
Affordance 
Perception

Being Pushed 
Affordance 
Perception  

Figure II-3 Third-order Formative Construct: Affordance Perception 

We included controls to test the influence of demographic (i.e., education, gender, age) 

as well as professional characteristics (i.e., tenure, use of SP in previous organizations, 

usage experience with SP). All of these factors are modeled as single items. Addition-

ally, we added personal innovativeness in IT (PIIT) (Agarwal and Prasad 1998) for 

affordance perception and actualization as a control, which was applied as an inde-

pendent or moderating factor in similar studies (e.g., Schmitz et al. 2016; Sun 2012). 

Furthermore, we controlled for the influence of the ease of support (Venkatesh et al. 

2003), technical knowledge team (Nambisan et al. 1999), and sense of power 

(Anderson et al. 2012) to attribute for differences in actualization efforts. All of these 

controls were modeled as reflective constructs with at least three items and were taken 

from existing literature. 
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4.2 Study Setting and Data Collection 
Our target population consisted of users in an organizational context that can actualize 

potentials with a malleable IT. We surveyed users that used SP (i.e., a malleable IT) 

to collaborate in an organization Alpha. Alpha was a medium-sized mechanical engi-

neering organization that had implemented SP as an enterprise-spanning collaboration 

platform. The organization’s main locations were in Switzerland and Germany but it 

also had factories in China, the U.S. and the Czech Republic. 

Alpha had initially implemented SP three years before we executed the survey. The 

organization hosted SP but allowed users to create and configure their own environ-

ments so-called “sites”. Thus, users could create and configure several sites based on 

the provided features and could support different use cases with these sites. This al-

lowed them to actualize potentials on their own. The rollout of SP consisted of a pilot 

phase, in which dedicated users were invited to use SP for their work. Afterward, Al-

pha allowed all users to use SP. However, only limited support for the creation and 

configuration of sites was available due to scarce resources in the IT department. Thus, 

the users often had to perceive and actualize the potentials on their own. 

We selected Alpha and SP for several reasons. First, we had conducted a longitudinal 

study regarding SP in the organization before and had in-depth information about the 

environment and direct access to the SP system for validations. Second, using an or-

ganizational context allowed us to test our hypotheses in a real-world scenario and to 

identify practical implications. Third, SP is a malleable technology that is used in dif-

ferent contexts, such as collaboration platforms, knowledge management or process 

applications. Similar applications like Lotus Notes or other collaboration platforms 

have been used in previous studies to analyze micro-level changes and innovative use 

through IT in organizations (e.g., Maruping and Magni 2015; Orlikowski 1996). 

Therefore, we perceive SP as an appropriate technology to analyze affordance percep-

tion and actualization in organizations. 

We hosted the survey in an online survey tool and provided the survey in German and 

English to account for the different locations of Alpha. Users could choose between 

the two languages based on personal preferences. We created the original survey in 

English. Two university members independently translated the questions to German, 

compared their results, and created a consistent version. A third university member 

checked the results for consistency and accuracy. 
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The participants included all users of SP based on the permissions provided by the 

production system (739 total users). We distributed the survey via email to all users in 

January 2018. The email contained information about the survey and a link to conduct 

the survey. A reminder email was sent two weeks after the initial invitation. We re-

ceived complete surveys from 167 users. We deleted thirteen of these surveys either 

because the execution time was below six minutes (the average execution time was 20 

minutes) or the answers showed no variance (e.g., only 1s or 7s). This left us with 154 

responses (response rate: 20.8%). Table II-8 displays the demographic information of 

the sample. The high rate of men is noteworthy in this sample. We tested the sample 

for non-response bias based on the demographic characteristics (see "Appendix II-

C.6.1 Non-Response Bias Test"). The tests showed that non-response was not an issue 

in this study. 

 

Variables Sample Composition Variables Sample Composition 
Age < 25 years 0.6 % Tenure 0 to 2 years 6.5 % 

25 to 29 years 5.2 % 3 to 5 years 23.4 % 
30 to 34 years 13.0 % 6 to 10 years 13.0 % 
35 to 39 years 16.9 % Over 10 years 57.1 % 
40 to 44 years 14.3 % Education High school degree 8.4 % 
45 to 49 years 12.3 % Matura/Abitur 3.9 % 
Over 49 years 37.7 % Professional 

degree 
20.1 

Gender Female 9.1 % Bachelor’s degree 26.0 % 
Male 90.9 % Master’s degree 39.0 % 

Doctorate degree 2.6 % 
Table II-8 Demographic Characteristics of Sample 

5 Data Validation and Analysis 

5.1 Measurement Model 
We used the partial least square (PLS) structural equation method (SEM) to conduct 

our data analysis. We chose PLS for multiple reasons over covariance-based SEM. 

First, our research is exploratory since no measures for affordance perception exist 

(Hair et al. 2011). Second, PLS has advantages in handling hierarchical (Wetzels et al. 

2009) and formative constructs (Hair et al. 2011; Petter et al. 2007), such as the af-

fordance perception construct in our model. Recent literature especially advises the 

use of PLS over covariance-based SEM for composite-formative indicators (Sarstedt 
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et al. 2016). Third, our structural model is complex (Hair et al. 2011), which also ex-

cluded ordinary least squares regression. 

We conducted several tests to ensure the fit, validity, and reliability of our model. 

There is controversy about appropriate model fit measures for PLS-SEM, especially 

for models containing composite-formative constructs in current research (Henseler et 

al. 2016). Thus, we assessed the model fit of our model with different indicators 

(SRMR, NFI, dG1, dG2 and dULS) to generate a diversified picture of model fit (see “Ap-

pend II-B.1 Model Fit”). The results suggest that we established a good model fit, 

which built the foundation for our further tests. We tested the model for convergent 

and discriminant validity as well as reliability for all reflective variables. For discrimi-

nant validity, we verified that the average variance extracted (AVE) for all reflective 

variables is greater than .50 (Fornell and Larcker 1981). For discriminant validity, we 

conducted three tests for the reflective variables: Fornell and Larcker criterion (Fornell 

and Larcker 1981), significant loadings of latent variables with measurement items 

(Gefen and Straub 2005), and heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio (Henseler et al. 

2015). The results of all tests allow us to suggest that the discriminant validity is es-

tablished for the reflective variables. The reliability of reflective variables was tested 

with three indicators: Cronbach’s Alpha (Cronbach 1951), construct reliability 

(Fornell and Larcker 1981), and ρα (Dijkstra and Henseler 2015b). All indicators show 

values above the threshold of .70 and confirm reliability. We describe test details and 

show the values in “Appendix II-B.2.1 Reflective Variable: Validity and Reliability 

Tests”. For formative variables, we assessed validity by calculating the significance of 

weights and loadings (see Table II-9) (Hair et al. 2011) as well as the adequacy coef-

ficient 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎2 (Edwards 2001). Both tests support the validity of the formative constructs 

(see “Appendix II-B.2.2 Formative Variable: Validity and Reliability Tests”). Relia-

bility is not an issue of formative variables (Edwards 2001; MacKenzie et al. 2011). 

Thus, we conducted no tests for reliability but ensured a proper development of the 

variables (see “Appendix II-A.1 Scale Development Process”). 

In addition to validity and reliability, we also tested for multicollinearity (see “Appen-

dix II-C.3 Multicollinearity Analysis”) and vanishing tetrads (see “Appendix II-C.2 

Vanishing Tetrads Analysis”) in our measurement model. The result of these two an-

alyzes led to the removal of item “AA4” since the vanishing tetrads test showed issues 

with this item (Bollen and Ting 2000). After the removal, both analyzes confirmed our 
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model. Thus, we assume that multicollinearity is not an issue in this model and that 

we specified all variables correctly. 

 

Main Construct Sub-Construct Weight t-value p-value VIF 
Autonomous AP Exploring AP .370 5.497 < .001 2.829 
Autonomous AP Transferring AP .678 10.767 < .001 2.829 
Heteronomous AP Being Pushed AP  .457 7.197 < .001 1.744 
Heteronomous AP Imitating AP .639 10.476 < .001 1.744 
AP Autonomous AP .548 4.507 < .001 2.172 
AP Heteronomous AP .526 4.271 < .001 2.172 

PLS algorithm, weighting-scheme: path, bootstrapping samples: 1000, latent factors used in model. 

Table II-9 Formative Construct Weights 

 

Since we obtained the data for independent and dependent variables from the same 

person, we had to test for common method bias issues (Podsakoff et al. 2003). We 

executed two tests: Harman’s single factor test (Podsakoff et al. 2003) and a full col-

linearity analysis for all dependent latent factors (Kock 2015). Both tests suggested 

that common method bias is not an issue in this study (see “Appendix II-C.6.2 Com-

mon Method Bias Test”). 

5.2 Structural Model 
We present the most important results of the structural model in this section. We pro-

vide details about the data analysis including model descriptions and setups for the 

tests in Appendix II-C. The results of our analysis are shown in Table II-10 and a 

summary of our hypotheses is shown in Table II-11. 

We modeled affordance perception as a third-order variable. We used a two- (and 

three)-stage approach to calculate these higher-order variables because our primary 

interest was in the second and third-order variables (Becker et al. 2012). For this ap-

proach, we calculated the latent variable scores of the four first-order indicators (af-

fordance perception mechanisms) and utilized them to calculate the second-order 

formative constructs. After that, we used the second-stage model to calculate the latent 

variable scores for the second-order constructs and used them in a new model to dis-

play the third-order construct. Table II-9 summarizes the relationships in the third-

order construct. These results show that all mechanisms are significant and contribute 

to affordance perception. The variation within the weights (between .370 (exploring) 
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Variables AAP HAP AP AA 
Predictors β f2 β f2 β β f2 
Self-Efficacy (H1) .30*** 

(.08) 
.13      

Other People’s Use 
(H2a, H2b) 

.38*** 
(.06) 

.25 .35*** 
(.09) 

.18    

Deliberate Initia-
tives (H3) 

  .40*** 
(.09) 

.23    

AAP     .55*** (.13)   
HAP     .53*** (.13)   
AP (H4)      .65*** 

(.07) 
.82 

Controls β f2 β f2 β β f2 
Age -.05 

(.07) 
.00 .13 

(.08) 
.02  .08 

(.05) 
.01 

Gender .00 
(.04) 

.00 -.05 
(.04) 

.00  .12* 
(.06) 

.03 

Experience .20** 
(.07) 

.07 .13* 
(.06) 

.03  .02 
(.06) 

.00 

Tenure -.01 
(.07) 

.00 -.07 
(.08) 

.01  .04 
(.06) 

.00 

Education .00 
(.05) 

.00 .00 
(.06) 

.00  -.18*** 
(.05) 

.07 

PIIT .11 
(.06) 

.02 .03 
(.06) 

.00  .01 
(.06) 

.00 

Other 
Organization 

.10 
(.09) 

.02 .09 
(.06) 

.01  -.08 
(.09) 

.02 

Sense of Power      .11* 
(.05) 

.03 

Ease of Support      .12* 
(.06) 

.03 

Technical 
Knowledge Team 

     .07 
(.06) 

.01 

R2 .53*** (.06) .52*** (.05) .58*** (.05) .63*** (.05) 
R2 adjusted .50*** (.06) .49*** (.06) .55*** (.05) .60*** (.05) 

Notes:  1. *** = p < .001; ** = p < .01; * = p < .05 

2. Standard errors reported in parentheses. 

3. Model set-up for calculations: Algorithm: PLS algorithm, weighting-scheme: path, bootstrapping samples: 1000. 

4. R2 for affordance perception calculated in separated model (3rd level) because of formative nature. 

5. Controls: 

a. We controlled for age, gender, experience, tenure, education, personal innovativeness in IT, and other organization 

use on affordance perception level. 

b. We controlled additionally for sense of power, ease of support and technical knowledge team on affordance ac-

tualization level. 

Table II-10 Structural Model Results 
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and .678 (transferring)) indicate their relative importance for the construct (Cenfetelli 

and Bassellier 2009). 

The results support our hypotheses for the antecedents of different affordance percep-

tion categories. Table II-10 presents the results of the structural model. Self-efficacy 

has a significant effect on autonomous affordance perception (β = .299, p-value < .001, 

f2 = .132), which supports Hypotheses H1. Deliberate initiatives have a significant 

effect on heteronomous affordance perception (β = .397, p-value < .001, f2 = .232), 

which supports Hypotheses H3. Both affordance perception categories are signifi-

cantly correlated to other people use. Thus, Hypotheses H2a and H2b are also sup-

ported. Experience is the only control that has a significant effect (p < .05) on both 

affordance categories (AAP: β = .203, p-value = .003, f2 = .067; EAP: β = .132, p-

value = .038, f2 = .030). These results are also confirmed regarding the f2 values. Here, 

self-efficacy, deliberate initiatives and other people’s use have (an almost) medium 

effect (f2 > .15 (Chin 1998)) on the affordance perception categories. The results also 

show that the three factors and the controls explain 52.6% (autonomous) and 52.3% 

(heteronomous) percent of the variance (R2), which indicates a moderate (.333) to sub-

stantial (.670) share (Chin 1998). 

 

Hypothesis Results β p-value f2 

H1: SE 
+
→ AAP Supported .299 < .001 .132 

H2a: OPU 
+
→ AAP Supported .384 < .001 .251 

H2b: OPU 
+
→ HAP Supported .349 < .001 .180 

H3: DI 
+
→  HAP Supported .397 < .001 .232 

H4: AP 
+
→ AA Supported .654 < .001 .815 

Table II-11 Summary Results 

 

Affordance perception has a strong and significant effect on affordance actualization 

(β = .654, p-value < .001, f2 = .815), which supports Hypotheses H4. Overall, the 

model explains 63% of the variance for affordance actualization, which is considered 

almost substantial (Chin 1998). Besides affordance perception, the following controls 

had a significant effect on affordance perception: education (β = -.180, p < .001, f2 = 

.078), gender (β = .114, p = .039, f2 = .033), sense of power (β = .129, p = .008, f2 = 

.039), and ease of support (β = .129, p = .033, f2 = .036). 
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6 Discussion 
This paper investigates how users perceive and actualize affordances under malleable 

IT. We build on previous research on affordance actualization and integrate SCT to 

propose a research model to validate the antecedent for affordance perceptions of users 

under malleable IT. For this purpose, we developed a conceptualization of affordance 

perception that incorporates SCT to categorize different affordance perception mech-

anisms. We conducted an empirical study in an organization that has implemented a 

malleable IT, to test our hypotheses. The results show that different conditions (i.e., 

other people’s use, deliberate initiatives and self-efficacy) explain variances of af-

fordance perception on the individual level. We also could confirm the close relation-

ship between affordance perception and actualization in our model. 

6.1 Contributions 
Our research contributes to the field of affordance actualization by (1) providing evi-

dence that affordance perception is an important prerequisite for affordance actualiza-

tion, (2) conceptualizing affordance perception as a formative construct based on SCT 

and (3) identifying antecedents of affordance perception under malleable IT. 

Our first contribution is evidence that affordance perception is an important part of the 

affordance framework under malleable IT. The existing literature on affordances fo-

cuses on IT, which organizations implement to achieve specific outcomes, such as 

electronic health records (Strong et al. 2014) or enterprise social platforms (Leidner et 

al. 2018). This research identifies specific affordances for these IT, how they are actu-

alized, and the concrete outcome of their actualization on an organizational level 

(Volkoff and Strong 2013). However, most of the research remains silent about the 

affordance perception phase (Pozzi et al. 2014) since the identified affordances are 

predominant and their perception secondary. In our opinion, affordance perception is 

the key in actualizing affordances under malleable IT as users have the possibility to 

actualize the affordance on their own and are not dependent on global affordances 

(Richter and Riemer 2013). Therefore, we analyzed the link between affordance per-

ception and actualization in our model. We found a strong positive relationship be-

tween affordance perception and affordance actualization but also showed that both 

constructs are distinct (i.e., discriminant validity). These findings provide arguments 
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to extend the research of affordance actualization by incorporating affordance percep-

tion in future research. This can also enhance our understanding of why users may not 

actualize perceived affordances. 

Our second contribution is the conceptualization of affordance perception as a forma-

tive construct based on SCT. The existing research on affordance actualization has 

brought us deep insights into affordance actualizations and their impact on the organ-

izational level context (e.g., Leidner et al. 2018; Strong et al. 2014). However, this 

research does not explain why the actualization of affordances varies between users. 

We showed in our study the strong relationship between affordance perception and 

actualization under malleable IT (first contribution). This may be the key to explaining 

the variation of affordance actualization. Nevertheless, we needed a conceptualization 

of affordance perception that accounts for different perception possibilities. Therefore, 

we conceptualized affordance perception based on SCT as a formative construct con-

sisting of distinct perception mechanisms (Lehrig et al. 2017) that reflect the possibil-

ities of users to perceive affordances. The different possibilities to perceive af-

fordances led to variance in the overall perception of affordances and in turn to vari-

ances in affordance actualizations. Our conceptualization based on SCT accounts for 

different possibilities to perceive affordances that culminate in an overall affordance 

perception. Although the importance of single mechanism (e.g., exploring) may vary, 

all mechanisms contribute to the overall affordance perception and in turn, to af-

fordance actualization. 

Our third contribution is the validation of influence factors for affordance perception 

for individual users under malleable IT. Existing research suggests different influence 

factors for affordance actualizations, such as users’ capabilities and the work environ-

ment (Strong et al. 2014). However, the influence factors are theorized for affordance 

actualization as a whole, and it remains unclear how and whether they influence af-

fordance perception. Therefore, we tested in our study the influence of self-efficacy, 

other people’s use, and deliberate initiatives on affordance perception. We selected 

these influence factors from existing research based on SCT and theorized their influ-

ence on different affordance perception mechanisms. Our findings show that these in-

fluence factors affect different affordance perception mechanisms under malleable IT. 

The three determinants explain a substantial amount of the variance of affordance per-

ception. These results confirm the strong influence of social cognitive factors on per-

ception under malleable IT. Most noteworthy is the role of other people’s use on both 
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affordance perception categories, which implies the strong influence of personal net-

works on affordance perceptions. These findings enhance our understanding of the 

influence of user capabilities and the environment on affordance actualization. 

6.2 Future Research 
There are some avenues for future research. This study focused on the affordance per-

ception and its influence on affordance actualization under malleable IT. However, it 

did not take into consideration the adaptation of malleable IT, which can provide ad-

ditional insights into the transition from affordance perception to actualization (Lehrig 

et al. 2017). Adaptation should be incorporated into the model in future studies to bet-

ter account for the adaptation necessities of malleable IT (Schmitz et al. 2016). In par-

ticular, relationships between different kinds of perception mechanisms and adaptation 

would be of interest to understand the underlying dynamics. Another avenue for future 

research is the usage of the created constructs for affordance perception and actualiza-

tion in different studies. The created items should be further validated in new contexts 

beyond malleable IT. It would be of particular interest whether perception mechanisms 

vary between technologies or whether other perception possibilities might exist. Re-

search in this area would enhance our understanding of how to support a higher utili-

zation of IT. 

6.3 Practical Implications 
For praxis, this study provides insights in affordance perception and actualization that 

can be utilized to foster affordance actualizations under malleable IT in organizations. 

The study shows the important role of affordance perception for affordance actualiza-

tion. Thus, organizations should think about how users could perceive new af-

fordances. The identified antecedents (self-efficacy, other people’s use, and deliberate 

initiatives) provide some guidance on how to do this. Other people’s use is an espe-

cially important factor for affordance perception. Thus, organizations should try to 

encourage specific users to share their use cases with others and spread ideas. This will 

foster affordance perceptions and in turn affordance actualizations. In parallel, organ-

izations should also try to enhance self-efficacy to adapt the malleable IT among users. 

For example, trainings or coaching sessions could provide confidence to key users. 

Additionally, the organization could also initiate campaigns to identify useful usage 

scenarios and promote them as deliberate initiatives. Combined efforts will enhance 

the likelihood of affordance perceptions and leverage the potentials of malleable IT. 
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6.4 Limitations 
Our study also has some limitations. For example, we had to develop new items for 

the affordance related constructs (i.e., affordance perception and actualization). Alt-

hough we applied rigorous standards in the development process, these items need 

refinement to ensure validity and reliability. The created model already provided a 

high level of complexity (e.g., a third-order formative construct and more than ten 

multi-item latent variables, including controls). Therefore, we had to select possible 

antecedents but could not include all of them. For example, existing research suggests 

that advice networks play an important role in the affordance perception and actual-

ization (Lehrig et al. 2017). We tried to include this interaction with a proxy variable, 

other people’s use, but instead suggest using a more advanced data collection ap-

proach, such as the one applied by Sykes et al. (2014). Although we tested for common 

method bias, we cannot fully exclude this issue. Therefore, conceptualizations for de-

pendent variables are needed that can be measured independently. The literature on 

effective use may provide suggestions for how to resolve this limitation (Burton-Jones 

and Straub 2006; Burton-Jones and Volkoff 2017). Finally, our study context (i.e., an 

entire organization) allowed us a broad test of our theory. However, it also required a 

high abstraction level regarding questions and working context. A narrower context 

like a division or a single team would allow for more specific questions and results. 
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Appendix II-A. Instrument Development2 

II-A.1 Scale Development Process 

There were no instruments available to measure affordance perception and actualiza-

tion. Therefore, we had to develop these measures for our work. To ensure high quality 

standard, we followed the steps suggested by MacKenzie et al. (2011) to conceptualize 

constructs, develop measurements and evaluate scales. The conceptualization of af-

fordance perception and actualization started with a review of the affordance literature 

and use literature. This phase led to the creation of a definition (see Table II-12) as 

well as the identification of dimensions for each construct. Based on the multidimen-

sionality of affordance perception, we decided to model affordance perception as form-

ative variable with the sub-dimensions: Being pushed, imitating, transferring and ex-

ploring. Afterward, we generated items to represent each new construct. These items 

and the suggested attributes were then used to assess the content validity by conducting 

a content adequacy test (Yao et al. 2008). Five students rated the items regarding their 

fit to different dimensions. Despite the small sample size, the tests confirmed our sug-

gested conceptualizations. Afterward, we conducted a pilot test with all constructs 

from our suggested measurement model. The pilot test included ten users who worked 

at Alpha and used the malleable IT. We not only received the conducted surveys of 

these users but also qualitative feedback regarding the wording of specific items in the 

context of Alpha. The pilot test lead to a refinement of the items. For example, we 

removed one item for affordance actualization after we conducted an exploratory fac-

tor analysis with the pilot sample and this item deviated strongly from the other items. 

Further refinement tests were not possible because of limited resources at Alpha and 

time constraints. Overall, we tried to apply rigorous methods to establish proper con-

ceptualizations and measurements of our newly created items. For existing constructs, 

we provide definitions and references in Table II-13. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 We used the internal name of the application in the original survey. For this paper, we replaced the internal name with the 

placeholder “malleable IT” in the survey as well as in the definition of constructs. 
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Construct Definition 
Affordance 
Actualization 

Affordance Actualization describes the amount of goal-oriented 
use a user realizes with a malleable IT. 

Affordance 
Perception 

Affordance perception describes the amount of action potential a 
user perceives. 

Being 
Pushed 

Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by being ad-
vised by another person. 

Imitating Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by learning 
about another person’s use. 

Transfer-
ring 

Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by applying 
the user’s existing way of using the technology to this purpose. 

Exploring Perception to use the technology for a new purpose by interpreting 
the symbolic expressions of the technology. 

Table II-12 Construct Definitions for developed Constructs 

 

Existing Constructs from Literature 
Construct Definition 

Self-Efficacy 
Compeau and Higgins 
(1995b) 

Self-Efficacy describes one's belief to adapt “malle-
able IT” for work tasks. 

Other People's Use 
Sun (2012) 

Other people's use describes situations where a user 
observes an unfamiliar use of the “malleable IT” by 
another user. 

Deliberate Initiatives 
Sun (2012) 

Deliberate initiatives describe initiatives “one takes 
in response to a request for an increased level of at-
tention, when asked to think, or while being explic-
itly questioned.” 

Controls 
Ease of Support 
Derived from Facilitating 
Conditions (Thompson et al. 
1991) 

Ease of support describes the perceived availability 
of assistance that a user can receive to adapt “malle-
able IT”. 

Personal Innovativeness 
with IT 
Agarwal and Prasad (1998) 

Personal innovativeness with IT describes the will-
ingness of an individual to try out any new IT. 

Sense of Power 
Anderson et al. (2012) 

Sense of power describes the perception of a user’s 
ability to influence another person or other people. 

Technical Knowledge 
Team 
Adapted from Technologi-
cal Cognizance (Nambisan 
et al. 1999) 

Technical knowledge team describes the perception 
of a user about the colleagues technical capabilities 
to use “malleable IT”. 

Table II-13 Construct Definitions and References for existing Constructs 
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II-A.2 Reflective First-Order Constructs and Items 

Code Item Loading Std 
Err 

p-value Mean Std Dev 

Affordance Actualization (AA): Self developed; Scale: Likert 1-7 
The following statements refer to changes in team processes, (i.e. in collaboration 
processes with colleagues), that you put into practice by using the “malleable IT”. 
Since the “malleable IT” has been made available, I … 
AA1 … often changed team 

processes by using the 
“malleable IT”. 

.826 .046 < .001 2.81 1.585 

AA2 … actualized many new 
team processes with 
features provided by 
the “malleable IT”. 

.894 .038 < .001 2.81 1.600 

AA3 … established many 
new ways of collaborat-
ing with others by lev-
eraging the “malleable 
IT”. 

.952 .028 < .001 3.18 1.773 

AA43 … opened up many new 
ways of working to-
gether that are sup-
ported by the “mallea-
ble IT”. 

- - - 3.17 1.748 

AA5 … effectuated changes 
in many team processes 
by introducing the 
“malleable IT” to sup-
port specific use cases. 

.913 .028 < .001 2.83 1.579 

Imitating Affordance Perception (IMAP): Self developed; Scale: Likert 1-7 
Since the “malleable IT” has been made available, I often perceived new possibilities 
of using the “malleable IT”, by… 
IMAP1 … observing what oth-

ers did. 
.821 .042 < .001 3.435 1.722 

IMAP2 … learning from other 
people`s use. 

.872 .030 < .001 3.474 1.677 

IMAP3 … copying from others. .895 .042 < .001 2.896 1.646 
Transferring Affordance Perception (TRAP): Self developed; Likert 1-7 
Since the “malleable IT” has been made available, I often perceived new possibilities 
of using the “malleable IT”, by… 
TRAP1 … transferring my ex-

isting use to a new use 
case. 

.947 .023 < .001 2.935 1.652 

                                                 
3 AA4 removed because of issues in vanishing tetrads test. 
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TRAP2 … reapplying my cur-
rent use of the “mallea-
ble IT” to another use 
case. 

.905 .030 < .001 2.838 1.682 

TRAP3 … extending existing 
ways of using the “mal-
leable IT” to a new use 
case. 

.933 .019 < .001 2.623 1.589 

Exploring Affordance Perception (EXAP): Self developed; Scale: Likert 1-7 
Since the “malleable IT” has been made available, I often perceived new possibilities 
of using the “malleable IT”, by… 
EXAP1 … experimenting with 

the features of the 
“malleable IT”. 

.924 .024 < .001 2.747 1.690 

EXAP2 … trying to find new 
uses of the “malleable 
IT” on my own. 

.912 .019 < .001 2.721 1.655 

EXAP3 … trying to use the 
“malleable IT” in novel 
ways. 

.920 .025 < .001 2.695 1.678 

Being Pushed Affordance Perception (BPAP): Self developed; Scale: Likert 1-7 
Since the “malleable IT” has been made available, I often perceived new possibilities 
of using the “malleable IT”, by… 
BPAP1 … being pointed by oth-

ers to new use opportu-
nities. 

.963 .041 < .001 2.818 1.598 

BPAP2 … others suggesting me 
how I could make use of 
the “malleable IT” in a 
particular use case. 

.801 .063 < .001 2.903 1.744 

BPAP3 … others indicating me 
particular use cases for 
the “malleable IT”. 

.828 .059 < .001 3.143 1.751 

Self-Efficacy (SE): Adapted from Kankanhalli et al. (2005); Scale: Likert 1-7 
SE1 I have confidence in my 

ability to adapt the 
“malleable IT”. 

.806 .060 < .001 3.318 1.792 

SE2 I have the expertise 
needed to adapt the 
“malleable IT”. 

.948 .044 < .001 2.818 1.721 

SE3 I am confident to be 
successful in adapting 
the “malleable IT”. 

.775 .057 < .001 3.494 1.862 

Other People’s Use (OPU): Adapted from Sun (2012) (External Observation); 
Scale: Likert 1-7 
OPU1 I often saw others adapt 

the “malleable IT”. 
.848 .048 < .001 2.416 1.390 

OPU2 I often observed how 
others modified the 
“malleable IT”. 

.916 .028 < .001 2.37 1.409 
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OPU3 I often noticed adapta-
tions of the “malleable 
IT” by others. 

.978 .036 < .001 2.513 1.406 

Deliberate Initiatives (DI): Adapted from Sun (2012) (Deliberate initiatives, third 
item self developed); Scale: Likert 1-7 
DI1 Others often asked me 

to use the “malleable 
IT” in team processes. 

.871 .052 < .001 2.727 1.522 

DI2 I was often urged by 
others to use the “mal-
leable IT” for team col-
laboration. 

.858 .040 < .001 2.877 1.626 

DI3 I was often told to use 
the “malleable IT” for 
use cases by others. 

.926 .034 < .001 2.773 1.627 

Notes: 

1. Test set-up: Model: first stage model; Algorithm: Consistent PLS; weighting-scheme: factor; bootstrapping sample 
size: 1000; All latent factors connected. 

2. All Likert scales from 1 to 7 ranged from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (7) 

Table II-14 Reflective First-Order Constructs and Items Values 

II-A.3 Higher-Order Formative Constructs 

Construct Level Sub-constructs Weight Loading p-
value 

VIF 

HAP Second-
order 

Being Pushed 
AP 

.370 .875 < .001 1.744 

Imitating AP .678 .938 < .001 1.744 
AAP Second-

order 
Exploring AP  .457 .915 < .001 2.829 
Transferring AP .639 .976 < .001 2.829 

Affordance 
Perception 

Third-
order 

AAP .548 .934 < .001 2.172 
HAP .526 .928 < .001 2.172 

Test set-up: All values for second-order calculated based on latent factors of first-order with PLS, weighting-scheme: factor; 

bootstrapping sample size: 1000; all higher-order constructs in mode B. 

Table II-15 Higher-Order Formative Constructs Values 

II-A.4 Controls 

Code Item Loading Std 
Err 

p-value Mean Std Dev 

Personal Innovativeness with IT (PIIT): Agarwal and Prasad (1998); Scale: Lik-
ert 1-7 
Please consider for the following statements your personal attitudes regarding IT 
in general (not specifically for the “malleable IT”). 
PIIT1 If I heard about a new in-

formation technology, I 
would look for ways to ex-
periment with it. 

.875 .090 < .001 5.227 1.255 
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PIIT2 Among my peers, I am usu-
ally the first to try out new 
information technologies. 

.966 .095 < .001 4.39 1.457 

PIIT3 In general, I am not hesi-
tant to try out new infor-
mation technologies. 

.767 .091 < .001 5.357 1.261 

PIIT4 I like to experiment with 
new information technolo-
gies. 

.819 .083 < .001 5.247 1.310 

Technical Knowledge Team (TKT): Selected and adapted from Nambisan et al. 
(1999); Scale: Likert 1-7 
TKT
1 

My colleagues understand 
how to apply the “mallea-
ble IT” features. 

.959 .042 < .001 3.435 1.567 

TKT
2 

My colleagues know how 
to use the features of the 
“malleable IT”. 

.944 .040 < .001 3.461 1.522 

TKT
3 

My colleagues have the 
technical capabilities to 
use the “malleable IT”. 

.879 .057 < .001 3.773 1.502 

Sense of Power (SoP): Adapted from Anderson et al. (2012); Scale: Likert 1-7 
The following statements refer to your relationships with those colleagues with 
whom you regularly work together.  
SoP1 I get my colleagues to lis-

ten to what I say. 
.735 .115 < .001 4.935 1.375 

SoP2 I get my colleagues to do 
what I want. 

.963 .090 < .001 4.760 1.343 

SoP3 I think I have a great deal 
of power. 

.893 .130 < .001 4.597 1.449 

SoP4 If I want to, I get to make 
the decisions. 

.789 .132 < .001 4.669 1.576 

Ease of Support (EoS): Partly Self developed; Question 3: Venkatesh et al. (2003) 
(Facilitating Conditions); Scale: Likert 1-7 
ESU1 Getting support to adapt 

the “malleable IT” is sim-
ple. 

.897 .044 < .001 2.766 1.558 

ESU2 It is easy for me to receive 
help with adaptations of 
the “malleable IT”. 

.937 .040 < .001 2.799 1.536 

ESU3 A specific person is easily 
available for assistance 
when I want to adapt the 
“malleable IT”. 

.953 .047 < .001 2.812 1.652 

Table II-16 Multi-Item Controls Values 
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Construct Item Range and absolute values Mean Std 
Dev 

Age Age: (1) < 25 = 1 
(2) 25-29 = 8 
(3) 30-34 = 20 
(4) 35-39 = 26 
(5) 40-44= 22 
(6) 45-49 = 19 
(7) > 49 = 58 

5.266 1.684 

Gender Gender: (1) Female = 14 
(2) Male = 140 

1.910 0.288 

Tenure Tenure (at or-
ganization Al-
pha or a unit of 
the Alpha 
group): 

(1) 0 to 2 years = 10 
(2) 3 to 5 years = 36 
(3) 6 to 10 years = 20 
(4) > 10 years = 88 

3.208 1.014 

Education Please indicate 
your current 
highest educa-
tional degree: 

(1) No schooling completed = 0 
(2) High school degree = 13 
(3) Matura/Abitur = 6 
(4) Professional degree = 31 
(5) Bachelor degree = 40 
(6) Master degree = 60 
(7) Doctorate degree = 4 

4.909 1.270 

Other Or-
ganization 

Did you use 
“malleable IT” 
in your previous 
organization? 

(1) Yes = 14 
(2) No = 137 
3 participants no answer 

1.838 0.577 

“Malleable 
IT” 
Experience 

Please indicate 
how long you 
have been using 
“malleable IT” 
in total (includ-
ing previous or-
ganizations): 

(1) < 6 months = 29 
(2) 6 months to 1 year = 25 
(3) 1 to 2 years = 61 
(4) 3 to 5 years = 34 
(5) > 5 years = 4 
1 participant no answer 

2.710 1.126 

Table II-17 Single Item Control Values 
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Appendix II-B. Model Fit, Validity and Reliability Tests 

II-B.1 Model Fit 

For covariance-based-SEM, model fit is an important prerequisite for reliable results 

(Gefen et al. 2011). Many indicators are available to estimate the model like GFI or 

RMSEA in CB-SEM (MacKenzie et al. 2011). However, for PLS-SEM this consensus 

has not been reached, yet (Henseler et al. 2016). Different model fit criteria are avail-

able but the thresholds vary and especially for composite models (like in our case) no 

standard criteria is available. Nevertheless, we used different fit values suggested by 

current research to evaluate the fit of our models (see “Appendix II-C.1 Data Analysis 

Set” for information about different models). For all models, we also distinguish be-

tween the saturated and the estimated model. Table II-18 shows the results of our tests. 

First, we calculated SRMR for all three models. The values vary between .035 and 

.067, which is below the threshold of .08 (Henseler et al. 2015; Hu and Bentler 1999). 

This is also confirmed by the bootstrapped SRMR values and the calculated confidence 

intervals4. The same holds true for the indicators for discrepancies between empirical 

and the model-implied correlation matrix (i.e., dULS, dG1 and dG2), which are also within 

the confidence intervals for the later stage models (Dijkstra and Henseler 2015a). We 

also calculated the NFI, which is between .747 and .842 below the suggested threshold 

of .90. However, for composite models this thresholds is not applicable and no ade-

quate values are currently available (Henseler et al. 2016). Therefore, we suggest that 

the fairly high values indicate an overall good model fit. 

 

 
 Saturated Model Estimated Model 
  p-

value 
Interv. 
2.5% 

Interv. 
97.5% 

 p-
value 

Interv. 
2.5% 

Interv. 
97.5% 

1st Stage Model (all reflective first-order items) 
SRMR 0.035 < .001 0.028 0.040 0.067 < .001 0.033 0.047 
dULS 1.300 < .001 0.806 1.677 4.603 < .001 1.141 2.317 
dG1 2.970 < .001 2.122 5.281 3.426 < .001 2.217 5.676 
dG2 2.111 .001 1.318 3.670 2.496 .001 1.386 4.007 
NFI .778 .747 

                                                 
4 Exceptions: For the first and second stage models, the SRMR values are outside the confidence intervals. The reason could be 

attributed to the incomplete conceptualization of affordance perception in these stages. 
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2nd Stage Model (reflective first-order items and formative second-order auton-
omous AP and heteronomous AP) 
SRMR 0.038 < .001 0.026 0.038 0.049 < .001 0.030 0.045 
dULS 0.944 < .001 0.436 0.965 1.614 < .001 0.612 1.377 
dG1 1.708 < .001 1.626 2.884 1.852 < .001 1.623 2.820 
dG2 0.876 < .001 0.693 1.199 1.036 < .001 0.713 1.263 
NFI .842 .829 
3rd Stage Model (reflective first-order items and formative third-order AP) 
SRMR 0.043 < .001 0.028 0.048 0.044 < .001 0.031 0.054 
dULS 1.148 .006 0.510 1.478 1.199 .028 0.595 1.812 
dG1 1.661 < .001 1.532 2.651 1.650 < .001 1.528 2.671 
dG2 0.914 < .001 0.665 1.146 0.914 < .001 0.677 1.193 
NFI .834 .836 

Notes: 

1. Test set-up for 1st stage model: Algorithm: Consistent PLS; Bootstrap sample size: 1000; weighting-scheme: factor 
2. Test set-up for 2nd and 3rd stage model: Algorithm: PLS; Bootstrap sample size: 1000; weighting-scheme: factor 

Table II-18 Model Fit Values 

II-B.2 Validity and Reliability Tests 

We conducted several tests for convergent and discriminant validity as well as relia-

bility to ensure a high quality of variables. We separate our results presentation into 

tests for reflective and formative variables since these variables types require distinct 

validation methods (MacKenzie et al. 2011). 

II-B.2.1 Reflective Variable: Validity and Reliability Tests 

We tested convergent and discriminant validity of all reflective variables with widely 

acknowledged tests. For convergent validity, we calculated the AVE for all reflective 

variables. All AVE values are greater than .50 (minimum .722, see Table II-19). Thus 

an adequate convergent validity is established for all reflective variables (Fornell and 

Larcker 1981). For discriminant validity, we conducted three tests. First, we used the 

Fornell and Larcker criterion (Fornell and Larcker 1981), which suggests that the root 

square of AVE is bigger than the correlation between the latent variables. Table II-21 

shows that all reflective variables fulfill this criterion in our model. Second, we veri-

fied that the loadings of all items load highly on their item (i.e., > .707 (Chin 1998)) 

and exceed all cross loadings by at least .10 (Gefen and Straub 2005). Table II-22 

displays the loadings and cross loadings and shows that this criterion is fulfilled as 
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well.5 Third, we calculated HTMT ratio for all factors (see Table II-20). All HTMT 

values are below or equal .85 and confirm the discriminant validity of all reflective 

variables (Henseler et al. 2015). All tests confirm convergent and discriminant validity 

for all reflective variables in our model. 

Reliability was tested for all reflective variables with three indicators: Cronbach’s Al-

pha (Cronbach 1951), construct reliability (Fornell and Larcker 1981) and ρα (Dijkstra 

and Henseler 2015b). Table II-19 shows that all three indicators are higher than .70, 

which indicates a good construct reliability for the reflective variables (Henseler et al. 

2016; Netemeyer et al. 2003). 

 

Constructs Items CR CA AVE ρα 

Affordance Actualization 4 .943 .942 .805 .945 
Being Pushed Affordance Perception 3 .900 .901 .752 .910 
Exploring Affordance Perception 3 .942 .942 .844 .942 
Imitating Affordance Perception 3 .898 .898 .745 .899 
Transferring Affordance Perception 3 .950 .950 .863 .950 
Deliberate Initiatives 3 .916 .916 .784 .917 
Other People’s Use 3 .939 .940 .838 .943 
Self-Efficacy 3 .883 .883 .716 .890 
Controls 
Sense of Power 4 .911 .911 .722 .923 
Technical Knowledge Team 3 .949 .948 .862 .948 
Ease of Support 3 .950 .950 .864 .951 
Personal Innovativeness with IT 4 .921 .944 .808 .931 

CR= Composite Reliability; CA = Cronbach’s Alpha; AVE = Average Variance Extracted 

Table II-19 Validity and Reliability Indicators for Reflective Variables 

  

                                                 
5 The high loadings between the first level variables of the higher order variable (affordance perception) are an indicator of the 

close relationship between the variables. See “Appendix II-C.5 Validity of Higher-Order Construct: Affordance Perception” for 

a more detailed test for these items. 
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Construct 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. AA            
2. BPAP .62           
3. EXAP .65 .64          
4. TRAP .71 .65 .85         
5. IMAP .70 .72 .67 .75        
6. DI .47 .63 .48 .47 .62       
7. OPU .47 .57 .56 .60 .58 .53      
8. SE .47 .32 .53 .58 .39 .34 .41     
Controls 
9. EoS .37 .25 .20 .31 .32 .24 .25 .54    
10. EXP .38 .28 .42 .46 .41 .33 .27 .42 .11   
11. SoP .21 .17 .13 .14 .26 .22 .13 .05 .08 .13  
12. TKT .38 .22 .18 .30 .35 .31 .37 .33 .34 .25 .11 

Table II-20 Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio of first-Order Variables 

 

 

Constr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1. AA .90            
2. BPAP .63 .87           
3. EXAP .65 .64 .92          
4. TRAP .71 .66 .85 .93         
5. IMAP .70 .73 .68 .75 .86        
6. DI .47 .63 .48 .47 .61 .89       
7. OPU .47 .57 .56 .60 .58 .53 .92      
8. SE .47 .33 .53 .58 .39 .34 .41 .85     
Controls 
9. EoS .37 .25 .20 .31 .32 .24 .25 .54 .93    
10. EXP .38 .28 .42 .46 .41 .33 .28 .42 .11 1.00   
11. SoP .21 .17 .13 .14 .26 .22 .13 -.02 -.08 .13 .85  
12. TKT .38 .22 .18 .30 .35 .31 .38 .33 .34 .25 .11 .93 

Diagonal elements: Square root of AVE; Off diagonal: Correlation among constructs; 

Table II-21 Square Root of AVEs and Correlations 
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AA1 .83 .55 .25 .39 .36 .36 .54 .55 .19 .41 .12 .31 .59 
AA2 .89 .56 .36 .40 .43 .31 .61 .60 .25 .45 .15 .30 .64 
AA3 .95 .60 .35 .46 .45 .38 .62 .70 .21 .39 .25 .32 .66 
AA5 .91 .54 .34 .44 .42 .32 .59 .66 .18 .43 .22 .42 .65 
BPAP1 .62 .96 .26 .53 .51 .33 .66 .68 .26 .33 .14 .23 .66 
BPAP2 .49 .80 .22 .54 .49 .18 .49 .58 .13 .26 .12 .16 .50 
BPAP3 .51 .83 .17 .58 .48 .21 .50 .62 .16 .25 .18 .17 .54 
EoS1 .35 .22 .90 .22 .21 .10 .16 .30 .03 .49 -.07 .31 .27 
EoS2 .33 .23 .94 .22 .25 .12 .20 .27 .04 .52 -.04 .32 .31 
EoS3 .34 .25 .95 .23 .24 .10 .20 .30 .03 .49 -.10 .32 .29 
DI1 .42 .52 .18 .87 .46 .28 .42 .54 .23 .33 .22 .21 .43 
DI2 .41 .56 .18 .86 .46 .30 .38 .56 .18 .27 .21 .29 .38 
DI3 .43 .60 .27 .93 .50 .31 .47 .54 .17 .30 .17 .32 .44 
OPU1 .42 .45 .23 .41 .85 .19 .49 .49 .19 .37 .11 .32 .54 
OPU2 .43 .53 .25 .49 .92 .25 .50 .53 .22 .36 .11 .35 .55 
OPU3 .44 .57 .21 .56 .98 .31 .55 .57 .24 .40 .15 .37 .56 
EXP .38 .28 .11 .33 .28 1.00 .42 .41 .30 .42 .13 .25 .46 
EXAP1 .61 .56 .20 .46 .50 .38 .92 .63 .27 .52 .14 .20 .79 
EXAP2 .61 .61 .18 .46 .52 .37 .91 .61 .34 .47 .10 .14 .77 
EXAP3 .58 .60 .18 .42 .52 .41 .92 .62 .38 .49 .12 .16 .78 
IMAP1 .58 .58 .29 .57 .51 .35 .51 .82 .20 .29 .21 .31 .57 
IMAP2 .64 .62 .25 .49 .49 .39 .60 .87 .21 .34 .22 .33 .67 
IMAP3 .59 .68 .27 .54 .51 .31 .64 .90 .16 .37 .23 .27 .71 
PIIT1 .25 .17 .06 .19 .20 .28 .32 .23 .88 .19 .08 .01 .28 
PIIT2 .21 .19 .03 .20 .21 .25 .36 .18 .97 .33 .13 -.12 .33 
PIIT3 .14 .16 .00 .15 .20 .25 .25 .15 .77 .18 .17 -.11 .24 
PIIT4 .18 .22 .05 .19 .20 .24 .29 .18 .82 .20 .06 -.11 .23 
SE1 .40 .25 .46 .22 .34 .33 .44 .30 .24 .81 -.06 .30 .48 
SE2 .40 .29 .47 .34 .42 .44 .51 .34 .23 .95 -.03 .30 .56 
SE3 .40 .28 .44 .30 .28 .29 .41 .36 .20 .78 .03 .25 .44 
SoP1 .15 .15 -.03 .20 .06 .03 .07 .19 .07 -.03 .74 .05 .09 
SoP2 .18 .17 -.01 .22 .13 .10 .13 .27 .12 -.04 .96 .09 .15 
SoP3 .18 .15 -.06 .17 .15 .18 .13 .21 .15 -.01 .89 .12 .14 
SoP4 .20 .10 -.16 .17 .11 .14 .10 .20 .09 .00 .79 .09 .11 
TKT1 .36 .20 .33 .30 .38 .22 .19 .33 -.08 .31 .08 .96 .31 
TKT2 .36 .22 .32 .28 .36 .23 .18 .34 -.10 .29 .09 .94 .28 
TKT3 .33 .18 .30 .27 .30 .26 .14 .31 -.07 .32 .12 .88 .25 
TRAP1 .67 .62 .27 .43 .60 .45 .79 .73 .32 .54 .16 .32 .95 
TRAP2 .62 .59 .27 .41 .54 .44 .78 .67 .33 .54 .11 .24 .90 
TRAP3 .68 .62 .33 .47 .54 .39 .80 .70 .23 .56 .13 .29 .93 

Test set-up: Algorithm: Consistent PLS; weighting-scheme: factor 

Table II-22 Loadings and Cross Loadings 
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II-B.2.2 Formative Variable: Validity and Reliability Tests 

Formative variables have different criteria to validate their validity and reliability 

(Diamantopoulos et al. 2008). Additionally, all formative variables in our model are 

higher-order (second or third) variables, which also demands adjusted tests. For valid-

ity, we conducted two tests. First, we examined the weights and loadings of the form-

ative variables in our measurement model. Using bootstrapping, we also calculated the 

significance levels of the weights and loadings. Table II-15 shows that all weights and 

loadings are significant (< .001) (Hair et al. 2011). Second, we assessed the validity of 

the formative variables with the adequacy coefficient 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎2 (Edwards 2001). Table II-23 

shows that all coefficients are above .50, which indicates validity on construct level 

(MacKenzie et al. 2011). Thus, validity should be established. Another issue for form-

ative constructs is multicollinearity (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001). We con-

ducted a multicollinearity analysis (see “Appendix II-C.3 Multicollinearity Analysis”) 

that showed no issues for the formative variables. Due to their nature, formative vari-

ables have no reliability issues (Edwards 2001; MacKenzie et al. 2011). Thus, no test 

has been conducted regarding reliability of formative variables. 

 

Constructs Correlations Calculation6 𝑹𝑹𝒂𝒂𝟐𝟐 
AAP Transferring AP: .976 

Exploring AP: .915 
. 9762 + . 9152

2
 

.895 

HAP Imitating AP: .938 
Being Pushed AP: .875 

. 9382 + . 8752

2
  

.823 

Affordance Perception AAP: .938 
HAP: .924 

. 9382 + . 9242

2
 

.867 

Table II-23 Adequacy Coefficients for higher-order formative constructs 

  

                                                 
6 Formula: “𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎2 is calculated by summing the squared correlations between the construct and its 

dimensions and dividing by the number of dimensions” (Edwards 2001, p. 163) 
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Appendix II-C. Analysis Techniques and Supplemental Sta-
tistics 

II-C.1 Data Analysis Setups 

All PLS-SEM calculations in this paper were calculated with SmartPLS (Ringle et al. 

2015). We created several models for the analysis of our data in SmartPLS. Three 

models were created to conduct specific tests for mediation, multicollinearity and mod-

erators. Furthermore, we needed three models to account for affordance perception 

(third-order construct), since we applied a two (three)-stage approach (Becker et al. 

2012; Wetzels et al. 2009). We used this approach for our reflective-formative varia-

bles (heteronomous and autonomous affordance perception) and reflective-formative-

formative variable (affordance perception) because we were interested in the higher-

order estimates only (Becker et al. 2012). Table II-24 summarizes the three models 

(three stages) and reports their application and settings for our research. We applied 

the consistent PLS algorithm (Dijkstra and Henseler 2015b) in the first stage only since 

all other stages contain formative variables (van Riel et al. 2017). Additionally, all 

formative variables were set into mode B for calculations. 

 

Model Algo-
rithm 

Bootstrap-
ping 

Weighting-
Scheme 

Special Set-
tings 

Used For 

1. Stage Con-
sistent 
PLS 

1000 sam-
ples 
No sign 
changes 

Factor Mode A for 
first-order 
constructs of 
affordance 
perception 

Latent Factors 
second-order 
calculated 
Measurement 
Model 

2. Stage PLS 1000 sam-
ples 
No sign 
changes 

Factor Mode B for 
formative 
constructs 

Latent Factors 
third-order cal-
culated 
Measurement 
Model 

PLS 1000 sam-
ples 
No sign 
changes 

Path Mode B for 
formative 
constructs 

Calculations of 
the antecedents 
of AP 

3. Stage PLS 1000 sam-
ples 
No sign 
changes 

Path Mode B for 
formative 
constructs 

Calculations of 
the antecedents 
of AA 

Table II-24 Model Properties and Settings 
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II-C.2 Vanishing Tetrads Analysis 

We conducted a vanishing tetrads analysis to ensure the correct specification of form-

ative and reflective constructs (Bollen and Ting 2000; MacKenzie et al. 2011). We 

focused on the dependent variables and executed the analysis for affordance perception 

(3rd order), heteronomous and autonomous affordance perception (2nd order) and af-

fordance actualization. The confirmatory tetrads analysis suggested by Gudergan et al. 

(2008) was used to conduct the test. A repeated indicator approach (i.e., all latent items 

directly connected to the latent variable) was used for the affordance perception tests 

to achieve at least four items (prerequisite for vanishing tetrads analysis) (Becker et al. 

2012). The test setting for all tests were 5000 subsamples for bootstrapping and a two-

tailed test on the significance level of .05. The test confirmed that affordance percep-

tion and its categories (autonomous and heteronomous AP) are formative variables. 

For affordance actualization, the test showed problems with the composition of the 

variables. Two tetrads were found that let us suggest that affordance actualization is a 

formative construct although we developed it reflective. We removed item AA4 from 

our model since this item was present in all “formative” tetrads and re-ran the test. 

This follow-up test confirmed the reflective nature of affordance actualization. Table 

II-25 summarizes the results of the second test for the variables and shows the mini-

mum p-value level for the reflective variables and the number of tetrads below the .001 

confidence interval (values below .05 for at least one tetrad is an indicator for a form-

ative variable (Bollen and Ting 2000)). The test results support that the causal struc-

tures of the variables are specified as intended in our model. 

 

Latent Variable p-value Formative or Reflective 
Affordance Actualization > .100 (minimum) Reflective 
Affordance Perception < .001 for eleven tetrads Formative 
AAP < .001 for three tetrads Formative 
HAP < .001 for two tetrads Formative 

Test set-up: Subsamples: 5000; Test type: Two-tailed: 0.05 

Table II-25 Vanishing Tetrads Analysis Results 

II-C.3 Multicollinearity Analysis 

Beside the full collinearity analysis (see section “Appendix II-C.6.2 Common Method 

Bias Test”), we also conducted a multicollinearity analysis on variable level. Thus, we 
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calculated the VIF for all items. We conducted this test in two phases. First, we calcu-

lated the VIF for all first-order constructs and their items. Table II-26 present the re-

sults of this test. All VIF values are below ten, which suggests that no multicollinearity 

issues exist (Petter et al. 2007). Second, we calculated the VIF values for the higher-

order formative constructs. Table II-27 present the results of this test. No values are 

above 2.9. Thus, the items fulfill the stricter standards (VIF < 3.3) for formative vari-

ables under PLS-SEM (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 2006; Kock and Lynn 2012). We 

conclude that multicollinearity is no issue in this study. 

Item VIF Item VIF Item VIF 
AA1 3.126 IMAP3 2.344 OPU3 3.267 
AA2 4.399 TRAP1 4.899 TKT1 7.656 
AA3 4.259 TRAP2 5.566 TKT2 9.574 
AA5 5.086 TRAP3 4.676 TKT3 3.496 

BPAP1 2.256 SE1 2.915 ESU1 6.529 
BPAP2 3.479 SE2 2.267 ESU2 5.766 
BPAP3 3.765 SE3 2.492 ESU3 4.078 
EXAP1 4.243 DI1 2.762 SoP1 3.917 
EXAP2 7.603 DI2 4.085 SoP2 4.672 
EXAP3 4.524 DI3 3.456 SoP3 2.970 
IMAP1 3.032 OPU1 5.634 SoP4 2.446 
IMAP2 3.334 OPU2 7.105   

Test set-up: consistent PLS algorithm; all items connected; weighting-scheme: factor. AA4 removed previously because of van-

ishing tetrads tests (see Table II-25 for details). 

Table II-26 Reflective First-Order Items VIF Values (before deletion) 

 

Item Related Construct VIF 
Exploring AP  AAP 2.829 
Transferring AP AAP 2.829 
Being Pushed AP HAP 1.744 
Imitating AP HAP 1.744 
AAP Affordance Perception 2.168 
HAP Affordance Perception 2.168 

Table II-27 Formative Higher-Order Items VIF Values 

 

II-C.4 Interaction Effect Analysis 

We tested our model for mediation and moderation effects to ensure to ensure the cor-

rect specification of our model (i.e., the absence of unspecified interaction effects) 

(Gefen et al. 2011). The results are presented in the following sections. 
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II-C.4.1 Mediation Effects 

We conducted a mediation effect analysis (Mackinnon et al. 2004) to identify for un-

derlying causal relationships between variables. We focused on the three influence 

factors for affordance perception and their effect on affordance actualization but also 

included all control variables. Table II-28 summarizes the results for the three influ-

ence factors.7 A mediation effect exists, if the indirect effect is significant in bootstrap-

ping analysis (Zhao et al. 2010). The results support the assumed indirect-only effect 

of these factors on affordance actualization and the correct specification of our struc-

tural model. We also found indirect-only (full) mediation effects for all control varia-

bles. 

 Coefficient Standard 
Error 

p-value Mediation 

DI -> AA  
Indirect Effect .188 .065 .004 Indirect-only (full)  

Mediation Direct Effect .007 .069 .924 
Total Effect .195 .089 .029 
OPU -> AA  
Indirect Effect .240 .072 < .001 Indirect-only (full)  

Mediation Direct Effect -.054 .088 .542 
Total Effect .187 .109 .088 
SE -> AA  
Indirect Effect .135 .053 .010 Indirect-only (full)  

Mediation Direct Effect .050 .080 .528 
Total Effect .186 .092 .044 
SE -> AP  
Indirect Effect .207 .077 .007 Indirect-only (full)  

Mediation Direct Effect .001 .006 .855 
Total Effect .208 .077 .007 
OPU -> AP  
Indirect Effect .355 .081 < .001 Indirect-only (full)  

Mediation Direct Effect .001 .005 .859 
Total Effect .355 .081 < .001 
DI -> AP  
Indirect Effect .270 .087 .002 Indirect-only (full)  

Mediation Direct Effect -.001 .007 .913 
Total Effect .269 .088 .002 

Test set-up: PLS algorithm; weighting-scheme: factor; bootstrapping: 1000 samples 

Table II-28 Mediation Analysis for All Exogenous Variables 

                                                 
7 We removed all other variables from the model to conduct this part of the mediation analysis, which leads to different correla-

tions between the variables compared to our overall tests. 
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II-C.4.2 Moderation Effects 

We did not theorize moderation effects in our model. However, we conducted an ex-

ploratory moderation effect analysis for all endogenous variables (AAP, HAP and 

AA). For this purpose, we calculated the moderating effects for all combinations of 

independent variables related to the dependent variables in our structural model. Fur-

thermore, we tested PIIT as additional possible moderating factor. Overall, we calcu-

lated 31 moderating effects in the model. For each endogenous variable, we created all 

possible combinations of independent variables as moderators (method: product indi-

cator calculation) and conducted bootstrapping. We discarded all non-significant com-

binations. Two combinations were significant in this exploration. We tested these two 

moderation effects separately in our structural model and conducted bootstrapping 

again. In this set-up, none of the two combinations was significant. Thus, we conclude 

that moderation effects are absent of our structural model. 

II-C.5 Validity of Higher-Order Construct: Affordance Perception 

We put special efforts in the validation of the affordance perception measures because 

all items were newly developed and the distinction between the elements is important 

for our theory. Therefore, we conducted additional validity tests for the four affordance 

perception mechanisms (see chapter “Appendix II-B.2.2 Formative Variable: Validity 

and Reliability Tests” for the other validity tests).8 First, we executed an exploratory 

factor analysis (EFA applying the principal component extraction method with 

equamax rotation. Table II-30 shows that the EFA extracted two components (heter-

onomous and autonomous affordance perception) with high loadings (> .64), which 

provides support for the validity of the second-order variables. Then, we wanted to 

verify the validity of the mechanism items. Therefore, we conducted factors analysis 

with forced number of factors ranging from one factor to six factors (applying maxi-

mum likelihood extraction method with equamax rotation). This allows us to compare 

the different models with chi-square difference tests (Gefen et al. 2000). Table II-29 

shows the loadings of these models and that in the model with four factors all items 

from different mechanisms load highly on separate constructs. Table II-30 shows the 

                                                 
8 The inspiration for these tests are from the work of Schmitz et al. (2016), who faced similar issues regarding the distinction of 

highly related variables, although they do not handle higher order formative constructs. 
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results of the chi-square difference tests. These have been significant until the com-

parison of the five and six factor model, which suggests that the five factor model is 

the most parsimonious model. However, the four mechanisms load for the four and 

five factor model on distinct components (in the five factor model one component has 

values below .22 for all items). Thus, we conclude that this also supports the validity 

assumption for our four mechanisms. 

 

Items Component 1 Component 2 
IMAP1 .375 .665 
IMAP2 .483 .648 
IMAP3 .513 .667 
BPAP1 .185 .855 
BPAP2 .203 .871 
BPAP3 .442 .730 
EXAP1 .859 .268 
EXAP2 .854 .290 
EXAP3 .841 .298 
TRAP1 .815 .393 
TRAP2 .838 .325 
TRAP3 .826 .371 

Test set-up: Extraction method: Principal Component; Rotation: Equamax; Calculation with SPSS 25 

Table II-29 Rotated Component Matrix: Affordance Perception Items EFA 

 
 Number of Factors 
Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 
IMAP1 X X    X .19 .19 .24 .81    X  - 
IMAP2 X X   X  .23 .29 .27 .78    X  - 
IMAP3 X X   X  .26 .36 .40 .60    X  - 
EXAP1 X X  X   .71 .43 .20 .26   X   - 
EXAP2 X X  X   .89 .31 .25 .22   X   - 
EXAP3 X X  X   .72 .41 .23 .26   X   - 
TRAP1 X X   X  .40 .72 .26 .35 X     - 
TRAP2 X X   X  .38 .79 .22 .28 X     - 
TRAP3 X X   X  .43 .71 .27 .30 X     - 
BPAP1 X  X   X .33 .31 .61 .34  X    - 
BPAP2 X  X   X .17 .17 .81 .24  X    - 
BPAP3 X  X   X .17 .18 .88 .24  X    - 
𝜒𝜒2 563.35 346.18 180.311 62.410 32.785 12.81 
df 54 43 33 24 16 9 
Δ𝜒𝜒2 - 217.17 165.87 117.90 29.63 9.98 

∆ df - 11 10 9 8 7 
p-value - < .001 < .001 < .001 < .001 > .20 

Test set-up: Extraction method: Maximum Likelihood; Rotation: Equamax; Calculation with SPSS 25 

Table II-30 Factor Loadings for Affordance Perception Items and Chi-Square Difference Test 
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II-C.6 Bias Tests 

II-C.6.1 Non-Response Bias Test 

We conducted a non-response bias test based on the last-wave method (Armstrong and 

Overton 1977). Therefore, we separated the sample into four groups of equal size 

(group size: 38) and conducted an independent samples t-test for the demographic 

properties (i.e., education, tenure, gender and age) between the first and the last quar-

tile. The results suggest that there are no significant differences between the two 

groups (see Table II-31). We achieved similar results by separating the sample based 

on the reminder date splitting the sample in only two groups. Thus, we assume that 

non-response bias is not a problem in this analysis. 

 
 

t-value df Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Mean  
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

95% CI  
Lower Upper 

Education -.852 75 .397 -.258 .303 -.861 .345 
Tenure -1.070 75 .288 -.243 .227 -.695 .209 
Gender .026 75 .979 .001 .051 -.101 .103 
Age -.763 75 .448 -.296 .387 -.067 .476 

Test set-up: Independent-sample t-test in SPSS 25 

Table II-31 Independent-sample T-test for First and Last Quartile Waves 

II-C.6.2 Common Method Bias Test 

We tested also for common method bias. We used two tests to identify possible com-

mon method bias. First, we executed Harman’s single factor test (Podsakoff et al. 

2003). We conducted an EFA with all latent factors (including control variables) and 

without restrictions, which identified ten components. Afterward, an EFA restricted to 

a single factor was calculated. This factor accounted for 32.9% of the variance. These 

results show that no single factor emerges from the unrotated solution and no single 

factor accounts for more the 50% of the covariance. Thus, the Harman’s single factor 

test suggests no common method bias problems for this study. Although this method 

has been widely used, its results are criticized (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Thus, we con-

ducted a full collinearity analysis, which is suggested for PLS-SEM (Kock 2015; Kock 

and Lynn 2012). We followed the set-up suggested by Kock and Lynn (2012) and 

created a dummy variable with random values. Then we created a model, connected 

all latent variables (without controls) with the dummy variable and calculated the VIF 

(see Table II-32). The test showed that there were no collinearity issues, since all VIF 
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values were below the threshold of 3.3 (Kock 2015). These results let us suggest that 

common method bias is not a problem in this study. 

 

Latent Constructs VIF 
Affordance Actualization 1.377 
Affordance Perception 1.106 
Deliberate Initiatives 1.092 
Other People’s Use 1.309 
Self-Efficacy 1.030 

Test set-up: PLS algorithm, weighting-scheme: factor. 

Affordance perception based on repeated indicator approach using the first-order latent variables. 

Table II-32 Results Full Collinearity Test (Dummy Variable) 
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CHAPTER III ROUTINE CHANGE UNDER 
MALLEABLE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

STUDY 3 CHANGE OF ORGANIZATIONAL ROUTINES 
UNDER MALLEABLE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: 
EXPLAINING VARIATIONS IN MOMENTUM9 

Tim Lehrig, Oliver Krancher 

Abstract 

Malleable technology bears the promise of allowing users to flexibly change organi-

zational routines. Although the benefits from malleable technology depend on the ex-

tent to which users make use of such technology to change organizational routines, we 

know little about the factors that shape the intensity of routine change. We report the 

results of a case study in which we analyzed changes of 24 routines under malleable 

technology over a period of three years. Our results show that actors often perform a 

series of consecutive changes rather than one discrete change. We build on the concept 

of momentum to describe the intensity of these changes. Our emergent theory suggests 

that momentum is affected by the embeddedness of routines, by existing artifacts, by 

lead actor traits, and by external knowledge. Our study contributes to theory of routine 

change by developing explanations for variations in momentum of routine change un-

der malleable technology. 

 

Keywords: Momentum, Organizational Routines, Artifacts, IT-enabled Change, Mal-

leable IT 
  

                                                 
9 An initial idea for this study was published at ECIS 2015 as research in progress (Lehrig et al. 2015). 
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1 Introduction 
The relationship between organizational routines and information technology (IT) has 

always been of key interest to information systems and organizational scholars alike 

(e.g., Becker 2004; D'Adderio 2011; Edmondson et al. 2001). Recently, attention has 

focused on the change of routines that is enabled by IT (e.g., Berente et al. 2016; Goh 

et al. 2011; Leonardi 2011; Polites and Karahanna 2013). Theory of IT-enabled routine 

change has become of increasing practical relevance given the increasing diffusion of 

malleable IT (i.e., IT that users can modify on their own) (Kallinikos et al. 2013; 

Richter and Riemer 2013; Schmitz et al. 2016). Malleable IT bears the promise of 

allowing actors to flexibly change artifacts and the routines supported by the artifacts. 

Yet, this puts a high burden on actors. Since routines are patterns of interdependent 

work that involves multiple actors (Feldman and Pentland 2003), actors may typically 

need to perform a series of consecutive changes to the routine and to artifacts until 

they arrive at a new version of the routine that satisfies all involved actors’ needs and 

that leverages the potential offered by the malleable IT. In this paper, we explore such 

series of consecutive changes, aiming to explain why they occur with different inten-

sity under different conditions. 

The literature on routines and artifacts provides some insights into IT-enabled change 

of routines, focusing on the nature of change, the role of artifacts, and the factors that 

affect the intensity of change. The routine literature suggests that routines change due 

to exogenous events, such as when a new technology becomes available (Edmondson 

et al. 2001), and due to endogenous dynamics, such as when actors learn from past 

performances of the routine and strive to do better (Feldman 2000; Feldman and 

Pentland 2003). Artifacts play an important role in both types of change. Artifacts may 

be a source of exogenous change when they afford new ways of performing the routine 

(Leonardi 2011). But artifacts also shape endogenous change, such as when the tight 

entanglement of artifacts and the routine makes it more difficult for actors to change 

the routine, or when the use of the artifact yields outcomes (e.g., learning) that subse-

quently enable new ways of performing the routine with the artifact (D'Adderio 2011; 

Goh et al. 2011; Leonardi 2011). Indeed, studies of IT-enabled change show that the 

availability of a new artifact is often followed by a long process in which actors per-

form a series of consecutive changes to routines and to artifacts, emphasizing the key 

role of endogenous change (e.g., Boudreau and Robey 2005; Goh et al. 2011; Leonardi 
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2011; Orlikowski 1996; Volkoff et al. 2007). While much research focusses on the 

nature of change and the role of artifacts, a few studies have turned their attention to 

the intensity of change. Jansen (2004) examined the momentum of change, loosely 

defined as the energy or force associated with a change (p. 277). She found that mo-

mentum depended both on top-down sources, in particular the change leader’s com-

mitment, and on bottom-up sources, in particular social interaction through which in-

dividuals gain support from other individuals. Other work did not use the term mo-

mentum but also examined factors that affect the intensity of routine change. These 

factors include actor characteristics, such as innovativeness (Goh et al. 2011), inten-

tion, and orientation (Howard-Grenville 2005), and characteristics of the routine, in 

particular its embeddedness (Howard-Grenville 2005). Embeddedness, defined as the 

degree to which the routine overlaps with other organizational structures (Howard-

Grenville 2005), is argued to constrain change. 

While these studies have yielded important insights into routine change and the role of 

IT, our knowledge about the routine change associated with malleable IT is limited in 

three important regards. First, there is little research on the momentum of routine 

change under malleable IT. Although the work on momentum by Jansen (2004) is 

potentially informative, her study focused on organizational level strategic change. In 

contrast to such a rather macro-level focus, it is likely that routine change enabled by 

malleable IT is characterized by a stronger focus on micro-level, bottom-up processes 

in which the actors involved in the routine initiate changes to the routine and to the 

technology. Second, although the routine literature emphasizes embeddedness as a fac-

tor that influences momentum (Howard-Grenville 2005), the literature concentrates on 

strongly embedded routines, such as consulting routines in hospitals (Goh et al. 2011) 

and procurement routines (Berente et al. 2016). Strongly embedded routines often in-

volve individuals from many departments and are, hence, relatively inert. Yet, many 

routines that are suitable for malleable IT are weakly embedded, such as the coordi-

nated organization of documents or tracking of open issues. Third, the literature re-

mains silent about the role of pre-existing artifacts. Nowadays, many routines are al-

ready supported by some type of IT artifact. Yet, many studies focus on situations in 

which organizations replace existing artifacts by completely new ones (e.g., Berente 

et al. 2016; Edmondson et al. 2001; Goh et al. 2011). Such disruptive changes naturally 

generate momentum given that actors have to find ways to perform the routine without 
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their previous artifacts. However, in the case of malleable IT, actors can often incor-

porate existing artifacts into new versions of a routine, such that the new routine relies 

on both the malleable IT and the existing artifact. Given these three gaps, it is unclear 

what affects the momentum of routine change under malleable IT. This lack of 

knowledge is unfortunate given that malleable IT will often require a series of consec-

utive changes from actors (e.g., changes to the configuration of the malleable IT, 

changes of the routine) before the actors fully leverage the potential offered by the 

malleable IT. Without sufficient momentum, these change processes become stuck or 

may not even start. Knowledge about the factors that influence momentum is thus im-

portant if organizations wish to fully leverage the potential for improving organiza-

tional routines that is offered by malleable IT. 

Our study addresses the following research question: Why does the momentum of rou-

tine change associated with malleable IT varies between routines? To answer this 

question, we conducted a case study in an organization that implemented Microsoft 

SharePoint (SP), a malleable IT product that invites configuration by end users and 

that aims at supporting interdependent work. Our primary data source were 59 inter-

views conducted with 14 users over a period of more than three years. We identified 

24 routines and the changes to these routines and to the SP based artifacts that the 

actors used in these routines. Based on these data, we identified four factors that affect 

momentum of routine change: embeddedness of routines, the relationship to existing 

artifacts, lead actors’ personal traits, and external knowledge. We analyzed different 

combinations of these factors and identified five configurations of factors associated 

with particular levels of momentum. Our key contribution is an emerging theory of the 

momentum of IT-enabled routine change under malleable IT. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We next review the literature on 

organizational routines and, in particular, on the role of artifacts in organizational rou-

tines. We then present our methods, findings, and our emerging theory before we dis-

cuss implications and contributions. 

2 Related Literature 

We base our research on the existing organizational routine literature. We next review 

the literature on organizational routines and their change. We then review the relation-

ship between artifacts and organizational routines and their change. 
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2.1 Organizational Routines and Change 
Organizational routines (in brief: routines) are defined as “repetitive patterns of inter-

dependent organizational actions” (Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville 2011). Exam-

ples of routines include hiring people at a university (Feldman and Pentland 2003), 

conducting crash tests at an automaker (Leonardi 2011), and patrolling transit opera-

tions at a law enforcement organization (Glaser 2017). 

Given that the concept of routines focusses on what organizations repeatedly do, it is 

not surprising that routines have a long lasting history in organizational research 

(Becker 2004). During this period, their conceptualization has advanced from being a 

source of stability (Cyert and March 1963; Nelson and Winter 1982) to being a source 

of stability and change (Feldman 2000; Feldman and Pentland 2003). In their seminal 

work, Feldman and Pentland conceptualize routines as generative systems and explain 

why routines endogenously change over time (Feldman and Pentland 2003). They ar-

gue that routines change because actors aim to “repair” problems in the routine, be-

cause actors strive to improve the routine, because actors improvise to cope with par-

ticular circumstances in particular executions of the routine, and because actors learn 

from past performances of the routine (Feldman 2000; Feldman and Pentland 2003). 

Although the foundational work by Feldman and Pentland explains why routines can 

change, it does not aim to explain why the intensity of routine change varies. Important 

insights into the mechanisms that affect the intensity of routine change have come from 

Jansen’s (2004) study of momentum in strategic change. She introduced the concept 

of change based momentum, which describes “the energy associated with pursuing a 

new trajectory” (p. 277). Thus, high change based momentum (or in short: high mo-

mentum) describes situations where strong forces are present to substantially trans-

form the way how a routine is performed. Conversely, low momentum describes situ-

ations where the forces that aim to initiate changes to a routine are weak and, hence, 

at best minor changes to a routine materialize. 

The concept of momentum is particularly promising in the context of IT-enabled rou-

tine change because IT implementation studies found that actors often perform a long 

series of changes to the routine and to the technology before they arrive at a satisfac-

tory new version of the routine. This suggests that high momentum is often required 

to allow teams or organizations to leverage the full potential that a technology offers, 

because only high levels of energy will allow the actors to accomplish the long series 

of changes. Conversely, when momentum is low, attempts to improve a routine will 
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become stuck at early stages or not even materialize. Explaining momentum is thus 

critical for explaining the impact associated with a technology. 

Existing research provides some insights into factors that affect momentum (although 

not in the context of malleable IT). In her study, Jansen (2004) found that at early 

stages, momentum depended strongly on top-down sources, in particular the change 

leader’s commitment, while at later stages bottom-up sources, in particular social in-

teraction through which individuals gain support from other individuals, turned more 

important. Moreover, momentum was lower when the trajectory gap, defined as the 

distance of the current state and the goal state, was high. Other work did not use the 

term momentum but also examined factors that affect the intensity of routine change. 

Work on agency emphasizes the key role of actors and their characteristics (e.g., 

Feldman 2003; Leonardi 2011), while work on embeddedness emphasizes the nature 

of the particular routine (e.g., Howard-Grenville 2005; Polites and Karahanna 2013), 

as we will point out next. 

Agency, is the “capacity for action” (Giddens 1984). More specifically, agency at-

tributed to actors (human agency), is a person’s ability to form and realize own goals 

(Giddens 1984). By enacting their agency, actors can change routines. For example, a 

human resource (HR) representative may need to conduct an interview (goal) in a hir-

ing routine. The standard way of performing the routine may be that the HR repre-

sentative interviews the applicant in person. However, since this applicant lives 

abroad, an interview in person is not possible. Thus, the HR representative can enact 

her agency and alter the routine to conduct the interview in a video call. Researchers 

identified different personal traits of actors that are beneficial for enacting agency, 

such as the actor’s innovativeness (Goh et al. 2011) or the actor’s future orientation 

(Howard-Grenville 2005). Thus, we expect differences in change induced by personal 

traits of leading actors. 

Embeddedness is the degree the routine overlaps with different organizational struc-

tures, including technology, control and coordination systems, and norms (Howard-

Grenville 2005). For example, medical surgeries are routines of strong embeddedness 

since they are based on control and coordination structures that manifest in detailed 

plans how to conduct the surgery. Researchers see embeddedness as a hindering factor 

for routine change (Feldman 2003; Howard-Grenville 2005). In this paper, we focus 

on coordinative embeddedness, defined as “interdependence of action between multi-
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ple actors when accomplishing a complex task” (Howard-Grenville 2005, p. 630). Co-

ordinative embeddedness (henceforth in brief: embeddedness) can constrain changes 

since changes require consensus among actors. Embeddedness increases the complex-

ity of the consensus building process and, thus, sustains the status quo. The existing 

literature focusses predominantly on routines of strong embeddedness, such as con-

sulting routines in hospitals (Goh et al. 2011) or procurement routines in governmental 

organizations (Berente et al. 2016). Routines with strong embeddedness display a low 

likelihood for change (Howard-Grenville 2005). Conversely, weakly embedded rou-

tines are less frequently examined in literature. For these routines, the momentum of 

change could be much higher since actors can overcome the low coordinative obstacles 

relatively easily and change the routines and related artifacts. Therefore, we expect 

higher momentum of change for weakly embedded routines. However, the influence 

of these factors under malleable IT remains empirically unexplored. 

2.2 Artifacts and Organizational Routines 
Artifacts are material objects produced by human activity (Pratt and Rafaeli 2006). 

They shape routines and their change (D'Adderio 2011). Artifacts can manifest in dif-

ferent forms such as in written instructions, physical settings, or software. We focus 

on digital artifacts (i.e., artifacts based on IT), which differ from other artifacts because 

they integrate deeply into routines (Volkoff et al. 2007). Thus, digital artifacts, like a 

form in a software, may have a stronger potential to shape routines than a pure instruc-

tion manual. The properties of digital artifacts (henceforth in brief: artifacts) depend 

on the underlying technology and its application, which includes how easily actors can 

modify the artifacts. For example, many users can modify a formula in a worksheet 

(malleable IT) but cannot update an SQL statement in a database of an Enterprise Re-

source Planning (ERP) system (hard-to-change IT). When users cannot perform their 

desired actions using hard-to change IT, they may invent workarounds (Boudreau and 

Robey 2005). Malleable IT, in contrast, bears the promise of allowing users to change 

the artifacts to their demands. 

Artifacts shape routines by affording or constraining particular behaviors (D'Adderio 

2011; Pentland and Feldman 2008). Actors can actualize affordances (i.e., action po-

tentials) offered by the artifact and change the routine by using the artifact in a new 

way for the routine (Leonardi 2011). For example, actors can use notifications to re-

ceive emails on updates instead of frequently checking for updates of a document. 
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However, actors can also ignore these potentials and leave them unused (Goh et al. 

2011). Thus, the pure existence of affordances is not a sufficient condition for high 

momentum of routine change. Artifacts also shape routines by constraining behaviors. 

For example, a digital form can enforce predefined options for fields that limit the 

possible entries. Such configurations of artifacts are the result of the enactment of hu-

man agency. Thus, actors inscribe their views into the artifacts (D'Adderio 2011). The 

artifacts then possess their own agency (material agency) and possess capacity to act 

on their own (Leonardi 2011). This transition from human to material agency may be 

paralleled by struggles among competing views of actors (D'Adderio 2011). Thus, ac-

tors use the artifact to resolve struggles among them by inscribing logic into the arti-

fact. These struggles may fuel momentum of change. 

Over time, artifacts can become the result of repeated inscriptions. Although the 

agency still is distributed (D'Adderio 2011) or imbricated (Leonardi 2011) between 

actors and artifacts, it is likely that the material agency steadily increases. Thus, over 

time, more and more of the logic that underlies the routine is inscribed in the artifact 

(Volkoff et al. 2007). Similar to coordinative embeddedness, the increasing inscription 

of logic into artifacts makes future changes more difficult and, hence, less likely 

(Howard-Grenville 2005). This also holds true for malleable IT since the reversal of 

changes would create high efforts. Thus, we expect that ongoing inscriptions drain 

momentum over time. 

In summary, recent research has contributed valuable knowledge about change of or-

ganizational routines, the role of artifacts in the change process, and factors that affect 

the momentum of change. However, there is little empirical evidence on the influence 

of these and potentially other factors on momentum under malleable IT. To explore 

these relationships, it was paramount to observe routines with varying embeddedness 

levels and different actors under malleable IT over time. We therefore conduct a lon-

gitudinal case study of the momentum of routine change under malleable IT, the 

method which we present next. 

3 Method 

We conducted a longitudinal case study (Yin 2003). We chose the case study method 

because it allowed us to observe the change of routines enabled by malleable IT in real 

organizations. Furthermore, the case study method was likely to reveal differences in 
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momentum of change between instances of routines, which was important for devel-

oping explanations in our emergent theory (Eisenhardt 1989). 

3.1 Case Set-up 
We chose Alpha, a medium-sized mechanical engineering organization, as the context 

for our case study. Alpha’s primary locations were in Germany and Switzerland, but 

it also operated offices and factories in several other countries including China and the 

U.S.. Historically grown, Alpha consisted of highly specialized and autonomous divi-

sions with partly redundant structures, e.g., several research and development units. 

Given the barriers for collaboration presented by different physical locations and by 

expertise distributed across divisions, Alpha decided to implement SP in 2013 in order 

to support coordination in organizational routines within and across the divisions. Be-

ing highly configurable, SP offered many potential usage scenarios. Users could create 

and configure collaboration spaces (called sites) that would support the routines in 

which they were involved. Given this configurable and generic nature, SP was clearly 

an instance of malleable IT. 

Two characteristics of our case study are important to acknowledge. First, Alpha al-

lowed discretion in the usage of SP and did not prescribe any usage scenarios or rou-

tines. Second, the IT department had scarce resources for implementing particular user 

demands and could only ensure the availability of the SP infrastructure. The IT depart-

ment had thus little influence on the way how users created and configured their col-

laboration spaces. Given these two circumstances, it was particularly likely that we 

would observe bottom-up, user-driven change of routines, rather than top-down, man-

agement-driven change. 

Our units of analysis were routines. While all routines shared the same underlying 

technology (SP) and the same organizational context, we expected routines to vary in 

their momentum of change due to characteristics of the involved actors and of the 

routine itself. 

3.2 Data Collection 
We started our data collection in November 2014 shortly before the planned go-live of 

SP. Our data sources consisted of archival data, which included project documentation 

and the actual SP sites, and interviews, which were our primary data source. We con-

ducted 59 interviews with 14 users between November 2014 and December 2017 in 

nine rounds. We selected users from five teams: (1) production planning, (2) internal 
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consulting, (3) quality management, (4) customer care support and (5) research and 

development (R&D) support. We based our team selection on two factors: Early adop-

tion of SP and high variance of possible routines. The five teams were part of the first 

adopters of SP at Alpha and provided a broad range of different routines. Within the 

teams, the key users were our most important interview partners but we also searched 

for complementary interview partners within the teams during our study. We also had 

to replace interview partners, since some interview partners left Alpha during our 

study. We substituted these interview partners with members of the same team and 

followed up on previously identified routines. Beside these five teams, we also con-

ducted interviews with members of the IT department to learn about current develop-

ments regarding SP at Alpha. During the first interview round, we asked the interview-

ees how they planned to use SP for their routines and about their previous experiences 

with the technology. Furthermore, we asked them about the set-up of their teams and 

their perception of the organization regarding change and particularly IT-enabled 

change. After the first interviews, we scheduled the subsequent interview rounds on 

intervals of three to five months. In these interviews, we asked the users to report im-

portant changes related to SP, e.g., trainings or management decisions. If they men-

tioned routines that were supported by SP, we inquired into potential changes in these 

routines. The interviews took between 30 and 120 minutes. We used the archival data 

for triangulation. For example, we asked for the sites related to the routines and ana-

lyzed them for changes. We documented the sites through screenshots and used them 

in following interviews to stimulate conversations. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
We followed an inductive data analysis approach (Eisenhardt 1989). The process con-

sisted of four steps. First, we created write-ups of the interviews. Second, we identified 

routines in our data. We coded a routine when a user described recurrent organizational 

activities, for which she used SP. For example, one user reported that his team used 

SP to organize documents in projects. Then we searched and coded artifact changes 

for these routines. For example, the same user reported in a later interview that his 

team changed SP and added an additional column in the library to organize documents 

by events. Artifact change describes structural changes on the artifact (e.g., adding a 

column) and not the usage of the existing artifact, (e.g., adding a row in a table). Based 

on the codes, we created visual maps (Langley 1999) for each routine to visualize the 
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changes and related events. Third, we developed a classification scheme for changes 

by comparing instances of changes (Glaser and Strauss 1967). We elaborated catego-

ries out of these classifications and displayed them in an ordinal scale with following 

values: minor, moderate and major change. Fourth, we built explanations for different 

momentum of change based on these categories. To this end, we compared momentum 

of change between different routines over time. We conducted step three and four it-

eratively. Thus, we developed potential categories and dismissed or retained them and 

used the different categories to build our explanations. Furthermore, we relied on in-

vestigator triangulation (Yin 2003) by regularly discussing preliminary results in our 

research team and giving our raw data to independent students for analysis. We also 

compared our unfolding findings with the routine literature (theoretical integration) 

(Eisenhardt 1989). 

4 Findings 
We observed remarkable differences in the momentum of change between routines. 

For the ease of presentation, we begin by introducing the constructs that explain these 

differences according to our analysis. We then present our emerging theoretical model, 

which identifies five configurations of factors that differ in the resulting momentum 

of change, and we illustrate each configuration with one routine. 

4.1 Constructs 
Momentum of Change. Our data analysis pointed us to the usefulness of the concept 

of momentum of change, as introduced by Jansen (2004). Although we define momen-

tum of change, in line with Jansen’s work, as the energy associated with changing a 

routine, we needed to operationalize the construct in a way that reflects the context of 

our study. Our analysis suggested that, in our study, momentum of change manifested 

through two dimensions. The first dimension was the complexity of a single change, 

which can be minor, moderate, or major (see Table III-1 for definitions of change 

complexity). Changes of high complexity require (and thus indicate the presence of) 

high amounts of energy, much like changing the direction of motion of heavy objects 

requires high amounts of energy. The second dimension is the frequency of these 

changes. Making a long series of changes requires (and thus indicates the presence of) 

high amounts of energy, much like throwing an object far requires high amounts of 

energy. Momentum of change is the combination of these two dimensions. Figure III-2 
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shows an example of low momentum, where only two minor changes were performed 

over a period of three years. Figure III-6 shows an example of high momentum, where 

seven moderate or major changes were performed over the same period. 

Our comparison between cases led us to identify the following influencing factors for 

momentum of change: Relationship to existing artifact, embeddedness of routine, lead 

actor traits (personal technical knowledge and commitment), and external knowledge. 

We next define and illustrate these constructs. Table III-2 provides an overview of 

definitions. Furthermore, we provide coding examples for all influencing factors in 

“Appendix III-B. Coding Examples”. 

 

Change Complexity Definition 

Minor Actors incorporate out-of-the box functionalities of SP 

(i.e., functionalities that do not require configuration) in 

their routine. 

Moderate Actors configure SP standard elements or incrementally 

configure previously created artifacts and incorporate the 

configured artifact into the routine. 

Major Actors configure and combine several functionalities 

and/or technologies for the first time and incorporate the 

created artifact into the routine. 

Table III-1 Change Complexity 

Relationship to Existing Artifact. Momentum of change depended on the relationships 

to existing artifacts (i.e., the ways in which actors related SP to the artifacts that actors 

used before starting to use SP). We observed three different relationships to existing 

artifacts: incorporation (existing artifact enhanced with SP), replacement (logic of ex-

isting artifact inscribed to SP), and absence (no existing artifact). In incorporation, 

users left the existing artifact unchanged but integrated or supplemented it with SP. 

For instance, in the machine reservation routine, actors used a worksheet (existing ar-

tifact) to execute the routine. The actors then uploaded the worksheet to SP to improve 

access and to enable notifications about updates. The new routine thus relied on both 

the existing worksheet and on SP. In replacement, actors transferred the business logic 

from the existing artifact to SP and abandoned the existing artifact. For example, in 
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the experimental trial documentation routine, the actors abandoned the file share (ex-

isting artifact) and transferred its business logic to SP. In absence, there is no existing 

artifact. For instance, a quality manager wanted to enable the organization to share 

information about production norms. Since no artifact existed, he created a SP library 

to store and to structure the production norms. 

Construct Definition 

Embeddedness of 

Routine 

Interdependence between tasks of multiple actors within 

the routine. Conceptualized with specialization of actors 

in the routine and the level of the routine within the or-

ganization: Team, department or whole organization. 

Relationship to Ex-

isting Artifact 

The way how actors relate the new malleable IT to exist-

ing artifacts (i.e., artifacts that actors used as part of the 

routine before starting to use the new malleable IT). 

- Incorporation The existing artifact, as a whole, is integrated into or sup-

plemented by malleable IT. Malleable IT thereby extends 

the existing artifact with new functions. The existing arti-

fact remains part of the routine. 

- Replacement The business logic from the existing artifact is transferred 

to malleable IT. The existing artifact is abandoned. 

- Absence No existing IT artifact is part of the routine. 

Personal Traits Personal capabilities of lead actors of the routine. 

- Personal 
Knowledge 

The lead actor’s technical knowledge about malleable IT. 

- Commitment The extent to which the actor is willing to expend effort 

and energy to improve the routine. 

External Knowledge Active involvement of actors, who have no relationship 

to the routine, in the configuration of malleable IT. 

Table III-2 Construct Definitions 

Embeddedness of Routines. Momentum of change also depended on the embeddedness 

of routines. In our data analysis, we operationalized embeddedness as a two-dimen-
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sional construct. The first dimension refers to the level at which the routine is per-

formed, which can be team, department, or organization. At higher levels, routines 

display stronger embeddedness since it is more likely that actors with different com-

petencies and interests are involved. For instance, the investment controlling routine 

involved controllers from different business units of the organization and required the 

integration of figures from all these business units. This routine was, hence, at the 

organizational level. An example for a routine on team level was the process manage-

ment routine. The quality managers created a repository for all documented processes 

and managed it within their team. The second dimension refers to the degree of spe-

cialization of the tasks that are part of the routine. Specialization refers to the difficulty 

with which actors can be replaced by other actors in the performance of the tasks that 

are part of the routine. Specialization is high if many tasks require to be executed by 

specific actors. Higher specialization means stronger embeddedness of the routine be-

cause the routine requires coordination among the specialists. An example of high spe-

cialization was the product portfolio management routine. In this routine, product man-

agers had to provide detailed information about their products-information that only 

these particular product managers were able to provide. An example for low speciali-

zation was the company report routine. In that routine, three secretaries composed a 

company report. Any secretary could update the document and finalize the report. We 

coded embeddedness as strong when actors had to interact at least on department level 

and if specialization was high. Otherwise, we coded embeddedness as weak. 

Lead Actor Traits. Momentum of change also depended on lead actor traits. Lead ac-

tors were actors (either a single person or a small group) that performed the routine 

and initiated the use of SP for the routine. We identified two important lead actor traits 

that affected momentum of change: Personal knowledge and commitment. Personal 

knowledge refers to the lead actor’s knowledge about malleable IT. Lead actors with 

strong technical knowledge were able to configure SP based on their demands. Actors 

with low technical knowledge had a limited amount of experience and were able to 

use only out-of-the box functionalities of SP. Actors with medium personal knowledge 

were able to conduct a narrow range of configurations that they had experienced be-

fore. Actors with high personal knowledge were able to conduct a wide range of con-

figurations and learn new configurations on their own. Commitment denotes the lead 

actor’s willingness to expend energy and effort to improve the routine. While in some 
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cases lead actors were highly committed to improving routines and to having per-

formed the artifact changes that are necessary to this end, in other cases lead users 

lacked commitment, often because the routine was not of high importance to them. An 

example of high commitment was the manager of the consulting team that performed 

the project organization routine. The manager placed high importance on providing 

other project members with effective project management templates. He, hence, did 

not eschew efforts to develop the artifact in order to achieve this goal. An example for 

low commitment was the lead actor in the machine reservation routine. She created the 

initial artifact with SP but did not see it in her responsibility to configure the artifact 

further. 

External Knowledge. Momentum of change also depended on external knowledge. By 

external knowledge, we mean the active involvement of actors that had strong tech-

nical knowledge of SP but that were not involved in the routine (hence qualifying as 

external). In our data, lead actors often had to initiate the contact to and mandate 

changes to such external resources. For example, the lead actor in the helpline routine 

searched for help to configure SP and found it by a SP consultant. 

4.2 Model 
Our analysis revealed five configurations that led to three different levels of momen-

tum. Our model in Figure III-1 displays these configurations by showing five paths 

starting on the left-hand side with “Relationship to Existing Artifact” and ending on 

the right-hand side with the level of momentum. Each path presents one configuration. 

We present each configuration in the subsequent paragraphs, including one example 

routine in detail. For each example, we also visualize the routine changes in Figure 

III-2 to Figure III-6. In these diagrams, the primary axis shows when changes occurred 

while the secondary axis shows the complexity of the change (see Table III-1 for def-

initions). Table III-3 summarizes the configurations and the resulting momentum for 

all examples. Additionally, we provide an overview of all identified routines, their 

momentum and configurations in Appendix III-A. 
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Boundary Condition: Artefacts based on malleable IT

Relationship to 
Existing Artefact Low Momentum

Moderate 
Momentum 

High Momentum

Incorporation

Lead Actor
Commitment
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Embeddedness of 
Routine
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Figure III-1 Emergent Theory of Momentum of Change 

 
Configuration Momentum 

of Change 

Embed-

dedness 

Relation to 

Existing Arti-

fact 

Commit-

ment 

Knowledge 

(Personal or 

External) 

Dominant Existing 

Artifact 

Low Weak Incorporation Low Low 

Quick Win Low Weak Absence Low High 

External Knowledge 

Infusion 

Moderate Weak Replacement Low External 

Dominant Lead Actor Moderate Weak Replacement High High 

Complex Change High Strong Absence High High 

Table III-3 Examples Routine Configurations 

4.2.1 Configuration 1: Dominant Existing Artifact 
The incorporation of the existing artifact is the dominant property of the first configu-

ration and leads to low momentum of change. We observed six routines that incorpo-

rated the existing artifact into SP and displayed similar patterns. One of these routines 

is the machine reservation routine in the production planning team, which we use as 

an example to illustrate this configuration. 

In the machine reservation routine, production planners and sales people coordinated 

machine deliveries to customers in China. The existing artifact of the machine reser-

vation routine was a worksheet, which contained all orders and their status. Actors 

from both teams updated the worksheet whenever the status of an order changed. Once 
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they updated the sheet, they sent the new version to all actors by email. This artifact 

usage led frequently to inconsistencies in the worksheet. 

The production planners became aware of SP in late 2014 and wanted to test the tech-

nology in the machine reservation routine: “We are interested in the possibilities of SP 

especially regarding collaboration in boundary crossing projects.” Therefore, the pro-

duction planners set up a SP site based on an out-of-the box template including a li-

brary to store documents (minor change, see change no. 1 in Figure III-2). In this li-

brary, they uploaded the existing worksheet and stored it such that is was accessible to 

all actors (relationship to existing artifact: incorporation). Henceforward, the actors 

tracked any order status change in the worksheet uploaded on SP. In the beginning, 

the actors needed to check frequently whether other actors had updated the worksheet, 

given they did not send emails anymore. To reduce the need for frequent checking, 

they activated email alerts, a standard functionality of SP that sends notification emails 

on updates (minor change, see change no. 2 in Figure III-2). No further changes to the 

routine occurred during the subsequent 2.5 years. 

Without changing the routine, the actors forewent potential for improvement. For ex-

ample, the actors were still unable to update the worksheet concurrently (i.e., only one 

actor at a time could edit the worksheet). The actors could have replaced the worksheet 

with a list in SP, which would have allowed editing several rows concurrently. Alt-

hough the lead actor knew about this possibility, she did not initiate the change since 

it would have significantly modified the performance of the routine. The other actors 

would have to understand the unknown feature of SP lists instead of the known work-

sheet. Thus, they were satisfied with the current artifact and did not invest any further 

efforts. 

In summary, the incorporation of the existing artifact did not provide enough impulse 

to generate lasting momentum. We conclude that the continued presence of the exist-

ing artifact leads to low momentum for two reasons. First, the actors have to adapt 

their performances only marginally, e.g., open the worksheet from SP and not from 

email attachment. Thus, they do not feel disrupted in their performances. Second, ac-

tors do not have to dive deep into the functionalities of SP since only minor adaptations 

are required to incorporate the artifact. This draws the attention away from SP and the 

potentials for change it affords. We term this configuration dominant existing artifact 

because the continued presence of the existing artifact draws attention away from po-

tential improvements, keeping the momentum for routine change low. 
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Figure III-2: Machine Reservation Routine 
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Figure III-3: Event Documentation Routine 
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Figure III-4: Experimental Trial Documentation 
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Figure III-5: Project Organization Routine 
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Figure III-6: Product Portfolio Routine 

 

4.2.2 Configuration 2: Quick Win 
The second configuration is characterized by the absence of existing artifacts, low lead 

actor commitment, and high personal knowledge, a combination that led to low mo-

mentum of change. We observed two routines that were instances of this configuration. 

One of these is the event documentation routine in the internal consulting team, which 

we subsequently use as an example. 

The consulting team conducted many workshops, which generated many output doc-

uments (i.e., documents that recorded the outcomes of workshops). Since the work-

shops were parts of bigger projects or programs, an important question for all involved 

actors was where to store, and find, output documents. No technical solution for this 

problem existed (relationship to existing artifact: absence). 
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One consulting team member possessed high personal knowledge about SP, which he 

had gained during his involvement in the SP implementation project (high personal 

knowledge). He realized that a combination of the SP features of pages, views, and 

metadata could help resolve this problem. He placed all output documents in a central 

library in SP. For each workshop, he created a page and used views and metadata to 

display only the relevant outputs of the workshop (moderate change, see change no. 1 

in Figure III-3). He used this approach in his projects to document workshops in late 

2014. However, as a lead actor, he had no interest to further develop or promote this 

use of SP since he created it to solve a problem at hand and not to invest into the routine 

(low lead actor commitment). Other actors copied his idea but also perceived it as a 

quick solution and did not modify or enhance it. The lead actor and those that copied 

from him made no further changes to the routine during our observation period. 

The actors did not leverage the full potential that SP would have offered them in im-

proving their routine. For example, the creation of the event sites required a lot of 

manual work. One user stated: “It looks really nice but it is too much effort.” With 

additional artifact changes, these steps could have been simplified, standardized, and 

automated in all instances in which the solution was used. Nevertheless, this was not 

in the interest of the lead actor, for whom the manual steps were less challenging than 

for other users. The other users, in turn, did not have access to the knowledge that 

would have been required to make these improvements. 

In sum, when lead actors are knowledgeable but lack commitment, they tend to im-

prove that part of the routine in which they are involved but eschew efforts for helping 

to improve the other parts of the routine. In other words, they focus on quick local 

rather than on more effortful global improvements of the routine although their per-

sonal knowledge would allow them to move beyond quick local changes. Given this 

focus on quick short-term gains, we term this configuration quick win. Malleable IT 

invites quick wins given that artifacts can be modified fast by single users. 

4.2.3 Configuration 3: External Knowledge Infusion 
Configuration 3 differs from configuration 2 in that the applied knowledge is not the 

personal knowledge possessed by a lead actor but external to the routine. This config-

uration led to moderate momentum of change. We observed four routines that were 

instances of this configuration. One of these routines was the experimental trial docu-

mentation routine in the test team of the R&D department. 
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The test team executed experiments upon requests by customers. In these tests, the test 

team prepared machines and conducted trials. The team needed to document the tests 

with pictures and documents to answer the customer requests. Since the work was 

conducted on team level and specialization in this team was low, this routine qualified 

as weakly embedded. Before the implementation of SP, the test team stored the pic-

tures and documents on a file share. 

A R&D manager, who was not part of the test team, suggested that the test team use 

SP to support the experimental trial documentation routine. He supported the team 

with the implementation in late 2015. Initially, he suggested storing the documents on 

SP instead of the file share (relationship to existing artifact: replacement). Therefore, 

he created a standard site and showed it to the team (minor change, see change no. 1 

in Figure III-4). He advertised further advantages of SP, such as full-text search and 

versioning. In a next step, the manager and the test team discussed ways to improve 

data organization by metadata, which led to changes in the library structures through 

configurations (moderate change, see change no. 2 in Figure III-4). After this, the test 

team migrated all data from the file share to SP to have a standardized structure. Due 

to automation desires and security concerns, the test team searched for a solution to 

centralize basic data (e.g., customer names) and to add permissions to certain docu-

ments. The manager tried to support the test team also in these demands and suggested 

some solutions. However, since the experimental trials were not part of his core tasks, 

he did not invest too much effort in finding solutions and reduced his efforts when he 

had other, more pressing tasks. The test team members showed no initiative to initiate 

changes on their own (low lead actor commitment). Thus, the actors did not actualize 

the additional potential for change, such as creating a repository for customer master 

data or compiling reports from different documents. Although they were aware of the 

possibility of making these changes, they did not perform them within our observation 

period. 

In summary, when lead actor commitment is low, the presence of external knowledge 

provide some impetus by showing potentials for improvement of the routine based on 

the malleable IT. In such scenarios, the combination of external knowledge and the 

actors’ needs leads to moderate momentum for change. Although in particular the ex-

ternal knowledge stimulates the momentum by bringing in ideas, low lead actor com-

mitment and the limited interests of external resources curtail the momentum to a mod-

erate level. We term this configuration external knowledge infusion. 
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4.2.4 Configuration 4: Dominant Lead Actors 
The configuration 4 and 5 differ from configurations 2 and 3 in that lead actor com-

mitment is high. Specifically, configuration 4 combines absence or replacement of ex-

isting artifact, high lead actor commitment, and weak embeddedness and leads to mod-

erate momentum for change. We observed seven routines that were instances of this 

configuration. The project documentation routine, which we subsequently use for il-

lustration, was one them. 

The consulting team was a small team of four members, but it conducted many projects 

within Alpha. Each project was unique while all projects had in common that project 

members had a need to share information throughout the project. The project members 

used documents for this purpose and administered the created documents within the 

project team. The routine was of low specialization given that virtually any actor was 

able to upload, move or change a document. Therefore, this routine qualified as a rou-

tine with weak embeddedness. 

Before the implementation of SP, the consulting team administered documents in file 

shares, which created some problems: “The users forgot the links and were unable to 

find the documents.” The consulting team became aware of SP because one team mem-

ber managed the implementation project. This project manager became an important 

source of technical knowledge in his team (high personal knowledge) since he learned 

much about SP during the project and implemented several artifacts based on SP. He 

initiated the use of SP in his team. At the end of 2014, the consulting team started to 

manage all new projects with SP. In the beginning, they used standard project sites 

(minor change, see change no. 1 in Figure III-5) and replaced the folder structures in 

file shares with libraries in SP (relationship to existing artifact: replacement). Beside 

these out-of-the box functionalities, the consulting team used the metadata columns 

functionality of SP to define attributes for documents and, thus, make them easier to 

find. The project managers had the discretion to create and modify metadata to suit 

their demands in the projects. In the first months, the project managers used this dis-

cretion to configure new metadata columns like columns for events or document own-

ers (moderate change, see change no. 2 in Figure III-5). These changes affected the 

performances of the routine. The actors had to think about who added and changed the 

metadata, how documents were classified, and how they presented the documents in 

different views. 
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The document organization diverged between projects and led to inefficiencies due to 

diverging ways of using metadata. After a few months, the manager of the consulting 

team tackled this problem. Since he perceived the project sites in the responsibility of 

his team (high lead actor commitment), he forced his project managers to discuss their 

experiences. In winter 2015, he stated: “I decided that we will standardize our project 

sites in SP. … We discussed our experiences and defined a new template for our sites.” 

This template contained several custom metadata columns (moderate change, see 

change no. 3 in Figure III-5) and became the standard for projects sites of the consult-

ing team. Although the template became compulsory, the project managers still had 

discretion to adapt their projects. However, our interview partners did not report any 

further changes until the end of our observations. 

In summary, committed lead actors can drive momentum for weakly embedded rou-

tines. The lead actors have goals (e.g., to improve project documentation) and initiate 

changes that help achieve these goals. Because of their high commitment, lead actors 

do not stop after a first change but make a sequence of changes, where the results of 

each change point to ways for further improvement. Weak embeddedness plays a dual 

role in this configuration. On the one hand, weak embeddedness facilitates making 

these changes, since other actors can still do their work in similar ways as before and, 

hence, are unlikely to voice their objections. On the other hand, the lack of input from 

others also limits momentum for change because suggestions for improvement are 

only made by the lead actor, resulting in overall moderate momentum of change. Given 

the dominant role of the lead actor as the source for momentum, we term this config-

uration dominant lead actor. 

4.2.5 Configuration 5: Complex Change 
Configuration 5 differs from configuration 4 in that the routine is strongly embedded. 

It was the only configuration that resulted in high momentum of change. We observed 

five routines that were instances of this configuration. The product portfolio manage-

ment routine in the R&D department was one them. 

The product portfolio management routine aimed at consistent reporting of Alpha’s 

product portfolio within the R&D department. Previously, the different divisions of 

Alpha had different routines for reporting the status of their product portfolios. Since 

these reports relied on different data and contained different information, the managers 

were not able not aggregate them to a global report (relationship to existing artifact: 
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absence). Due to the high specialization of the tasks of providing information about 

the products and due to the high level (department) on which the routine is conducted, 

this routine qualified as strongly embedded. 

The management made the decision to build a new artifact for the product portfolio 

management routine (high lead actor commitment). The responsible project manager 

decided to build the artifact based on SP because he wanted to involve the different 

product managers directly. He said: “We get the numbers from the ERP system. How-

ever, the pure numbers are not that important. I am interested in the statements. This 

is information that I can collect with SP.” Therefore, in summer 2014, he created a SP 

site and defined a structure to represent the portfolio. He used lists and libraries for 

this representation and combined them in a sophisticated manner by creating columns 

and using look-ups to connect the lists (major change, see change no. 1 in Figure III-6). 

He used this version to discuss the artifact with product managers, who were the target 

users of the routine. In spring 2015, he realized that his chosen structure was not man-

ageable and did not fit the existing structures of the product portfolio management. He 

created a new SP site and re-created the structures based on his made experiences (ma-

jor change, see change no. 2 in Figure III-6). Additionally, he became aware of a new 

technology, Microsoft Power Pivot that he could use to visualize the data. Until Janu-

ary 2016, he made a few more configuration changes to improve the routine (moderate 

change, see change no.3 in Figure III-6). The project manager presented the current 

version to the management, who were pleased about the improvements. 

In March 2016, the CEO announced that the use of the created artifact was compulsory. 

This led to more feedback by the users to meet their requirements. The project manager 

collected this feedback and tried to incorporate it. He summarized: “The main contrib-

utors do not gain much value out of using the artifact. I try to resolve this issue, which 

will hopefully lead to more acceptance.” In a first step, he adjusted the structures of 

the sites again based on the feedback (moderate change, see change no. 4 in Figure 

III-6). In a second step in autumn 2016, he provided the users with automatic updates 

of data through configurative changes (previously he had to update visualizations man-

ually) (moderate change, see change no. 5 in Figure III-6). He still had not satisfied all 

actors but focused on improvements in the integration of Power Pivot with ERP data 

and SP. This change demanded complex adaptations of the SP sites (major change, see 

change no. 6 in Figure III-6). In summer 2017, the project manager focused on the 

other user demands. He planned to improve the existing input forms with autocomplete 
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and standardized values to allow faster data input (moderate change, see change no. 7 

in Figure III-6). The project manager stated in one of the last interviews: “Adaptations 

to SP to support the routine led to discussions about the routine. This was the real 

benefit.” 

In summary, our analysis suggests that high momentum of change is created when 

actors decide to support a strongly embedded routine with a new artifact (either re-

placement or absence of existing artifact). This decision implies high commitment to 

the change by lead actors. The strong embeddedness leads to major change complexity 

since actors have to combine the generic functions of SP to support the routine. It also 

leads to tensions between the artifact and the routine understanding of different actors 

in all perceived cases. Actors may give feedback that the artifact does not match with 

their understanding of the routine. The lead actor may react to this feedback and may 

change the artifact. Hence, high momentum of change results from strong embed-

dedness, which mobilizes all actors involved in the routine and makes the changes to 

be performed relatively complex. We therefore term this configuration complex 

change. 

5 Discussion 
In this paper, we investigated the complex relationship between routines and artifacts 

under malleable IT and built on the concept of momentum to describe the intensity of 

a series of interrelated changes to a routine and to its related artifacts. We found that 

momentum varied substantially between routines. By comparing routines, we identi-

fied the embeddedness of routines, the relationship to existing artifacts, lead actors’ 

personal traits (particularly personal knowledge and commitment), and external 

knowledge as influencing factors on momentum of change (represented by change fre-

quency and change complexity). Our emerging theory suggests that different configu-

rations of these factors lead to different momentum of change under malleable IT. 

5.1 Contributions 
Our research contributes to the literature on organizational routines and artifacts by (1) 

proposing a model to explain momentum of routine change under malleable IT, (2) 

uncovering differences between weak and strong embedded routines, and (3) shedding 

light on the role of existing artifacts in shaping routine change. 
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Our first contribution lies in proposing an emergent theory that explains the momen-

tum of routine change under malleable IT. The literature on the role of artifacts im-

plicitly acknowledges the key role of momentum by emphasizing long series of 

changes (e.g., Goh et al. 2011; Leonardi 2011; Volkoff et al. 2007), but it has not 

theorized or attempted to measure momentum. An important contribution to this 

stream of research is thus to propose the construct of momentum of change and show 

how to measure the construct. In line with the literature on artifacts (e.g., Goh et al. 

2011), we find that lead actors play a key role for generating sufficient momentum. 

While our emphasis on lead actors is in line with the literature on artifacts, our study 

goes beyond that literature by pointing out commitment and personal knowledge as 

two lead actor characteristics that are particularly relevant under malleable IT. Com-

mitment and personal knowledge are important because malleable IT puts a heavy 

burden on actors, by requiring them to initiate changes and to conceive ways to con-

figure the malleable IT such that the new version of the routine becomes possible. 

It is also insightful to compare our emerging theory with Jansen’s (2004) work. 

Whereas Jansen examined one case of strategic, cultural change in which IT did not 

play a prominent role, our study examined 24 instances of rather micro-level changes 

in which change was enabled by the potential of malleable IT. While Jansen’s results 

point to an important role of the commitment of executive change leaders, our findings 

emphasize the commitment of lead actors. In contrast to executive change leaders, lead 

actors need not be managers. A lead actor can be any actor involved in a routine who 

takes the initiative to improve the routine by exploiting the potential offered by malle-

able IT. Hence, in contrast to strategic change initiatives, routine change enabled by 

malleable IT requires at least one committed individual that leads the change process, 

often in absence of any formal mandate. In contrast to Jansen’s study, we found not 

only the commitment but also the knowledge of this actor to be of high importance, 

which is likely due to the complexity associated with configuring malleable IT (Lehrig 

et al. 2017). 

Our second contribution lies in new insights how embeddedness affects change of rou-

tines. Although we had expected that weakly embedded routines would show higher 

momentum of change than highly embedded routines (Howard-Grenville 2005), we 

found the opposite. Indeed, few weakly embedded routine artifacts changed more than 

once within the observation period, whereas strongly embedded routines changed 

more often. We attribute this to the missing reactions of actors to changes for weakly 
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embedded routines. Thus, when routines were weakly embedded, actors did not enact 

their agency regarding changes to the artifact (D'Adderio 2011). These struggles 

among different agencies are an important source of momentum. When routines are 

weakly embedded, actors do not voice competing views, and the lead actor carries the 

burden of creating momentum for these routines. Conversely, when routines are 

strongly embedded, other actors engage more strongly in discussions about how arti-

facts should support the routine, which drives momentum. Additionally, strongly em-

bedded routines needed a bigger initial change impulse (i.e., higher change complex-

ity) to initiate a change at all. Like a heavier stone needs more effort to start rolling, 

once it rolls inertia prolongs its movement compared to a smaller stone. Similarly, the 

higher efforts for initial changes provided more momentum to strongly embedded rou-

tines and kept them “rolling”. Although our findings deviate thus from the often artic-

ulated idea that strong embeddedness is associated with lower intensity of change 

(Howard-Grenville 2005), our findings are in line with existing research on routines 

under hard-to-change IT in which big investments lead to high momentum despite 

strong embeddedness (e.g., Berente et al. 2016; Goh et al. 2011). In conclusion, we 

contribute to deepen our understanding of the role of embeddedness in routine change 

under malleable IT. Higher embeddedness keeps routines persistent in phases of sta-

bility since the initial thresholds are higher to initiate changes. But higher embed-

dedness also keeps routines going in phases of change since the invested efforts mo-

bilize resources and trigger agency. 

Our third contribution is the identification of how different relationships to the existing 

artifacts influence the routine change under malleable IT. Although the importance of 

artifacts for routines is undisputable (D'Adderio 2011), their role in change processes 

remains blurry. Existing literature analyzes the replacement or creation of artifacts and 

their following evolution (e.g., Goh et al. 2011; Leonardi 2011) but does not consider 

the incorporation of existing artifacts with new IT. Malleable IT facilitates such 

changes. Incorporation of existing artifacts can easily been overseen since its created 

momentum for change is minimal. Nevertheless, it is important to understand that in-

corporation can generate value by allowing the adoption of new IT as SP with minimal 

change efforts. For replacement and creation, we encountered higher momentum under 

malleable IT. Although these two scenarios create similar results for momentum, the 

underlying mechanisms differ. Replacement can drive changes through comparison 

with and recreation of the existing artifact whereas creation in the absence of existing 
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artifacts can drive changes through the origination and the related struggles (D'Adderio 

2011). The differentiation between these three scenarios provides a new perspective 

that moves attention from properties of the artifact to the relationship of the new arti-

fact with existing artifacts. In sum, we introduce incorporation as a new relationship 

scenario of existing artifacts in routine change and propose that researchers should pay 

more attention to the different relationship scenarios of existing artifacts, since this 

might explain differences in routine changes that cannot be attributed to the properties 

of the artifact alone. 

5.2 Future Research 
Our research opens avenues for future research. It would be interesting to have more 

case studies that analyze routine change under malleable IT. Additional factors as or-

ganization related factors could be uncovered that contribute to the extension of our 

emergent theory. Furthermore, additional case studies with this set-up could test our 

model. Studies with longer observation periods would also be beneficial. Longer ob-

servation periods like in the work of Leonardi (Leonardi 2011, more than 10 years) 

would help to identify whether momentum of change may varies for artifact that 

emerge later, e.g., these artifacts may display a lower change frequency than in the 

beginning because of existing experiences. Our data show antecedents for this possi-

bility. Future research could also widen the scope of observed artifacts and their tech-

nologies. Most routines do not solemnly rely on one artifact but on multiple artifacts 

(D'Adderio 2011). In our study, we focused on SP related artifacts only. The relation-

ship between multiple artifacts could influence momentum of change and would gen-

erate a more complete picture of IT induced changes. Advanced analysis methods as 

the one suggested by Gaskin et al. (2014) could help to achieve this goal. Finally, it 

would be interesting to generate models for momentum of change under different tech-

nologies, e.g., hard-to change IT, and compare them to our model for malleable IT. 

5.3 Practical Implications 
Our findings have also implications for praxis. Organizations can use our findings to 

support adoption of malleable IT. A first insight for praxis is that malleable IT on its 

own does not create change in organizations. Without commitment of actors, malleable 

IT only creates low momentum. Actors must give the generic functions of malleable 

IT a purpose in their routines to change and improve them. This requires commitment 

and knowledge about the technology. Organizations can use this insight and foster 
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commitment for artifacts among lead actors to generate higher momentum. A second 

insight for praxis is the effect of different adoption patterns of existing artifacts on 

momentum. The incorporation of artifacts leads to low momentum whereas replace-

ment and creation of artifacts create higher momentum. Organizations or lead actors 

can use these different strategies to generate or prevent momentum of routine change 

depending on available capacities. A third insight for praxis is the huge effect of lead 

actors on momentum under malleable IT. With malleable IT, knowledgeable and com-

mitted lead actors can generate momentum in weakly embedded routines easily. This 

entails that they can inscribe their perception of routines in the artifacts and use the 

technology to their advantage. This may lead to complex artifacts, which few actors 

can maintain. In high fluctuation environments, this could become a problem and lead 

to repeated creation of artifacts by changing lead actors, which increases efforts. Or-

ganizations should be aware of this problem and encourage lead actors consciously 

hand over artifacts to new lead actors in cases of personnel changes. 

5.4 Limitations 
Our study has some limitations. First, we relied on data from a single case study (i.e., 

we observed the identified dynamics only in one organization for one specific technol-

ogy). In a different set-up, other factors may occur that would extend or alter our emer-

gent theory. We leave this to future research as well as possible replications of our 

findings. Some conditions from our case may have also hindered the identification of 

different factors. We have to mention two important conditions. First, due to scarce 

resources the IT department could not support changes in SP. This put the burden of 

knowledge acquirement to the actors or their possibilities to fund external support from 

the consultancy. Second, managers questioned the future of SP during our data collec-

tion, which undermined trust of the actors in SP. This led to periods in which actors 

did not conduct any changes because of the lack of trust. However, we identified sim-

ilar patterns before and after this period. Thus, we assume that they did not have a 

lasting effect on our theory.  
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Appendix III-A. Routine Configuration Overview 

Routine Momentum of 
Change 

Embed-
dedness 

Existing 
Artifact 

Know-
ledge 

Commit-
ment 

Roadmap 
Management 

Low 

 

Weak Incorpora-
tion 

External Low 

Company 
Report Man-
agement 

Low  

 

Weak Incorpora-
tion 

External Low 

Organigram 
Management 

Low  

 

Weak Incorpora-
tion 

Low Low 

Project Plan-
ning Team 
Support 

Low  

 

Weak Incorpora-
tion 

Low Low 

Machine 
Reservation 

Low  

 

Weak Incorpora-
tion 

Low Low 

Project Plan-
ning Team 
Consulting 

Low  

 

Weak Incorpora-
tion 

High Low 

Event Docu-
mentation 

Low 

 

Weak Absence Medium Low 

Document 
Organization 
Country A 

Low 

 

Weak Absence Medium Low 

Audit Docu-
mentation 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

External Low 

Project Doc-
ument Or-
ganization 
Team ERP 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

External Low 

Experi-
mental Trial 
Documenta-
tion Division 
A 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

External Low 

Experi-
mental Trial 
Documenta-
tion Division 
B 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

External Low 

Process Doc-
umentation 
Management 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Absence External High 

Norm Repos-
itory 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Absence External High 
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Knowledge 
Management 
R&D 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Absence High High 

Team Site 
R&D 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Absence High High 

Team Site 
Consulting 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

High High 

Project Or-
ganization 
Team Con-
sulting 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

High High 

Project Re-
porting Team 
Consulting 

Mod-
erate  

Weak Replace-
ment 

High High 

Pending 
Tasks 

High 

 

Strong Replace-
ment 

External High 

Helpline High 

 

Strong Replace-
ment 

External High 

Investment 
Controlling 

High 

 

Strong Absence External High 

Product Port-
folio R&D 

High 

 

Strong Absence High High 

Project Re-
porting R&D 

High 

 

Strong Absence High High 

Table III-4 Routine Configuration Overview 
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Appendix III-B. Coding Examples 

Construct Background Information Coding Example 

Embed-

dedness 

High: Product Portfolio Matrix: Over 

30 users contributed with their expert 

knowledge to create an in-depth over-

view about the product portfolio. The 

results of the routine were used to 

make strategic decisions for the or-

ganization. 

“The data is provided by dif-

ferent users and additional 

sources from ERP.” 

“Each unit needs a different 

view on the data.” 

Low: Machine Reservation Routine: 

Six users coordinated the reservation 

of machines between two teams. Each 

user had the full overview about the 

reservations and could update them on 

demand. 

“For the machine reserva-

tion, the complexity is man-

ageable although the users in 

China are external.” 

Existing Artifact 

Incorpo-

rated 

Machine Reservation Routine: Actors 

used a worksheet (existing artifact) to 

coordinate machine reservations. 

Worksheet was stored in SP to make 

it available in all locations. 

“We used this list [work-

sheet]. Previously, we sent it 

by mail but did not store the 

current status centrally. 

Now, we store it on SP.” 

Replace-

ment 

Team Site Consulting: The consulting 

team used a file share to store docu-

ments like templates and budget lists 

before SP was available. After this 

they created a site in SP, moved all 

their documents to SP, and deleted the 

folders in the file share. 

“We started to delete all 

things from our file share. … 

We integrated all documents 

on our new team site in SP.” 

None Product portfolio Routine: No con-

sistent artifact existed to support the 

product portfolio management. Actors 

created a new artifact with SP. 

“This [the portfolio matrix] 

is completely new.” 

“The brands had some solu-

tions before but nothing con-

sistent.” 
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Personal Trait 

Personal 

Knowledge 

Low: Machine Reservation Routine: 

Lead actor demanded support for 

changes since they did not have suffi-

cient knowledge. 

“If I would have to make any 

changes, I would demand 

support again.” 

 High: Product Portfolio Routine: 

Lead actor conducted all changes on 

his own and constantly acquired new 

knowledge about SP and related tech-

nologies like PowerPivot. 

“I came in contact with Pow-

erPivot during the project. 

Now I am a big fan. … It is 

amazing what I can do with 

PowerPivot to manipulate 

the data.” 

External 

Knowledge 

Norm Repository: The quality man-

ager missed required knowledge to 

implement a norm repository with SP. 

He acquired external support (a col-

league) to implement the artifact 

based on his inputs. 

“I met with Steve. I told him 

what I needed and then he 

prepared a [SP] site for me.” 

“Steve always gives me tasks 

to think about. Then we meet 

together and we implement 

it.” 

Commit-

ment 

Low: Machine Reservation Routine: 

Lead actor used functionalities of SP 

but would also replace the tool with 

other solutions. The lead actor did not 

search for improvements but kept the 

routine as is although many problems 

were obvious. 

“The project manager [of SP 

project] came to us and we 

used SP as shown. If we 

were told to use something 

else, we would consider it.” 

High: Document Management Rou-

tine: The consulting team perceived 

the created project sites (artifacts) as 

their tools and tried to fit them to their 

demands. They committed to the use 

of the tool and its development. 

“I told my team that they 

have to work on SharePoint 

from now on.” 

“I put pressure on my team 

that we create something 

[i.e., a template for the site] 

together.” 

Table III-5 Coding Examples for Constructs 
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CHAPTER IV CONCLUSION 
The goal of this dissertation is to enhance the understanding of user-driven change 

under malleable IT. The three presented studies provide different insights to achieve 

this goal. In this chapter, I summarize and conclude the implications of this dissertation 

for research and practice. 

1 Implications for Research 

The developed theories in this dissertation help to explain how individual users can 

utilize malleable IT to change the way they and their colleagues conduct their work. 

The dissertation does so by analyzing two perspectives: single changes on the user 

level and consecutive changes on the routine level. These perspectives utilize different 

theoretical foundations. The first perspective is based on affordance theory and incor-

porates social cognitive theory whereas the second perspective utilizes routine and 

momentum of change theory. The contributions to these literature streams are ex-

plained in detail in the individual studies. An aggregation of the most important impli-

cations for research based on the three studies is presented next. Afterward, I briefly 

summarize the limitations and present the possible avenues for future research. 

The potentials of malleable IT are at the core of this dissertation. These potentials only 

unfold if users actualize them for their goals (Richter and Riemer 2013). The existing 

IT and feature use research is not an appropriate lens to analyze this kind of IT, as the 

actualization of goals not only requires the application of existing features but also 

endowing them with meaning. Therefore, this dissertation adopts the view of af-

fordance theory, namely, that objects such as IT provide potentials to actors. This is 

consistent with recent research that analyzes how IT is not only used but also applied 

to achieve meaningful goals (Burton-Jones and Volkoff 2017; Leidner et al. 2018; 

Strong et al. 2014). This actualization process contains affordance perception and ac-

tualization as separate steps. Studies 1 and 2 showed that affordance perception, in 

particular, has an exposed meaning for malleable IT since the meaningful goals need 

to be discovered by the users if organizations provide them with high discretion. The 

identified affordance perception processes in Study 1 present the different ways that 

users can perceive affordances. These processes are enhanced (through being pushed), 

clustered, and tested in Study 2. This study also provides the first evidence for the 
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strong relationship between affordance perception and actualization under malleable 

IT. The emphasis on affordance perception under malleable IT is a central contribution 

of this dissertation that is absent from current research. 

The affordance actualization part is also covered in Study 1 and provides explanations 

as to why actualizations may get stuck. The transition from perceived affordances to 

their actualization often required the configuration of the malleable IT. Such adapta-

tions are a central property of malleable IT (Kallinikos et al. 2013; Schmitz et al. 2016). 

Study 1 identified different processes by which these adaptations materialize in praxis. 

However, it also showed that configurations are often an obstacle that prevents actu-

alizations under malleable IT. Thus, even if users had perceived affordances, they may 

lack the possibility of putting them into action and may be unable to invest further 

efforts. Study 1 showed that different possibilities exist to configure malleable IT 

(guided, delegated and independent configuration), and these depended on the direct 

environment (i.e., advice network) or personal capabilities (i.e., technical knowledge 

about the malleable IT). In particular, the technical knowledge of users was a recurrent 

capability of users in this dissertation that fostered the effective use of malleable IT. 

In Study 3, the technical knowledge of users also led to a higher momentum of change. 

Users with technical knowledge about the malleable IT utilized this knowledge to sup-

port their routines and did this not only once but continuously. Thus, individual tech-

nical knowledge about a technology is an important factor for user-driven change un-

der malleable IT. This finding is the second contribution of this dissertation. 

The dissertation also showed that user-driven change under malleable IT not only de-

pends on individual users but also on their local environments. Factors like advice 

networks, technical knowledge of other users (Study 1), deliberate initiatives (Study 

2), or the embeddedness of routines (Study 3) all influenced users’ behavior. Although 

these factors were present in existing research and related to either adoption, behav-

ioral changes or limitations for change (e.g., Howard-Grenville 2005; Sun 2012; Sykes 

et al. 2014), this dissertation uncovered their role in the context of malleable IT. The 

different environmental factors influenced how users could perceive and drive change 

for their routines. The different users, although all part of the same organization, had 

very different possibilities for utilizing the malleable IT, which was derived from their 

local environments. It is important to consider these environments, when developing 
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further theories about user-driven change under malleable IT. This dissertation pro-

vided the first suggestions on how to do so. The stronger emphasis on local environ-

ments is the third contribution of this dissertation. 

This dissertation also has some limitations. The most important limitation is that all 

data was collected from a single organization. This allowed for detailed descriptions 

and consistent settings for all three studies, but it also limited the generalization of the 

results. Therefore, replication of the results is required to strengthen the developed 

theories. The open policy to adapt and modify SP by users at Alpha, in particular, was 

quite a special setting. Although this allowed me to observe the unfolding of malleable 

IT at the user level without formal restrictions, it also may have prevented tensions in 

a more restrictive scenario that may have generated additional potentials (see results 

from Study 3 regarding embeddedness). An additional limitation was the limited sup-

port by the IT department of Alpha, which that may have fostered retention of the 

technology at the user level because users may have felt as if they were left on their 

own. This circumstance may have also prevented required knowledge injection from 

sparking more usage scenarios. Overall, replications of the studies under different set-

tings (e.g., different organizations or different malleable IT) are required. 

The single studies already suggested some avenues for future research. Considering 

the studies examined in this dissertation holistically, I want to add three more avenues 

for future research that derive from the conducted research in this dissertation. First, 

one avenue is to aim for a tighter integration of affordances and effective use in mal-

leable IT research. In this dissertation, I analyzed affordance actualizations and their 

influence on routines. However, I did not question whether these affordance actuali-

zations led to effective use (i.e., supported the desired goals of the organization) 

(Burton-Jones and Volkoff 2017). The individual affordance actualizations may lead 

to personal optimizations at the user level, in which the users applied the malleable IT 

to manifest their personal goals (D'Adderio 2011), but not necessarily acting in a ben-

eficial way from an organizational perspective. Recent research has begun to identify 

context-specific affordances and the influence of their actualization on the organiza-

tional level (Burton-Jones and Volkoff 2017; Leidner et al. 2018; Strong et al. 2014). 

For malleable IT, such approaches would also be interesting, although the resulting 

affordance networks may reach a much higher complexity since the IT provides so 

many potentials. A possible approach would be to use techniques like complex adap-
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tive systems to model the emerging bottom-up affordance actualizations and their ef-

fect on organizational goals (Nan 2011). The application of such techniques could help 

to uncover processes and conditions that not only lead to affordance actualizations 

under malleable IT but also consider the effectiveness of these actualizations at the 

organizational level. 

A second avenue for future research is the subtle transformation of malleable IT arti-

facts into hard-to-change IT artifacts. An initial idea for this dissertation was to analyze 

how and when routine artifacts evolve from malleable easy-to-adapt artifacts to com-

plex, persistent artifacts over time. The idea relied on the concept of imbrications be-

tween routines and their related artifacts (Leonardi 2011). The suggestion was that at 

a certain point the malleable character of the artifact diminishes through repeated 

changes, and the artifact petrifies more and more. This suggestion was partly con-

firmed through observations in Study 3. Unfortunately, we observed such repeated 

imbrications in very few cases, so we could not develop a satisfying theory. A higher 

number of observed users or an ex post analysis of petrified artifacts could provide 

sufficient data. Insights from such data could help to provide guidance on how malle-

able IT could act as an incubator for artifacts in the early phases of routine evolutions 

and uncover conditions when such petrification appears. 

A third avenue for future research is an enhanced analysis of advice networks and their 

influence on effective use and user-driven change under malleable IT. In this disserta-

tion, the influence of advice networks was observed only through narrations in inter-

views (Study 1) and approximations in a survey (i.e., other people’s use, Study 2) but 

not further explicated (e.g., Sykes et al. 2014) or directly observed, as in ethnographic 

research. Further details about the advice network structures and the exchanged infor-

mation would be insightful for analyzing the distribution of usage scenarios for mal-

leable IT. A longitudinal perspective is necessary to observe these mutations. The 

structures of the advice networks may help to explain why malleable IT implementa-

tions lead to high adoption and user-driven change in parts of organizations but may 

fail in other parts. Additionally, possible negative effects of advice networks in com-

bination with malleable IT should be analyzed, such as the spread of inferior solutions 

through advice networks that limit the effective use of malleable IT. 
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2 Implications for Practice 
The findings of this dissertation provide guidance for organizations and individual us-

ers in the utilization of malleable IT in practice. On the organizational level, the results 

of this dissertation showed that malleable IT is not a driver of change on its own. Each 

user in these studies needed to find meaningful usage scenarios for the malleable IT, 

without which the malleable IT would have been useless. Thus, organizations need to 

either define usage scenarios for the malleable IT to induce change potential or they 

need to provide impulses for users to stimulate user-driven change. The results of this 

dissertation suggest that organizations could do so by fostering an exchange about the 

use of the malleable IT between users. This would allow users to observe how others 

utilize the malleable IT. Additionally, this would also provide the users with contacts 

to exchange advice and would allow them to ask for help for configurations. Thus, the 

creation of such stimulating local environments supports the adoption of malleable IT. 

The exchange among users about the malleable IT can also drive change momentum 

if “external” users suggest ideas to enhance or modify the use for a specific routine. 

Furthermore, organizations should identify users that are willing to build up technical 

knowledge about the malleable IT. Such users are also sources of user-driven change 

through transferring and exploring. These strategies only make sense if organizations 

are interested in bottom-up change that is difficult to predict and require discretion for 

the users. Otherwise, a strategy should be applied that prescribes usage scenarios. 

However, this would restrict the potential for malleable IT. 

The three studies in this dissertation also showed the versatile character of malleable 

IT. The users utilized the malleable IT for different usage scenarios. Organizations can 

benefit from the application of malleable IT for the support of routines that are in cre-

ation, although actors of such routines may need to develop an understanding of the 

routine and how it could be supported. Malleable IT provides the required flexibility 

to do so. The same is true for routines that are not supported by other existing IT in the 

organization. Such routines could also use malleable IT to evolve. This evolution could 

lead to an integration into existing IT over time that is enabled by the malleable IT. 

However, in both scenarios, the developments of resulting artifacts highly depend on 

the capabilities of lead actors and their commitment to the routine. Here the decision 

for a suitable lead actor can lead to a high momentum for change. 
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Despite the potentials, malleable IT also carries risks for organizations. The resulting 

artifacts in our studies were developed with little governance support by the IT depart-

ment and therefore strongly depended on individual users. The artifacts often remained 

unused if active users left the organization. Such legacy artifacts may result in high 

efforts due to repeated “inventions” of artifacts for the same use cases. Organizations 

must find a balance in their governance of malleable IT to allow user-driven change 

but also to stabilize resulting changes to gain maximum benefits from the outcomes. 

A repository to document existing artifacts based on malleable IT may help organiza-

tions keep an overview and allow them to take action, if needed. 

On the individual level, this dissertation also has implications for praxis. In the given 

context of the study (i.e., high discretion to adapt the malleable IT), users receive a 

mighty tool to support and drive change in their local environments. They can use 

malleable IT to manifest their views in artifacts and to enforce them in routines. Alt-

hough other factors, like power constellations, are also important in such processes, 

the artifacts based on malleable IT can make a difference. Thus, malleable IT allows 

users to induce change in their local routines. Users can utilize this for their personal 

development and strengthen their position. This dissertation implies that users need to 

develop capabilities to utilize the malleable IT. Thus, they can either increase their 

technical knowledge about the malleable IT or build a strong advice network to rely 

on. Users that take these investments and leave their comfort zone can benefit from 

the utilization of malleable IT by driving change in their routines. 
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